EXAMEN POR MATERIAS PARA USO DE LOS POSTULANTES A LA HABILITACIÓN DE TIPO EN MATERIAL AIRBUS A-320. ENERO 2018

AIR COND. & PNEUMATICS

Cantidad de Preguntas 85

1.- AFT CARGO INDICATIONS MAY BE FOUND ON WHICH ECAM PAGE (S)?
A - ONLY THE ECAM CRUISE PAGE.
B - ONLY THE BLEED PAGE.
C - ONLY THE CAB PRESS PAGE.
D - THE ECAM CRUISE PAGE AND THE COND PAGE.

2.- AFT CARGO VENTILATION IS CONTROLLED BY:
A - THE AFT CARGO ROTARY SELECTOR KNOB.
B - THE CARGO VENTILATION CONTROLLER.
C - THE ZONE CONTROLLER AND THE SDCU.
D - THE CARGO VENTILATION CONTROLLER & THE AFT CARGO ROTARY SELECTOR KNOB.

3.- AN AMBER FAULT LIGHT IN THE HOT AIR P/B INDICATES:
A - VALVE POSITION DISAGREES WITH COMMANDED POSITION.
B - A DUCT OVERHEAT IS DETECTED.
C - EITHER A OR B.

4.- APU BLEED AIR, WHEN SELECTED.
A - HAS PRIORITY OVER ENGINE BLEED AIR.
B - WILL SUPPLY BLEED AIR ONLY IF THE ENG BLEED PB’S ARE SELECTED OFF.
C - WILL SUPPLY AIR ONLY IF THE X BLEED SELECTOR IS SELECTED OPEN.
D - DOES NOT HAVE PRIORITY OVER ENGINE BLEED AIR.
5. AT WHAT CABIN ALTITUDE DO YOU GET AN ECAM WARNING?
   A - 8,800 FEET.
   B - 9,000 FEET.
   C - 9,550 FEET.
   D - 14,000 FEET.

6. AVIONICS VENTILATION SYSTEM INDICATIONS MAY BE FOUND ON WHICH ECAM PAGE(S)?
   A - ONLY THE CAB PRESS PAGE.
   B - THE INFLIGHT ECAM CRUISE PAGE.
   C - THE INFLIGHT ECAM CRUISE PAGE AND THE CAB PRESS PAGES.
   D - ONLY THE BLEED PAGE.

7. BLEED AIR NORMALLY COMES FROM THE ________ OF THE ENGINE.
   A - HIGH PRESSURE STAGE.
   B - INTERMEDIATE STAGE.
   C - LOW PRESSURE STAGE.

8. BLEED AIR SUPPLIED FROM THE APU (APU BLEED VALVE OPEN), THE PACK FLOW IS AUTOMATICALLY SELECTED:
   A - HIGH.
   B - NORMAL.
   C - LOW.
   D - ECON. FLOW.

9. BOTH PRESSURIZATION AUTO CONTROLLERS ARE SET BY THE ACTIVE FLIGHT PLAN LOADED IN THE MCDU. THE QNH ENTRY ON THE MCDU APPROACH PERFORMANCE PAGE REFINES THE DEPRESSURIZATION SCHEDULE FOR THE LANDING.
   A - TRUE.
   B - FALSE.

10. DURING GROUND FUNCTION OPERATION, THE OUTFLOW VALVE IS:
    A - FULLY OPEN.
    B - FULLY CLOSED.
    C - POSITIONED ACCORDING TO FMGS DEMANDS.
11.- DURING NORMAL FLIGHT, THE AVIONICS VENTILATION SYSTEM CONTROLS THE TEMPERATURE OF THE COOLING AIR BY:

A - ADDING AIR CONDITIONED AIR TO THE FLOW.
B - EXTRACTING AIR OVER BOARD.
C - ADDING A AVIONICS BAY AIR.
D - PASSING AIR THROUGH A SKIN HEAT EXCHANGER.

12.- DURING THE EXTERIOR PREFLIGHT ON A WARM DAY, IN WHAT POSITION WOULD YOU EXPECT TO FIND THE AVIONICS VENTILATION SYSTEM INLET AND EXTRACT VALVES TO BE IN?

A - OPEN.
B - INTERMEDIATE.
C - CLOSED.
D - FIRE.

13.- ENGINE BLEED AIR TEMPERATURE IS CONTROLLED BY:

A - ENGINE OIL.
B - A PRE-COOLER THAT USES FAN AIR.
C - CONDITIONED AIR FROM THE MIXING UNIT.

14.- ENGINE FLOW DEMAND, WHEN THE HEATING OR COOLING DEMAND IN ONE ZONE CANNOT BE SATISFIED.

A - THE MINIMUM IDLE MUST BE INCREASED MANUALLY.
B - THE MINIMUM IDLE IS INCREASED AUTOMATICALLY.
C - IN ANY CASE, FLIGHT IDLE IS SUFFICIENT.
D - THE APU MUST BE USED TO SUPPLY ADDITIONAL AIR.

15.- HOT AIR FAUL LIGHT ILLUMINATES ON THE AIR CONDITIONING PANEL.

A - THE HOT AIR PRESS. REG. VALVE OPENS AND THE TRIM AIR VALVES CLOSE.
B - THE HOT AIR PRESS. REG. VALVE CLOSES AND THE TRIM AIR VALVES OPEN.
C - THE HOT AIR PRESS. REG. VALVE CLOSES AND THE TRIM AIR VALVES CLOSE.
D - THE HOT AIR PRESS. REG. VALVE OPENS AND THE TRIM AIR VALVES OPEN.
16.- HOT AIR PRESS. REG. VALVE FAILED OPEN.
A - OPTIMIZED REGULATION IS LOST.
B - THE TEMPERATURE STAYS AT THE VALUE SELECTED.
C - NO EFFECT.
D - CABIN TEMPERATURE WILL BE CONTROLLED AT THE UPPER LIMIT 30 DEG. C.

17.- HOT AIR PRESSURE REGULATING VALVE:
A - REGULATES THE PRESSURE OF HOT AIR TAPPED UPSTREAM OF THE PACKS.
B - IS SPRING LOADED OPEN IN THE ABSENCE OF AIR.
C - OPENS AUTOMATICALLY IN CASE OF DUCT OVERHEAT.
D - OPENS AUTOMATICALLY IF THE CABIN TRIM AIR VALVE FAILS.

18.- HOW CAN YOU CHANGE PRESSURIZATION CONTROLLERS DURING FLIGHT?
A - CYCLE THE LDG ELEV AUTO KNOB OUT OF THE AUTO POSITION THEN BACK TO AUTO.
B - CYCLE THE CABIN PRESS MODE SEL PUSHBUTTON TO THE MAN POSITION THEN BACK TO AUTO.
C - CYCLE THE CABIN PRESSURIZATION MAN V/S CTL SWITCH.

19.- HOW MANY OUTFLOW VALVES ARE THERE?
A - ONE VALVE WITH ONE DOOR.
B - ONE VALVE WITH TWO DOORS.
C - TWO VALVES WITH ONLY ONE DOOR VISIBLE.
D - TWO VALVES (ONE MAIN + ONE BACK-UP) WITH ONLY TWO DOORS VISIBLE.

20.- HOW MANY TEMPERATURE SELECTORS ARE THERE ON THE A-320? HOW MANY TEMPERATURE ZONES ARE THERE?
A - THREE ROTARY TEMPERATURE SELECTORS AND ONE ZONE.
B - THREE ROTARY TEMPERATURE SELECTORS, ONE EACH FOR THE COCKPIT ZONE, THE FORWARD CABIN ZONE, AND THE AFT CABIN ZONE.
C - TWO ROTARY TEMPERATURE SELECTORS, ONE FOR THE COCKPIT AND FIRST CLASS ZONE AND ONE FOR THE AFT CABIN ZONE.
D - FOUR ROTARY TEMPERATURE SELECTORS AND FOUR ZONES.
21.- HOW MANY TRIM AIR VALVES ARE THERE?
A - ONE TRIM AIR VALVE.
B - THREE: ONE EACH FOR THE COCKPIT ZONE, THE FORWARD CABIN ZONE, AND THE AFT CABIN ZONE.
C - TWO: ONE FOR THE COCKPIT AND FIRST CLASS ZONE, AND ONE FOR THE CABIN ZONE.
D - FOUR: ONE EACH FOR THE COCKPIT ZONE, THE FIRST CLASS ZONE, AND TWO FOR THE AFT ZONE.

22.- IF A BMC FAILS:
A - THE REMAINING BMC WILL AUTOMATICALLY ASSUME MOST OF THE FAILED BMC’S FUNCTIONS.
B - ALL SYSTEM ASSOCIATED WITH THE FAILED BMC ALSO FAIL.
C - THE ASSOCIATED BLEED VALVES CLOSE.
D - NONE OF THE ABOVE.

23.- IF BLEED AIR IS BEING SUPPLIED BY THE APU OR IF ONE PACK FAILS, PACK FLOW WILL GO TO WHAT RATE?
A - LOW.
B - MEDIUM.
C - HIGH.

24.- IF YOU SELECT A POSITION OTHER THAN THE AUTO DETENT ON THE LDG ELEV AUTO SELECTOR, HOW CAN YOU SEE THE ACTUAL LANDING ELEVATION VALUE?
A - ON THE ECAM CRUISE.
B - ON THE PRESS PAGE.
C - ON THE ECAM CRUISE OR THE PRESS PAGE.

25.- IN FLIGHT IF THE AIR PRESSURE IS INSUFFICIENT EVEN WITH THE HP VALVE OPEN:
A - THE ENGINE SPOOLS UP AUTOMATICALLY.
B - ENGINE POWER HAS TO BE INCREASED BY THE PILOT.
C - PUSH THE HIGH PRESSURE P/B ON THE OVERHEAD PANEL.
26. IN NORMAL FLIGHT IN CLOSED CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION, THE AVIONICS VENTILATION SYSTEM CONTROLS THE TEMPERATURE OF THE COOLING AIR BY:
A - ADDING AIR CONDITIONED AIR TO THE FLOW.
B - EXTRACTING AIR OVERBOARD.
C - ADDING AVIONICS BAY AIR.
D - PASSING AIR THROUGH A SKIN HEAT EXCHANGER.

27. IT IS PERMISSIBLE TO USE SIMULTANEOUSLY PACKS AND LP GROUND UNIT DURING LONG STOPS IN A HOT AIRFIELD.
A - YES.
B - NO.

28. PACK CONTROLLER, PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CHANNEL FAILURE.
A - PACK OUTLET TEMPERATURE IS CONTROLLED TO BETWEEN 5 AND 30 DEG. C BY THE ANTI-ICE VALVE.
B - THE PACK IS CLOSED.
C - THE PACKS DELIVER A FIXED TEMPERATURE OF 20 DEG. C.

29. PACK CONTROLLER, PRIMARY CHANNEL FAILURE.
A - THE SECONDARY COMPUTER OPERATES AS A BACKUP MODE AND REGULATION IS NOT OPTIMIZED.
B - THE SECONDARY COMPUTER TAKES OVER (ALL FUNCTIONS AS NORMAL)
C - PACK IS LOST.
D - PACK OUTLET TEMPERATURE IS CONTROLLED AT 15 DEG.C.

30. PACK CONTROLLER, SECONDARY CHANNEL FAILURE.
A - NO EFFECT ON PACK REGULATION BACKUP MODE IS LOST.
B - PACK IS LOST.
C - NO EFFECT (ALL MODES STILL AVAILABLE).
D - PACK OUTLET TEMPERATURE IS CONTROLLED AT 15 DEG. C.

31. PACK FLOW CONTROL VALVE:
A - IS PNEUMATICALLY OPERATED AND ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED.
B - ELECTRICALLY OPERATED AND PNEUMATICALLY CONTROLLED.
C - OPENS AUTOMATICALLY DURING ENGINE STARTING.
D - IS SPRING LOADED TO OPEN.
32. PLACING THE AVIONICS VENTILATION SYSTEM IN THE SMOKE CONFIGURATION:
A - OPENS THE #1 GLC.
B - OPENS THE CARGO UNDER-FLOOR VALVE.
C - OPENS THE #2 GLC.
D - DE-ENERGIZES THE BLOWER FAN, EXTRACT FAN RUNS, AND OPENS THE AIR CONDITIONING EXTRACT VALVES.

33. PLACING THE BLOWER PUSH BUTTON TO OVERRIDE:
A - INSURES THE BLOWER FAN WILL CONTINUE TO RUN.
B - PLACES THE AVIONICS VENTILATION SYSTEM IN THE OPEN CONFIGURATION.
C - DE-ENERGIZES THE BLOWER FAN.
D - PLACES THE AVIONICS VENTILATION SYSTEM IN THE CLOSED CONFIGURATION.

34. PLACING THE EXTRACT PUSH BUTTON TO OVERRIDE:
A - DE-ENERGIZES THE EXTRACT FAN.
B - PLACES THE AVIONICS VENTILATION SYSTEM IN THE CLOSED CONFIGURATION.
C - INSURES THE EXTRACT FAN WILL CONTINUE TO BE ENERGIZED.
D - PLACES THE AVIONICS VENTILATION SYSTEM IN THE OPEN CONFIGURATION.

35. PRESSURIZATION CONTROLLERS RECEIVE INPUTS FROM:
A - LGCIU, ADIRU, FMGS, AND EIU.
B - LGCIU/S AND THE MCDU.
C - LGCIU/S AND PITOT STATIC SOURCES.
D - MCDU AND LGCIU/S.

36. PRESSURIZATION INDICATIONS ARE FOUND WHICH ECAM PAGE(S)?
A - ONLY ON THE CAB PRESS PAGE.
B - BLEED PAGE.
C - THE INFLIGHT ECAM CRUISE PAGE AND THE CAB PRESS PAGE.
D - BOTH A AND B.

37. PRESSURIZATION IS NORMALLY AUTOMATIC. CAN YOU INTERFERE WITH IT?
A - YES, CABIN PRESS MODE SEL TO OVERRIDE AND MAN V/S CTL TOGGLE SWITCH.
B - YES, MANUALLY SET LANDING ELEVATION USING THE LND ELEV AUTO SELECTOR.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.
38. RECIRCULATION FANS IN THE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM DIRECT FILTERED CABIN AIR TO WHICH AREA?
A - THE PNEUMATIC DUCK, UPSTREAM OF THE PACKS.
B - THE AVIONICS COMPARTMENT.
C - THE MIXING UNIT.

39. TEMPERATURE REGULATION FOR THE A-320 IS CONTROLLED BY:
A - ONE ZONE CONTROLLER AND TWO PACK CONTROLLERS.
B - TWO PACK CONTROLLER AND THE BMC’S.
C - THE BMC’S.

40. THE AUTO POSITION OF THE X BLEED SELECTOR OPENS THE CROSSBLEED IF:
A - AN ENGINE BLEED VALVE IS OPEN.
B - THE APU BLEED VALVE IS OPEN.
C - WHEN ENGINE START IS SELECTED.

41. THE CREW MAY DIRECTLY CONTROL THE FOLLOWING BLEED VALVES:
A - ENGINE, ENGINE HIGH PRESSURE, APU.
B - ENGINE, INTERMEDIATE PRESSURE, APU.
C - ENGINE, APU, CROSSBLEED.

42. THE HOT AIR VALVE PUSH BUTTON CONTROLS:
A - THE TRIM AIR VALVE.
B - THE HOT AIR MANIFOLD.
C - THE ENGINE BLEED VALVES.
D - THE PACK FLOW CONTROL VALVES.

43. THE LAVATORY/GALLEY EXTRACT FAN OPERATES:
A - ONLY ON THE GROUND.
B - ONLY IN FLIGHT.
C - CONTINUOUSLY WHEN ELECTRICAL POWER IS AVAILABLE.

44. THE OUTFLOW VALVE IS POWERED BY:
A - ONE OF TWO ELECTRIC MOTORS.
B - ONE OF THREE ELECTRIC MOTORS.
C - THREE MECHANICALLY LINKED ELECTRIC MOTORS.
45.- THE PURPOSE OF THE SAFETY VALVE IS TO AVOID:
A - EXCESSIVE POSITIVE PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL.
B - EXCESSIVE NEGATIVE DIFFERENTIAL.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

46.- THE RAM AIR SWITCH SHOULD BE USED:
A - AT ANY TIME.
B - ONLY WHEN DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE IS LESS THAN 1 PSI.
C - WHEN DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE IS MORE THAN 1 PSI.
D - ONLY AFTER OUTFLOW VALVE IS FULLY OPENED.

47.- THE RAM AIR VALVE:
A - SHOULD BE OPENED FOR INCREASED VENTILATION WHILE ON THE GROUND.
B - WILL OPEN AUTOMATICALLY AFTER ENGINE START.
C - SHOULD BE OPENED FOR INCREASED VENTILATION WHILE IN FLIGHT.
D - MUST BE MANUALLY ACTIVATED.

48.- THE SAFETY VALVES ARE OPERATED:
A - ELECTRICALLY.
B - HYDRAULICALLY.
C - PNEUMATICALLY.

49.- THE TEMPERATURE OF EACH AIRCRAFT ZONE IS OPTIMIZED BY MEANS OF?
A - A HOT AIR PRESSURE REGULATING VALVE.
B - A ZONE CONTROL VALVE.
C - A TRIM AIR VALVE.
D - BOTH A AND B.

50.- THE THIRD MOTOR (MANUAL) IN THE PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM IS ACTIVATED:
A - AUTOMATICALLY IF BOTH AUTOMATIC MOTORS FAIL.
B - IN SEQUENCE AFTER EACH LANDING.
C - WHEN THE CABIN PRESS MODE SEL SWITCH IS POSITIONED TO MAN.
51. - THE VENT FAN RUNS ANY TIME THERE IS A NORMAL SHIPS POWER AND THE ISOLATION VALVES ARE OPEN.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

52. - TO ENABLE RAM AIR TO THE MIXTER UNIT, THE RAM AIR SWITCH SHOULD BE USED:
A - AT ANY TIME.
B - ONLY WHEN DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE IS LESS THAN 1 PSI.
C - WHEN PRESSURE IS GREATER THAN 1 PSI DIFF.
D - ONLY AFTER OUTFLOW VALVE IS FULLY OPENED.

53. - TRANSFER BETWEEN THE TWO CABIN PRESSURE CONTROLLERS IS:
A - ACCOMPLISHED WITH A SWITCH OVERHEAD.
B - AUTOMATIC AFTER LANDING OR IN CASE THE OPERATING CONTROLLER FAILS.
C - AUTOMATICALLY AT EACH TAKEOFF.

54. - TRIM AIR VALVE, EACH ONE OPTIMIZES THE TEMPERATURE BY:
A - ADDING HOT AIR.
B - ADDING FRESH AIR.
C - MODULATION OF PACK FLOW.
D - ADDING RECIRCULATED AIR.

55. - TRIM AIR VALVES ARE MODULATED BY:
A - THE ZONE CONTROLLER.
B - ANTI-ICE VALVE.
C - HOT AIR PRESSURE REGULATING VALVE.

56. - UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS SHOULD THE PACK FLOW CONTROLLER BE SET TO HIGH?
A - IN COLD CONDITIONS TO ACHIEVE A HIGHER CABIN TEMPERATURE RANGE.
B - WITH A LOW PASSENGER LOAD TO INCREASE CABIN AIR FLOW.
C - WITH A HIGH PASSENGER LOAD IN HOT CONDITIONS IN ORDER TO HELP REDUCE THE CABIN TEMPERATURE.
57.- UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS SHOULD THE PACK FLOW CONTROLLER BE SET TO LOW?
A - WITH A LOW PASSENGER LOAD TO REDUCE BLEED AIR DEMAND AND IMPROVE FUEL EFFICIENCY.
B - WITH A HIGH PASSENGER LOAD TO REDUCE CABIN TEMPERATURE.
C - IN COLD CONDITIONS TO ACHIEVE A HIGHER CABIN TEMPERATURE RANGE.
D - WITH A LOW PASSENGER LOAD TO INCREASE CABIN TEMPERATURE.

58.- WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT SOURCES OF AIR FOR AIR CONDITIONING AND PRESSURIZATION?
A - ENGINE BLEED AIR.
B - ENGINE BLEED AIR AND RECIRCULATED AIR.
C - ENGINE BLEED AIR AND RECIRCULATED AIR, OR IF SELECTED, APU BLEED AIR AND RECIRCULATED AIR.
D - NONE OF THE ABOVE.

59.- WHAT HAPPENS TO THE OUTFLOW VALVE WHEN THE RAM AIR SWITCH IS SELECTED ON?
A - THE OUTFLOW VALVE OPENS IMMEDIATELY.
B - THE OUTFLOW VALVE OPENS IF CABIN DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE IS LESS THAN 1 PSI.
C - NORMAL OUTFLOW VALVE CONTROL IS MAINTAINED.

60.- WHAT HAPPENS TO THE PACK FLOW CONTROL VALVES DURING ENGINE START?
A - THEY MUST BE SELECTED OFF.
B - THEY MUST BE SELECTED OFF ON COLD DAYS ONLY.
C - THEY MUST BE SELECTED OFF ON HOT DAYS ONLY.
D - THEY AUTOMATICALLY CLOSE.

61.- WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A TEMPERATURE SELECTION ROTARY KNOB IS ADJUSTED?
A - A SIGNAL IS SENT TO THE ZONE CONTROLLER REQUESTING A DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE.
B - NOTHING AS THERE IS NO RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A TEMPERATURE SELECTOR KNOB AND THE TRIM AIR VALVE.
C - THE ASSOCIATED TRIM AIR VALVE IMMEDIATELY MOVES TO A DIFFERENT POSITION.
62.- WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE PACK FLOW SELECTOR?
A - ALLOWS THE PILOT TO INCREASE PACK FLOW BUT WILL NOT ALLOW A MANUAL DECREASE IN FLOW IF NEEDED BY THE AIRCRAFT DEMANDS.
B - ALWAYS ALLOWS HIGH FLOW REGARDLESS OF SWITCH POSITION WHEN THE APU IS USED FOR AIR CONDITIONING.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

63.- WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE RAM AIR VALVE?
A - VENTILATION WHILE ON THE GROUND.
B - EMERGENCY SMOKE REMOVAL AND VENTILATION IN THE EVENT LF DUAL PACK FAILURE.
C - AVIONICS COOLING.
D - CARGO VENTILATION & AVIONICS COOLING.

64.- WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM ALTITUDE ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM?
A - 39.100 FEET.
B - 39.800 FEET.
C - 41.000 FEET.
D - 41.100 FEET.

65.- WHAT IS THE MAX. NEGATIVE DIFF. PRESSURE FOR THE CABIN?
A - 0 PSI.
B - 1 PSI.
C - 2 PSI.
D - 8.6 PSI.

66.- WHAT IS THE NORM. MAX. CABIN ALTITUDE?
A - 8,000 FT.
B - 9,550 FT +/-350 FT.
C - 14,000 FT.
D - 800 FT.
67. WHAT LIMITATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE RAM AIR VALVE?
A - DO NOT OPEN IF CABIN PRESSURE IS GREATER THAN 1 PSI.
B - ONLY OPEN WHILE ON THE GROUND.
C - WILL NOT OPEN IF THE DITCHING SWITCH IS OFF.
D - OPERATION IS AUTOMATIC.

68. WHAT POSITION DO THE PACK VALVES GO TO IN THE EVENT OF A LOSS OF THE BLEED SYSTEM PRESSURE?
A - THEY REMAIN IN THEIR LAST POSITION.
B - FULL OPEN.
C - MID POSITION.
D - CLOSED.

69. WHEN ADDITIONAL PNEUMATIC AIR IS REQUIRED FOR ANTI-ICE, ENGINE STARTING, OR AIR CONDITIONING:
A - THE CREW MUST ADJUST A MINIMUM EPR SETTING.
B - ADDITIONAL PNEUMATIC AIR WILL BE REQUESTED BY THE BMC TO THE FADEC’S OR THE APU.
C - BOTH A AND B ARE CORRECT.
D - NONE OF THE ABOVE.

70. WHEN APU IS SUPPLYING THE PACKS, THE PACK CONTROLLER SENDS A DEMAND SIGNAL TO INCREASE AIRFLOW WHEN A ZONE TEMPERATURE CANNOT BE SATISFIED. THIS SIGNAL IS SENT TO THE:
A - PACK RAM AIR INLET FLAP.
B - APU ECB.
C - PACK OUTFLOW CONTROL VALVE.

71. WHEN DOES NORMAL DEPRESSURIZATION OCCUR?
A - 100 FEET AGL ABOVE TOUCHDOWN.
B - IT IS COMPLETE THREE MINUTES AFTER TOUCHDOWN.
C - AFTER FLAP RETRACTION.
D - ON LANDING TOUCHDOWN.
72.- WHEN DOES NORMAL PRESSURIZATION OCCUR?
A - AFTER SECOND ENGINE START.
B - PRESSURIZATION OCCURS DURING TAXI.
C - PRESSURIZATION OCCURS DURING THE TAKEOFF ROLL.
D - AFTER RATATION.

73.- WHEN EITHER THE BLOWER OR EXTRACT SWITCHES ARE IN OVRD, AIR FROM THE AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM IS ADDED TO VENTILATION AIR.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

74.- WHEN LANDING ELEVATION IS SET TO AUTO, THE LANDING ELEVATION IS SENT TO THE CONTROLLER FROM:
A - FMGS.
B - FCU.
C - ADIRS.

75.- WHEN THE PACK FLOW CONTROL KNOB IS POSITIONED TO HI, AIR FLOW IS:
A - 80% OF NORMAL RATE.
B - 100% OF NORMAL RATE.
C - 120% OF NORMAL RATE.
D - 150% OF NORMAL RATE.

76.- WHEN WOULD YOU SELECT PACK FLOW TO HI?
A - SMOKE REMOVAL OR HOT/HUMID CONDITIONS.
B - WHEN PASSENGERS ARE COMPLAINING IT IS TOO COLD.
C - ABOVE FL 350.
D - ABOVE FL 250.

77.- WHEN WOULD YOU SELECT RAM AIR ON?
A - IF ADDITIONAL COOLING IS REQUIRED ON THE GROUND.
B - DUAL PACKS FAILURE OR SMOKE REMOVAL.
C - WHEN PACK TEMPERATURES ARE TOO HIGH.
D - WHEN THERE IS SMOKE IN THE CABIN.
78.- WHICH CONFIGURATION IS THE AVIONICS VENTILATION SYSTEM IN WHILE AIRBORNE WITH NO ABNORMALS PRESENT?
A - OPEN.
B - SMOKE.
C - FIRE.
D - CLOSED.

79.- WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IS CORRECT CONCERNING CONDITIONED AIR?
A - CONDITIONED AIR AND TRIM AIR ARE MIXED THEN DISTRIBUTED TO EACH ZONE.
B - RECIRCULATED AIR, CONDITIONED AND HOT TRIM ARE MIXED THEN DISTRIBUTED TO EACH ZONE.
C - HOT TRIM AIR IS ADDED TO THE MIXING UNIT BEFORE DISTRIBUTION TO EACH ZONE.
D - RECIRCLING FANS DRAW CABIN AIR TO A MIXING UNIT WHERE CONDITIONED AIR IS ADDED.

80.- WHICH STATEMENT IS CORRECT REGARDING ILLUMINATION OF THE AMBER AFT ISOL VALVE FAULT LIGHT?
A - AUTOMATICALLY CLOSES THE AFT CARGO COMPARTMENT ISOLATION VALVES.
B - MEANS THAT EITHER THE INLET OR OUTLET ISOLATION VALVE(S) DISAGREES WITH THE SWITCH POSITION.
C - INDICATES THAT THE EXTRACT FAN HAS STOPPED.
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

81.- WHICH STATEMENT IS TRUE CONCERNING THE CARGO COMPARTMENT VENTILATION?
A - BOTH CARGO COMPARTMENTS ARE PRESSURIZED AND HEATED USING BOTH CABIN AIR AND HOT TRIM AIR.
B - RECIRCULATED AIR, CONDITIONED AIR, AND HOT TRIM AIR ARE MIXED THEN DISTRIBUTED TO EACH CARGO COMPARTMENT.
C - ONLY THE AFT CARGO COMPARTMENT IS HEATED AND VENTILATED. CABIN AMBIENT AIR IS MIXED WITH HOT TRIM AIR AND DRAWN THROUGH ISOLATION VALVES BY EXTRACTION FANS.

82.- WITH THE APU RUNNING, THE APU BLEED PUSH BUTTON SELECTED ON AND THE X BLEED SELECTOR TO AUTO, THE APU WILL:
A - ONLY SUPPLY BLEED AIR TO LEFT SIDE.
B - SUPPLY PNEUMATIC AIR TO BOTH SIDES OF THE AIRCRAFT BECAUSE THE PNEUMATIC CROSSBLED VALVE AUTOMATICALLY OPENS.
C - WILL SUPPLY BLEED AIR ONLY TO THE LEFT SIDE UNLESS THE X BLEED SELECTOR IS SELECTED OPEN.
D - ONLY SUPPLY BLEED AIR TO THE RIGHT SIDE.
83.- WITH APU BLEED ON AND ENGINE BLEED SWITCHES ON WITH ENGINES RUNNING. WHAT IS THE POSITION OF THE ENGINE BLEED VALVES?

A - CLOSED.
B - OPEN.
C - DEPENDS ON THE CROSSBLEED SELECTOR.

84.- WITH THE LOSS OF PNEUMATIC SYSTEM PRESSURE, THE ENGINE BLEED VALVE WILL:

A - REMAIN IN IT'S CURRENT POSITION.
B - ASSUME THE CLOSED POSITION.
C - ASSUME THE OPEN POSITION.
D - ASSUME THE MID POSITION.

85.- WITH THE PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM IN THE AUTOMATIC MODE, WHICH VALVES ARE CLOSED WHEN THE DITCHING PUSH BUTTON IS SELECTED ON?

A - ALL VALVES BELOW THE WATER LINE.
B - APU INLET.
C - ONLY THE AVONICS COOLING VALVES.
D - THE ENGINE BLEED VALVES.
1. ALL NAV AID ARE NORMALLY AUTO TUNED BY:
   A - THE FMGC.
   B - MCDU.
   C - ADIRU.

2. ALL NAVAIDS ARE NORMALLY AUTO TUNED BY:
   A - THE FMGC.
   B - MCDU.
   C - ADIRU.

3. ALL PFD DISPLAYS EXCEPT ATTITUDE; SPEED; HEADING; ALTITUDE; AND VERTICAL SPEED ARE REMOVED WHEN PITCH ATTITUDE EXCEEDS 25 DEGREES NOSE UP OR 13 DEGREES NOSE DOWN.
   A - TRUE.
   B - FALSE.

4. AMBER BOX PROMTS ON THE MCDU INDICATE DATA:
   A - ENTRY IS OPTIONAL FOR FMGS OPERATION.
   B - ENTRY IS REQUIRED FOR MINIMUM FMGS OPERATION.
   C - WILL BE FILLED IN BY THE FMGS.

5. AN AMBER BOX ON THE MCDU SCREEN INDICATES:
   A - AN OPTIONAL DATA ENTRY.
   B - A MANDATORY DATA ENTRY.
   C - A COMPULSORY REPORTING POINT.
   D - THE WAYPOINT INDICATED WILL BE OVER FLOWN.

6. AN FMGS MESSAGE WHICH REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION IS DISPLAYED IN:
   A - RED.
   B - AMBER.
   C - MAGENTA.
7.- APPR PB. IS USED TO ARM/ENGAGE THE GUIDANCE MODES RELATED TO THE APPROACH:

A - SELECTED ON THE NAVIGATION RADIOS.

B - INSERTED INTO THE FLIGHT PLAN (ILS ONLY).

C - INSERTED INTO THE FLIGHT PLAN (ILS OR NON ILS).

8.- BOTH AUTOPILOTS CAN BE ENGAGED AND ACTIVE IN ANY PHASE OF FLIGHT.

A - TRUE.

B - FALSE.

9.- BOX PROMPTS ON THE MCDU INDICATE DATA:

A - ENTRY IS OPTIONAL FOR FMGS OPERATION.

B - ENTRY IS REQUIRED FOR MINIMUM FMGS OPERATION.

C - WILL BE FILLED IN BY THE FMGS.

10.- CAN THE AUTOPILOT BE USED FOR A SINGLE ENGINE APPROACH AND AUTO LAND?

A - YES.

B - NO.

11.- CAN THE CREW DEPRESS THE RMP ON NAV PUSHBUTTON AND USE THE RMP FOR NAVIGATION SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH FMGC AUTO TUNING?

A - YES, BECAUSE THE OPPOSITE FMGC WILL CONTINUE TO AUTO TUNE NAVAIDS.

B - NO. RMP BACKUP TUNING SUPERSEDES THE AUTO TUNING FUNCTION OF BOTH FMGC'S.

12.- COST INDEX = 0 (ZERO) CORRESPONDS TO:

A - MINIMUM FUEL CONSUMPTION (MAX RANGE).

B - MINIMUM TIME.

C - BEST RATIO BETWEEN THE FLIGHT TIME COST AND THE FUEL COST.

D - LRC (LONG RANGE CRUISE).

13.- DASHES ON THE MCDU INDICATE DATA:

A - ENTRY IS NOT ALLOWED.

B - IS BEING CALCULATED BY THE FMGS.

C - EITHER A OR B.
14.- DURING A TURNAROUND, YOU NOTICE THAT THERE IS A RESIDUAL GROUND SPEED ON BOTH NDS. HOW DO YOU CORRECT THIS?

A - AS THE ENGINES HAVE BEEN SHUT DOWN, IT IS NECESSARY TO CARRY OUT A FULL REALIGNMENT.

B - THERE IS NO CORRECTIVE ACTION POSSIBLE UNTIL THE AIRCRAFT IS COMPLETELY ELECTRICALLY SHUT DOWN.

C - IT IS POSSIBLE TO CARRY OUT A RAPID ALIGNMENT BY TURNING OFF ALL 3 ADIRS MOMENTARILY.

15.- DURING DESCENT, IF YOU PUSH THE EXPEDITE (EXPED) PUSH BUTTON, WHAT SPEED WILL THE AIRCRAFT TRY TO MAINTAIN?

A - GREEN DOT.

B - 340 KNOTS.

C - 3.000 FPM VERTICAL SPEED.

D - STANDARD 3.0 DEGREES ANGLE OF DESCENT.

16.- FMGC 1 IS NOT WORKING. TO ENTER DATA INTO THE FMGC, WHICH MCDU WOULD YOU USE?

A - MCDU 1 ON THE CAPTAIN'S SIDE.

B - MCDU 2 ON THE FIRST OFFICER'S SIDE.

C - EITHER MCDU 1 OR MCDU 2.

17.- FOR AUTOLAND, BOTH A/PS MUST BE CONNECTED.

A - TRUE.

B - FALSE.

18.- GPWS AURAL AND VISUAL WARNINGS CAN NOT BE INHIBITED.

A - TRUE.

B - FALSE.

19.- HOW DOES THE FMGC COMPUTE RADIO POSITION?

A - IRS ONLY.

B - IRS AND VOR/DME.

C - IRS, DME/DME.

D - VOR/DME AND DME/DME.
20. - IF ONE GPS RECEIVER FAILS, THE THREE ADIRUS AUTOMATICALLY SELECT THE ONLY OPERATIVE GPS RECEIVER.

A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

21. - IF THE FLEX TEMP IS NOT ENTERED ON THE TAKEOFF PAGE OF THE MCDU:

A - A FLEX TAKEOFF STILL AVAILABLE, SET POWER WITH THE THRUST LEVERS.
B - THE FMGS WILL ENTER IT FOR YOU BASED ON TAT.
C - A FLEX TAKEOFF IS NOT AVAILABLE.

22. - IF THE SPD/MACH KNOB ON THE FCU IS NOT PULLED WITHIN A PREDETERMINED TIME TO ENGAGE SELECTED SPEED:

A - THE SELECTION CAN BE MADE AT ANY TIME.
B - THE SELECTION IS LOST AND DASHES ARE RE-DISPLAYED.
C - THE SELECTION IS LOST AND THE DISPLAY GOES BLANK.

23. - IF THE SPD/MACH KNOB ON THE FCU IS NOT PULLED WITHIN A PREDETERMINED TIME TO ENGAGE SELECTED SPEED:

A - THE SELECTION CAN BE MADE AT ANY TIME.
B - THE SELECTION IS LOST AND DASHES ARE RE-DISPLAYED.
C - THE SELECTION IS LOST AND THE DISPLAY GOES BLANK.

24. - IF YOU HAVE DEPRESSED THE EXPED PUSH BUTTON AND WANT TO CANCEL THIS FUNCTION, HOW COULD THIS BE ACCOMPLISHED?

A - PUSH THE EXPED PUSH BUTTON AGAIN.
B - PULL THE ALTITUDE, VERTICAL SPEED, OR SPEED KNOB.
C - RETARD THE THRUST LEVERS TO IDLE.

25. - ILS 1 INFORMATION IS DISPLAYED ON _______ WHEN OPERATING IN THE ROSE ILS MODE:

A - PFD 2 & ND1.
B - PFD 1 & ND1.
C - PFD 1 & ND2.
26.- IN FLIGHT, EITHER THE AP/FD PITCH CONTROL, OR AUTO THRUST MAY ACQUIRE AND
HOLD A TARGET SPEED OR MACH NUMBER, DEPENDING ON THE ENGAGED MODES.
SPEED CONTROL IS "MANAGED" WHEN THE TARGET COMES FROM THE SPD/MACH FCU
WINDOW.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

27.- IN THE EVENT OF FAILURE OF THE AIR DATA FUNCTION OF ADIRS 1 OR 2, THE
AFFECTED DISPLAYS CAN BE MANUALLY SELECTED OVER TO ADR 3 BY THE:
A - ECAM/ND TRANSFER SELECTOR.
B - AIR DATA SELECTOR.
C - ATT HDG SELECTOR.

28.- IN THE EVENT OF FAILURE OF THE AIR DATA FUNCTION OF ADIRU 1 OR 2; THE
AFFECTED DISPLAYS CAN BE MANUALLY SELECTED OVER TO ADR 3 BY THE:
A - ECAM/ND TRANSFER SELECTOR.
B - AIR DATA SELECTOR.
C - ATT HDG SELECTOR.

29.- MANAGED GUIDANCE IS ENGAGED BY:
A - PULLING ON THE DESIRED FCU SELECTOR KNOB.
B - PUSHING ON THE DESIRED FCU SELECTOR KNOB.
C - ROTATING 90º THE DESIRED FCU SELECTOR KNOB.

30.- ONE A/P CAN BE ENGAGED ON THE GROUND IF THE ENGINES ARE NOT RUNNING.
A - THIS A/P WILL DISENGAGE WHEN BOTH ENGINES ARE STARTED.
B - THIS A/P WILL DISENGAGE WHEN ONE ENGINE IS STARTED.
C - THIS A/P WILL DISENGAGE WHEN SPEED IS SENSED AT > 10 KTS.

31.- OPEN CLimb (OP CLB) IS A MANAGED MODE.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

32.- RADIO HEIGHT IS DISPLAYED ON THE PFD:
A - BELOW 2500’
B - WHEN THE LOC OR APP P/B IS PRESSED.
C - WHEN A DECISION HEIGHT IS SELECTED.
33. SELECTION OF THE CORRECT TAKEOFF RUNWAY ON THE FMGC PRIOR TO EACH FLIGHT IS NECESSARY BECAUSE:

A - THE FADEC NEEDS IT TO KNOW HOW MUCH TO REDUCE THE THRUST TO TAKEOFF.

B - SELECTION OF THE CORRECT RUNWAY INSURES PROPER PRESSURIZATION.

C - SELECTION OF THE CORRECT RUNWAY PERMITS THE FMGS TO UPDATE ITS POSITION AT TAKEOFF.

34. SIDESTICK POSITION AND MAX. SIDESTICK DEFLECTION ARE DISPLAYED ON THE GROUND ON THE PFD:

A - CONTINUOUSLY AFTER AIRCRAFT POWER IS APPLIED.

B - AFTER THE FIRST ENGINE START.

C - ON TAKEOFF ROLL WHEN POWER IS APPLIED.

35. THE A320 HAS ________ AIR DATA INERTIAL REFERENCE UNITS (ADIRS).

A - 2

B - 3

C - 4

36. THE AIRSPEED INDICATION ON THE PFD STARTS AT:

A - 100 KTS.

B - 80 KTS.

C - 50 KTS.

D - 30 KTS.

37. THE ARMED VERTICAL MODES ARE DISPLAYED ON THE FLIGHT MODE ANNUNCIATOR ON THE SECOND LINE IN:

A - BLUE OR MAGENTA.

B - BLUE OR GREEN.

C - WHITE.

38. THE CAPTAIN'S FMA INDICATES - FD2 IN COLUMN FIVE, LINE TWO. WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

A - FMGC #1 HAS TIMED OUT AND FLIGHT GUIDANCE IS LOST.

B - THE FIRST OFFICER HAS PUSHED THE PRIORITY TAKE OVER PUSHBUTTON.

C - FMGC #1 HAS TIMED OUT AND FMGC #2 IS NOW PROVIDING FLIGHT GUIDANCE FOR BOTH PILOTS.

D - THE CAPTAIN'S FD PUSHBUTTON ON THE FCU HAS NOT BEEN SELECTED "ON" AND FD2 HAS AUTOMATICALLY CROSSED OVER.
39.- THE ELECTRONIC FLIGHT INSTRUMENT SYSTEM (EFIS) CONSISTS OF ______ IDENTICAL DISPLAY UNITS.

A - 4
B - 5
C - 6
D - 8

40.- THE ENERGY CIRCLE IS A GREEN ARC, CENTERED ON THE AIRCRAFT’S POSITION AND ORIENTED TOWARDS THE CURRENT TRACK LINE. IT IS DISPLAYED ON THE NDS DURING DESCENT, WHEN HDG TO TRK MODE IS SELECTED.

A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

41.- THE ENGAGED VERTICAL MODES ARE DISPLAYED ON THE FLIGHT MODE ANNUNCIATOR ON THE FIRST LINE IN:

A - GREEN OR BLUE.
B - GREEN OR MAGENTA.
C - BLUE.

42.- THE ENGAGED VERTICAL MODES ARE DISPLAYED ON THE FLIGHT MODE ANNUNCIATOR ON THE FIRST LINE IN:

A - GREEN OR BLUE.
B - GREEN OR MAGENTA.
C - BLUE.

43.- THE FMGC HAVE THREE FUNCTIONS.

A - ECAM CONTROL, FLIGHT GUIDANCE, FLIGHT MANAGEMENT.
B - ECAM CONTROL, EIS CONTROL, FLIGHT MANAGEMENT.
C - FLIGHT GUIDANCE, FLIGHT AUGMENTATION, FLIGHT MANAGEMENT.

44.- THE FMGS DATA BASE CONTAINS:

A - PERFORMANCE INFORMATION, SUCH AS ENGINE FUEL FLOW, ENGINE THRUST, GREEN DOT DATA (L/D DATA), ETC.
B - NAVIGATION INFORMATION, SUCH AS NAVAIDS, WAYPOINTS, AIRWAYS, AIRPORTS, RUNWAYS, ETC.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.
45.- THE IR ALIGNMENT COUNT DOWN STOPS ONE MINUTE PRIOR TO ACCOMPLISHMENT AND THE ALIGN LIGHTS ARE FLASHING. WHY DOES IT HAPPEN?

A - IT IS AN INDICATION THAT THERE IS A DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN THE IRS AND THE ALIGNMENT MUST BE RESTARTED.

B - IT IS AN INDICATION THAT THE ALIGNMENT IS COMPLETE BUT MUST BE ACKNOWLEDGED.

C - IT IS AN INDICATION THAT ALIGNMENT HAS STOPPED AS THE PRESENT POSITION DATA HAS NOT BEEN ENTERED FROM THE FMGS.

46.- THE LOC MODE DISENGAGES WHEN:

A - ANOTHER LATERAL MODE IS ENGAGED.

B - THE PILOT PRESSES THE LOC PUSHBUTTON AGAIN (ENGAGING THE HDG/TRK MODE ON THE CURRENT HDG/TRK).

C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

47.- THE MANAGED MODE OF FLIGHT GUIDANCE IS USED FOR:

A - LATERAL, VERTICAL, AND SPEED COMMANDS AS SELECTED ON THE FCU.

B - LATERAL, VERTICAL, AND SPEED COMMANDS AS DETERMINED BY THE MCDU.

C - LATERAL, VERTICAL, AND SPEED PROFILES AS DETERMINED BY THE FMGS.

48.- THE ON BAT LIGHT ON THE ADIRS CDU ILLUMINATES:

A - ONLY WHEN ALL ADIRS ARE ON BATTERY POWER.

B - WHEN AN ADIRS FAULT IS DETECTED.

C - WHEN ONE OR MORE ADIRS, ARE SUPPLIED BY AIRPLANE BATTERY ONLY.

49.- THE PILOT INTERFACES WITH THE FMGS USING THE:

A - FCU.

B - THRUST LEVERS.

C - MCDU.

D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

50.- THE POSSIBLE MODES OF FMGC OPERATION ARE.

A - DUAL.

B - INDEPENDENT.

C - SINGLE.

D - ALL THE ABOVE.
51. THE SELECTED DATABASE DATE HAS EXPIRED. WHEN MUST THE ACTIVE DATA BASE BE CHANGED?
A - PRIOR TO ENTERING THE PREFLIGHT DATA.
B - ANYTIME PRIOR TO TAKEOFF.
C - THE FOLLOWING CALENDAR DAY.

52. THE SPEED TREND ARROW ON THE PFD AIRSPEED SCALE INDICATES THE SPEED VALUE THAT WILL BE ATTAINED IN ___ SECONDS IF THE ACCELERATION REMAINS CONSTANT.
A - 5
B - 8
C - 10
D - 15

53. THE STANDBY ATTITUDE INDICATION WILL REMAIN AVAILABLE FOR _____ MINUTES AFTER TOTAL ELECTRICAL FAILURE.
A - 5
B - 7
C - 10
D - 22

54. THE THREE DISPLAY MANAGEMENT COMPUTERS (DMCS) ACQUIRE AND PROCESS ALL INPUT FROM AIRPLANE SENSORS AND COMPUTERS TO GENERATE THE DISPLAY IMAGES.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

55. THE TWO BASIC MODES OF FLIGHT GUIDANCE ON THE A-320 ARE:
A - SLAVED AND COUPLED.
B - MANAGED AND SELECTED.
C - MANUAL AND COUPLED.

56. THE WEATHER RADAR IMAGE CAN BE DISPLAYED ON WHICH MODES OF THE ND?
A - ROSE NAV OR VOR.
B - ROSE VOR OR ROSE ILS.
C - ROSE NAV OR ARC.
D - ALL MODES EXCEPT PLAN.
57.- THE WIND SHEAR FUNCTION OF THE FAC'S IS INDEPENDENT OF THE FLIGHT DIRECTOR ON/OFF SWITCH.

A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

58.- VOR DATA CAN BE DISPLAYED ON :

A - BOTH NDS.
B - THE DDRMI.
C - BOTH A AND B.

59.- WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF FLIGHT GUIDANCE?

A - SLAVED AND MANAGED.
B - AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL.
C - MANAGED AND SELECTED.
D - MANAGED AND MANUAL.

60.- WHAT DOES PUSHING THE APPR PUSH BUTTON DO?

A - ARMS MANAGED NAVIGATION.
B - ARMS THE FLIGHT GUIDANCE SYSTEM TO CAPTURE A LOCALIZER AND GLIDE SLOPE IF THE INFORMATION HAS BEEN ENTERED INTO THE MCDU.
C - ALLOWS THE AIRCRAFT TO SLOW TO GREEN DOT SPD.
D - ARMS MANAGED VERTICAL NAVIGATION.

61.- WHAT DO THE WHITE ROUND LIGHTS ON THE FCU DISPLAY MEAN?

A - SELECTED GUIDANCE HAS BEEN ENGAGED.
B - AUTOMATIC GUIDANCE HAS BEEN ENGAGED.
C - MANAGED GUIDANCE HAS BEEN ARMED OR ENGAGED.

62.- WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU PRESS THE EXPED PB?

A - SPEED IS SET TO 340 KNOTS FOR CLimb AND GREEN DOT FOR DESCENT.
B - SPEED IS SET TO GREEN DOT FOR CLimb AND 340 KNITS FOR DESCENT.
C - DECELERATED SPEED APPROACH IS SELECTED.
63. WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU PUSH THE V/S KNOB?
A - ENGAGE THE V/S MODE.
B - COMMAND A ZERO VERTICAL RATE (ALT HOLD).
C - REVERTS TO MANAGED CLIMB.

64. WHAT IS MANAGED CLIMB SPEED ABOVE 10,000 FEET?
A - GREEN DOT.
B - 250 KNOTS.
C - 280 KNOTS.
D - ECON CLIMB SPEED.

65. WHAT IS MANAGED CLIMB SPEED BELOW 10,000 FEET?
A - GREEN DOT.
B - 250 KNOTS.
C - 280 KNOTS.
D - ECON CLIMB SPEED.

66. WHAT SPEED WILL THE FMGS USE IN AN EXPEDITE CLIMB?
A - GREEN DOT SPEED.
B - ECON CLIMB SPEED.
C - 250 KNOTS BELOW 10,000 FEET.
D - AMBER DOT SPEED.

67. WHEN A DOUBLE ENTRY IS NEEDED ON THE MCDU (E.G. WIND DIRECTION/SPEED: 270/110) THE SEPARATING SLASH MUST BE USED. THE TRAILING ENTRY OF A PAIR MUST BE PRECEDED BY A SLASH IF IT IS ENTERED ALONE.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

68. WHEN CAN MANAGED VERTICAL NAVIGATION BE ENGAGED?
A - ONLY AFTER MANAGED SPEED HAS BEEN ENGAGED.
B - AT ANYTIME REGARDLESS OF THE ENGAGEMENT STATUS OF LATERAL NAVIGATION OR SPEED.
C - ONLY AFTER MANAGED LATERAL NAVIGATION AND MANAGED SPEED HAVE BEEN ENGAGED.
D - ONLY AFTER MANAGED LATERAL NAVIGATION HAS BEEN ENGAGED.
69.- WHEN CAN YOU SELECT BOTH A/PS AT THE SAME TIME?
A - AFTER YOU SELECT BOTH NAVIGATION RADIOS ON AL ILS FREQUENCY.
B - ONLY AFTER THE APPROACH MODE IS ARMED AND AN ILS APP IS INTERESTED INTO THE FLIGHT PLAN.
C - NEVER.

70.- WHEN FLYING AT CRUISE ALTITUDE, THE AIRCRAFT NAVIGATES USING RADIO NAV/AIDS ONLY.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

71.- WHEN IS THE SRS ACTIVE?
A - DURING A GO AROUND (AFTER THE THRUST LEVERS ARE PLACED IN THE TOGA POSITION) UP TO THE ACCELERATION ALTITUDE.
B - AT T/O, WHEN TOGA OR FLX POWER IS SET, SRS IS DISPLAYED ON THE FMA AND PROVIDES GUIDANCE UP TO THE ACCELERATION ALTITUDE.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

72.- WHEN THE AIRCRAFT IS IN THE MANAGED GUIDANCE MODE, IT IS:
A - GUIDED BY THE PILOT SELECTING THE SPECIFIC FLIGHT MODES AND PARAMETER TARGET VALUES ON THE FCU.
B - RESPONDING TO PILOT INPUTS OF SPEED, ALTITUDE, AND HEADING SELECTED ON THE FCU.
C - FOLLOWING LATERAL, VERTICAL AND SPEED PROFILES AS DETERMINED BY THE IRS’S.
D - FOLLOWING LATERAL, VERTICAL AND SPEED PROFILES AS DETERMINED BY THE FMGS.

73.- WHEN THE ALTITUDE KNOB ON THE FCU IS PULLED:
A - THE ALTITUDE IS ARMED.
B - THE CURRENT ALTITUDE IS CANCELED.
C - OPEN CLIMB OR DESCENT ENGAGES.

74.- WHEN THE ALTITUDE KNOB ON THE FCU IS PULLED:
A - THE ALTITUDE IS ARMED.
B - THE CURRENT ALTITUDE IS CANCELED.
C - OPEN CLIMB OR DESCENT ENGAGES.
75. WHEN THE THRUST LEVERS ARE MOVED TO THE TAKEOFF POSITION, THE FMGS UPDATED ITS POSITION AT TAKEOFF USING:
A - IRS/DME/DME POSITIONING.
B - IRS/ILS/DME POSITIONING.
C - THE NAVIGATION DATABASE AND THE TAKEOFF RUNWAY ENTERED INTO THE MCDU BY THE PILOT.
D - THE VOR/DME CURRENTLY TUNED.

76. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING NAV/AIDS CAN BE AUTO TUNED?
A - ILS AND ADF (FOR NDB DATA BASE APPROACHES).
B - VOR AND DME.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

77. WHILE TAXIING ON THE GROUND, THE FMGS DISPLAYS THE POSITION OF THE AIRCRAFT USING:
A - IRS AND DME/DME.
B - IRS ONLY.
C - IRS AND VOR/DME.
D - DME/DME AND VOR/DME.

78. WILL THE AIRCRAFT CAPTURE AND NAVIGATE VIA THE ILS SIGNALS IF THE ILS PUSH BUTTON ON THE FCU IS NOT PUSHED?
A - YES.
B - NO.

79. WITH THE AUTOPILOT ENGAGED, EITHER SIDESTICK CAN BE MOVED FREELY.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE, MOVING EITHER SIDESTICK WILL CAUSE THE AUTOPILOT(S) TO DESENGAGED.

80. WITH THE DATA SELECTOR SET TO HDG, THE TIME REMAINING UNTIL THE COMPLETED IRS ALIGNMENT IS DISPLAYED ON THE CONTROL DISPLAY. HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE NORMALLY?
A - APPROXIMATELY 1 MINUTE.
B - APPROXIMATELY 3 MINUTES.
C - APPROXIMATELY 7 MINUTES.
D - APPROXIMATELY 10 MINUTES.
81.- YOU CAN DIENGAGE THE EXPEDITE MODE BY:
A - PRESSING THE EXPED SWITCH ON THE FCU.
B - ENGAGING ANOTHER VERTICAL MODE.
C - EITHER A OR B.

82.- YOU HAVE BEEN CLEARED TO INTERCEPT THE LOCALIZER. YOU HAVE PUSHED THE LOC PUSH BUTTON ON THE FCU. IF ALL NECESSARY DATA HAS BEEN ENTERED IN THE MCDU, CAN YOU NOW ENGAGE BOTH AUTOPILOTS?
A - NO, THE LOC MUST CAPTURE BEFORE BOTH AUTOPILOTS WILL ENGAGE.
B - YES.
C - NO, THE APPR PUSHPACKET MUST BE PUSHED.

83.- ZFW IS ENTERED ON:
A - INIT B PAGE.
B - PROG PAGE.
C - PERF PAGE.
COMMUNICATIONS & OXYGEN
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1.- APPROXIMATELY HOW LONG ARE THE PASSENGER OXYGEN GENERATORS ABLE TO PRODUCE OXYGEN?
   A - 15 MINUTES.
   B - 22 MINUTES.
   C - 25 MINUTES.
   D - 30 MINUTES

2.- AT APPROXIMATELY WHAT CABIN ALTITUDE SHOULD THE PASSENGER OXYGEN MASKS DROP?
   A - 10,000 FEET (+100, - 500 FT).
   B - 12,500 FEET (+ OR - 500 FT).
   C - 14,000 FEET (+ 0, - 500 FT).
   D - 15,000 FEET.

3.- COCKPIT CREW OXYGEN CAN BE TURNED OFF FROM THE COCKPIT?
   A - TRUE.
   B - FALSE.

4.- COCKPIT CREW OXYGEN IS PROVIDED BY:
   A - A SOLID STATE CHEMICAL SYSTEM.
   B - A SINGLE HIGH PRESSURE BOTTLE.
   C - INDIVIDUAL HIGH PRESSURE BOTTLES AT EACH STATION.

5.- CREW OXYGEN PRESSURE IS DISPLAYED ON THE ECAM PAGE:
   A - DOOR/OXY.
   B - CRUISE.
   C - CAB PRESS.

6.- HOW CAN YOU GET THE MECHANICS ATTENTION WHEN HE IS OUTSIDE THE AIRCRAFT?
   A - USE THE MECH PUSHBUTTON ON THE CALLS PANEL WHICH SOUNDS AN EXTERNAL HORN.
   B - PRESS THE PA BUTTON.
   C - SELECT THE MECH TRANSMISSION KEY ON THE ACP.
7.- HOW DO YOU ERASE THE CVR?
A - PRESS THE CVR ERASE PUSHBUTTON WHEN THE AIRCRAFT IS ON THE GROUND WITH THE PARKING BRAKE SET.
B - PRESS THE CVR ERASE PUSHBUTTON FOR 2 SECONDS WHEN THE AIRCRAFT IS ON THE GROUND WITH THE PARKING BRAKE SET.
C - PRESS THE CVR ERASE PUSHBUTTON AND CVR TEST PUSHBUTTON FOR 2 SECONDS SIMULTANEOUSLY.

8.- IF RADIO IS SELECTED ON THE SIDE STICK WHEN THE INT/RAD SWITCH IS ON INT, THE RADIO FUNCTION HAS PRIORITY OVER THE INTERPHONE FUNCTION.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

9.- IF RMP NAVIGATION TUNING IS CURRENTLY IN USE FOR VOR TUNING AND ATC ASSIGNS A NEW COMMUNICATION FREQUENCY, WHAT MUST BE DONE?
A - THE NAV KEY MUST BE DESELECTED AND THEN PRESS THE TRANSFER KEY.
B - TUNE THE NEW FREQUENCY ON THE OFFSIDE RMP.
C - SELECT THE APPROPRIATE VHF COMMUNICATION RADIO TRANSMISSION KEY, TUNE USING THE ROTARY SELECTOR, PRESS THE TRANSFER KEY.

10.- IF THE VHF 3 TRANSMISSION KEY ILUMINATED AMBER SHOWING THE WORD CALL:
A - AN ACARS MESSAGE IS WAITING.
B - INDICATES A SELCAL.
C - THE Nº1 FLIGHT ATTENDANT IS CALLING.
D - ATC IS CALLING.

11.- IF YOU DEPRESS THE GUARDED NAV BUTTON, THE MCDU RAD NAV PAGES ARE INHIBITED AND THE RMP CONTROLS NAVAID TUNING
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

12.- ILLUMINATION OF THE SYS ON LIGHT IS AN INDICATION THAT:
A - ALL OF THE PASSENGER MASKS HAVE DEPLOYED.
B - THE CREW MUST DEPRESS THE MASK MAN ON PB IN ORDER TO DEPLOY THE MASKS.
C - ELECTRICAL POWER HAS BEEN SENT TO DEPLOY THE MASKS, EITHER MANUALLY OR AUTOMATICALLY.
13.- IN CASE OF RMP 2 FAILURE, VHF 2 IS LOST.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.
C - VHF 2 CAN STILL BE SELECTED ON RMP 1 OR RMP 3.

14.- NORMALLY HOW SHOULD YOU CALL A FLIGHT ATTENDANT
A - BY HIS OR HER FIRST NAME.
B - USING THE ACP CAB PB.
C - USING AN OVERHEAD FWD OR AFT CALL PUSHBUTTON.
D - SELECTING THE ATTND ADV PUSHBUTTON ON.

15.- ONE RMP (RADIO MANAGEMENT PANEL) GIVES THE FLIGHT CREW CONTROL OF ALL RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND THE OTHER RMP PROVIDES BACK UP TO FMGC’S FOR CONTROLLING RADIO NAVIGATION SYSTEMS.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

16.- ONLY THE LAST 60 MINUTES OF RECORDING ARE RETAINED BY THE CVR.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

17.- ON THE GROUND, CVR IS STOPPED AUTOMATICALLY ________ AFTER THE LAST ENGINE SHUTDOWN
A - IMMEDIATELY.
B - 1 MINUTE.
C - 3 MINUTES.
D - 5 MINUTES.

18.- ON THE GROUND, THE CREW CAN ENERGIZE THE CVR MANUALLY BY PRESSING THE GND CTL PUSHBUTTON.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.
19. - ON WHICH ECAM PAGE COULD THE FLIGHT CREW THE EXACT PRESSURE OF THE OXYGEN CYLINDER?
A - THE PRESS PAGE.
B - THE DOORS PAGE.
C - THE COND PAGE.
D - THE STATUS PAGE.

20. - PASSENGER OXYGEN IS SUPPLIED BY:
A - INDIVIDUAL HIGH PRESSURE BOTTLES AT EACH SEAT.
B - A SINGLE HIGH PRESSURE BOTTLE IN THE LOWER FUSELAGE.
C - A CHEMICAL GENERATOR SYSTEM.

21. - RMP #1 IS DEDICATED TO WHICH VHF RADIOS
A - VHF 2 AND 3
B - VHF 1 AND 3
C - ALL RADIOS.

22. - THE AM PUSHBUTTON SWITCH, ON THE RADIO MANAGEMENT PANEL, IS ONLY OPERATIVE WHEN:
A - A VHF TRANSCEIVER HAS BEEN SELECTED.
B - AN HF TRANSCIEVER HAS BEEN SELECTED.

23. - THE AUDIO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INCLUDES HOW MANY AUDIO CONTROL PANELS?
A - 1
B - 2
C - 3
D - 4

24. - THE AUDIO SWITCHING ROTARY SELECTOR ALLOWS REPLACEMENT OF A FAILED #1 OR #2 ACP WITH ACP #3
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

25. - THE BFO KEY ENABLES THE BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR FOR LISTENING TO THE ID SIGNAL.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.
26. The flashing amber mech light indicates that the interphone system is faulty.

A - True.
B - False.

27. The override switch for the service interphone system is located on the ____ and is used for maintenance purposes only.

A - Center pedestal.
B - Overhead panel.
C - BCB behind the captain's seat.
D - Glareshield.

28. The passenger oxygen mask doors open automatically if the cabin altitude exceeds:

A - 9,550 ft.
B - 10,000 ft.
C - 14,000 ft.

29. There are oxygen generators in each aircraft's galley.

A - True.
B - False.

30. There are two service interphone jacks in the hydraulic compartment.

A - True.
B - False.

31. The service interphone has ____ interphone jacks and an OVRD switch located on the overhead panel.

A - Five.
B - Seven.
C - Eight.
D - Ten.
32.- THE SERVICE INTERPHONE SYSTEM PROVIDES COMMUNICATION BETWEEN:
A - THE FLIGHT CREW AND THE SERVICE INTERPHONE JACKS.
B - THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT STATIONS AND THE SERVICE INTERPHONE JACKS.
C - THE DIFFERENT SERVICE INTERPHONE JACKS.
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

33.- TO MAKE A PA ANNOUNCEMENT:
A - DEPRESS AND HOLD THE PA TRANSMISSION KEY PUSH BUTTON.
B - USE THE PEDESTAL MOUNTED HEADSET.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

34.- WHAT DOES AN AMBER OXY ON THE ECAM DOORS MEAN?
A - THE CREW SUPPLY SWITCH IS TURNED OFF AND/OR OXYGEN PRESSURE IS LESS THAN 400 PSI.
B - THE CREW SUPPLY SWITCH IS TURNED OFF.
C - OXYGEN PRESSURE IS LESS THAN 650 PSI.
D - OXYGEN PRESSURE IS LESS THAN 300 PSI.

35.- WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE MASK IS USED WITH THE SELECTION AT 100% POSITION?
A - MASK IS SUPPLIED WITH DILUTED OXYGEN ON DEMAND.
B - MASK IS SUPPLIED WITH UNDILUTED OXYGEN ON DEMAND.
C - MASK IS SUPPLIED WITH UNDILUTED OXYGEN CONTINUOUS FLOW.
D - MASK IS SUPPLIED WITH DILUTED OXYGEN ON DEMAND.

36.- WHAT IS INDICATED BY A MISSING GREEN THERMAL PLUG DURING AN EXTERIOR PREFLIGHT?
A - AN OXYGEN SYSTEM OVERPRESSURE OR THERMAL DISCHARGE.
B - THIS IS NORMAL INDICATION, THE GREEN THERMAL PLUG ONLY APPEARS IF THE OXYGEN CYLINDER IS LOW.
C - THE CREW OXYGEN BOTTLE IS EMPTY.
D - AN EXTERNAL FIRE DISCHARGE HAS BEEN ACTIVATED.
37. WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE GUARDED EMER PUSH BUTTON ON THE OVERHEAD PANEL?

A - TO ALERT ATC OF AN IN-FLIGHT EMERGENCY.
B - TO ALERT THE AFT FLIGHT ATTENDANTS OF A ROUTINE NEED TO SPEAK TO THEM.
C - TO ALERT ALL FLIGHT ATTENDANTS OF A PENDING URGENT NEED TO SPEAK TO THEM.

38. WHAT IS THE MAIN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE CREW AND THE PASSENGER OXYGEN SYSTEM? THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE: BOTH ARE SERVED BY OXYGEN CYLINDERS.

A - CREW IS SUPPLIED FROM AN OXYGEN CYLINDER; PASSENGERS ARE SUPPLIED BY CHEMICAL OXYGEN GENERATORS.
B - BOTH THE CREW AND PASSENGERS ARE SUPPLIED WITH OXYGEN FROM CHEMICAL OXYGEN GENERATORS.
C - THE CREW HAS AN OXYGEN BOTTLE FOR AN EMERGENCY BACK-UP SUPPLY.

39. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE CREW SUPPLY PUSH BUTTON?

A - WHEN SELECTED ON, IT SUPPLIES OXYGEN TO THE THIRD AND FOURTH OCCUPANT MASK IN THE COCKPIT.
B - WHEN SELECTED TO ON, IT SUPPLIES OXYGEN TO THE THIRD AND FOURTH OCCUPANT WHEN SELECTED TO ON, IT ALLOW THE FLOW OF LOW PRESSURE OXYGEN TO THE CREW\'S MASK IN THE COCKPIT.
C - IN CASE OF LOW CYLINDER PRESSURE IT ALLOWS THE CREW TO TAP INTO THE PASSENGER OXYGEN SYSTEM.

40. WHAT WILL DEPRESSING THE GUARDED MASK MAN ON PB ACCOMPLISH?

A - A SIGNAL IS SENT TO THE CHEMICAL OXYGEN GENERATORS TO START THE FLOW OF OXYGEN TO THE MASKS.
B - IT MANUALLY SENDS A SIGNAL TO OPEN THE OXYGEN MASK DOORS.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

41. WHEN DOES PASSENGER OXYGEN FLOW START?

A - WHEN THE MASK IS PULLED TOWARD THE SEAT.
B - WHEN THE OXYGEN DOORS OPEN.
C - WHEN CABIN ALTITUDE EXCEEDS 14,000 FT.
D - WHEN THE OXYGEN BUTTON IS PUSHED.
42.- WHEN LOOKING AT EITHER RMP, HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO DETERMINE IF AN RMP IS SELECTED TO A VHR SYSTEM IT IS NOT DEDICATED TO?
A - THE WHITE SEL LIGHT WILL BE ILLUMINATED ON BOTH ARMP’S. THIS IS A NORMAL OCCURRENCE IN-FLIGHT.
B - THE WHITE SEL LIGHT IS ILLUMINATED ON THE OFFSIDE RMP.
C - THE WHITE SEL LIGHT IS ILLUMINATED ON THE ONSIDE RMP.

43.- WHEN RMP1 (RADIO MANAGEMENT PANEL) OR RMP2 IS OFF, RPM3 IS STILL ABLE TO CONTROL VHF/HF TRANSCEIVERS THROUGH THEM.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

44.- WHEN SELECTING THE GUARDED RMP NAV KEY:
A - MANUAL TUNING VIA THE MCDU RAD NAV PAGE IS STILL POSSIBLE.
B - MANUAL TUNING VIA THE MCDU RAD NAV PAGE IS ALWAYS POSSIBLE.
C - FMGC AUTO TUNING IS INHIBITED.
D - MANUAL TUNING VIA THE MCDU RAD NAV PAGE IS ONLY POSSIBLE ON THE OFFSIDE RADIO.

45.- WHEN THE AIRCRAFTT IS IN THE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION
A - RMP’S 1 AND 2, AND ACP’ 1 AND 2 ARE BOTH OPERATIVE.
B - RMP 1 AND ACP’S 1 AND 2 ARE OPERATIVE.
C - RMP 1 AND ACP 1 ARE OPERATIVE.
D - RMP 2 AND ACP’S 1 AND 2 ARE OPERATIVE.

46.- WHERE ARE THE HF ANTENNAS LOCATED?
A - FORWARD TOP FUSELAGE.
B - LEFT WING TIP.
C - UNDER THE FUSELAGE.
D - LEADING EDGE OF THE RUDDER.

47.- WHICH ACP SWITCH CONFIGURATION IS CORRECT FOR COMMUNICATION WITH OTHER COCKPIT CREW MEMBERS WHILE WEARING YOUR OXYGEN MASK?
A - ACP INT/RAD SWITCH SELECTED TO INT, INT RECEPTION KNOB ON, LOUD SPEAKER VOLUME UP.
B - INT TRANSMISSION KEY TO ON, INT RECEPTION KNOB ON, USE THE SIDESTICK PUSH-TO TALK WHEN SPEAKING, LOUD SPEAKER VOLUME UP.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.
48.- WHICH ACP TRANSMISSION KEY WILL ILLUMINATED IF THE FLIGHT ATTENDANTS ARE CALLING THE COCKPIT?
A - PA.
B - CAB.
C - ALERT.
D - VHF3.

49.- WHICH STATEMENT IS CORRECT REGARDING THE COCKPIT VOICE RECORDER?
A - IS AUTOMATICALLY ENERGIZED WHEN THE BATTERY PB/S ARE SELECTED ON.
B - IS ALWAYS ACTIVE AFTER DC ELECTRICAL POWER IS APPLIED TO THE AIRCRAFT.
C - IS AUTOMATICALLY ENERGIZED WHEN THE PARKING BRAKE IS SET.
D - IS AUTOMATICALLY ENERGIZED AFTER THE FIRST ENGINE START OR FIVE MINUTES AFTER AC ELECTRICAL POWER IS APPLIED TO THE AIRCRAFT.

50.- WITH THE AUDIO SWITCHING KNOB IN THE CAPT3 POSITION, THE CAPTAIN USES HIS ACOUSTIC EQUIPMENT ON ACP3.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.
C - THE CAPTAIN HAS TO MAKE ALL THE SELECTIONS ON ACP3.

51.- YOU CAN TUNE THE ILS RECEIVERS TO DIFFERENT CHANNELS
A - YES.
B - NO.
C - THIS PROTECTS THE AUTO LAND MODE IF THE #1 AUTOPILOT FAILS AND THE #2 SYSTEM ASSUMES CONTROL.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

Cantidad de Preguntas 75

1. A BATTERY FAULT LIGHT WILL ILLUMINATE WHEN:
   A - THE BATTERIES HAVE AUTO DISCONNECTED DUE TO LOW VOLTAGE.
   B - BATTERY VOLTAGE DROPS BELOW A PREDETERMINED LEVEL.
   C - BATTERY CHARGING CURRENT INCREASES AT AN ABNORMAL RATE.

2. A BATTERY FAULT LIGHT WILL ILLUMINATE WHEN:
   A - THE BATTERIES HAVE AUTO DISCONNECTED DUE TO LOW VOLTAGE
   B - BATTERY VOLTAGE DROPS BELOW A PREDETERMINED LEVEL.
   C - BATTERY CHARGING CURRENT INCREASES AT AN ABNORMAL RATE.

3. AFTER IDG DISCONNECTION WHY DO YOU GET A GALLEY SHED INDICATION ON THE SD?
   A - IT IS A REMINDER TO PUSH THE GALLEY PUSHBUTTON TO MANUALLY SHED THE MAIN GALLEY.
   B - IT IS A REMINDER TO GET THE FLIGHT ATTENDANTS TO SWITCH OFF GALLEY EQUIPMENT TO DECREASE THE LOAD ON THE REMAINING GENERATOR.
   C - IF IT IS A REMINDER THAT THE MAIN GALLEY HAS BEEN SHED AUTOMATICALLY FOLLOWING THE LOSS OF ONE GENERATOR.

4. AFTER LANDING, IN THE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION: THE BATTERIES AUTOMATICALLY CONNECT TO THE DC BAT BUS WHEN SPEED DECREASES BELOW _____ KNOTS.
   A - 50
   B - 70
   C - 90
   D - 100

5. AN ACC ESSFEED SWITCH LOCATED ON THE OVERHEAD PANEL SHIFTS THE POWER SOURCE FOR THE AC ESS BUS FROM:
   A - AC BUS 1 TO AC BUS 2
   B - AC BUS 1 TO AC GRND/FIT BUS
   C - AC BUS 2 TO AC BUS 1
6. An AC ESS feed switch located on the overhead panel shifts the power source for the AC ESS bus from:

A - AC BUS 1 to AC BUS 2.
B - AC BUS 1 to AC GRND/FIT BUS.
C - AC BUS 2 to AC BUS 1.

7. Are there any limitations associated with disconnecting an IDG?

A - Never disconnect an IDG in flight, or push the IDG disconnect push button for more then 30 seconds.
B - There is no limitations.
C - Never disconnect an IDG in flight, or push the IDG disconnect push button for more then 5 seconds.
D - Never disconnect an IDG unless the engine is running nor push the IDG disconnect push button for more then 3 seconds.

8. Both batteries are charged by the external power unit. Approximately how long does the charging process take?

A - 10 minutes.
B - 20 minutes.
C - 30 minutes.
D - Between 30 & 45 minutes.

9. Can you reconnect an IDG in flight?

A - Yes, but only after contacting maintenance control.
B - Yes, push and hold the IDG PB until the gen fault light is no longer illuminated.
C - No.
D - None of the above.

10. Do not depress the IDG disconnect switch for more than _____ to prevent damage to the disconnect mechanism.

A - 3 seconds.
B - 10 seconds.
C - 15 seconds.
11.- DURING A ROUTINE FLIGHT, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WOULD RESULT AFTER THE LOSS OF GEN #2 AND THE SUBSEQUENT START OF THE APU?

A - THE APU WOULD NOW POWER BOTH SIDES OF THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.
B - ALL SYSTEMS RETURN TO NORMAL AND THE RAT MUST BE RESTORED.
C - ENG GEN #1 CONTINUES TO POWER AC BUS #1 AND DOWNSTREAM SYSTEMS. THE APU POWERS AC BUS #2 AND DOWNSTREAM SYSTEMS.

12.- DURING THE FIVE SECONDS IT TAKES FOR THE RAT TO EXTEND:

A - THE BATTERIES POWER BOTH BATT HOT BUSSES, 3SS DC SHED, AND ESS AC SHFD THROUGH THE STATIC INVERTER.
B - THE BATTERIES POWER BOTH BATT HOT BUSSES, ESS DC, AND ESS AC THROUGH THE STATIC INVERTER.
C - THE STATIC INVERTER POWERS BOTH BATT HOT BUSSES, ESS DC, AND ESS AC THROUGH THE ESS AC SHED BUSSES.
D - THE BATTERIES POWER BOTH BATT HOT BUSSES.

13.- ENGINE #L HAS JUST BEEN STARTED AND THE APU IS INOPERATIVE. THE EXT PWR PUSH BUTTON BLUE ON LIGHT IS ILLUMINATED. WHICH OF THE STATEMENTS BELOW IS CORRECT?

A - EXTERNAL POWER IS SUPPLYING ALL ELECTRICAL NEEDS.
B - ENGINE GEN #L IS SUPPLYING AC BUS #L AND THE DOWNSTREAM SYSTEMS, AND AC BUS #2 THROUGH THE BUS TIE CONTACTORS.
C - GEN #I SUPPLIES AC BUS #I AND (GENERALLY) THE DOWNSTREAM SYSTEMS; EXT POWER SUPPLIES AC BUS #2.

14.- FOR THE A-320 THE EMERGENCY GENERATOR SUPPLIES POWER AS LONG AS RAT IS DEPLOYED AND:

A - THE LANDING GEAR IS DOWN.
B - IF THE RAT STALLS OR IF THE AIRCRAFT IS ON THE GROUND WITH THE SPEED BELOW 100 KTS.
C - THE LANDING GEAR IS UP.

15.- HAVING STARTING THE APU, HOW CAN YOU GET THE APU GENERATOR TO POWER THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM?

A - THE APU GENERATOR MUST BE SWITCH ON.
B - BY Pushing THE EXT PWR PUSH BUTTON THUS DISCONNECTING THE EXTERNAL POWER.
C - BY Pushing THE BUS TIE PUSH BUTTON
D - YOU ARE UNABLE TO AS THE APU POWER OUTPUT IS OUTSIDE NORMAL PARAMETERS.
16.- HOW MANY TIMES CAN YOU RESET A CIRCUIT BREAKER?
A - ONCE.
B - ONCE, IF AUTHORIZED BY THE PROCEDURES.
C - TWICE.
D - TWICE, IF AUTHORIZED BY THE PROCEDURES.

17.- IF BATTERIES ARE THE ONLY SOURCE OF POWER IN FLIGHT, HOW LONG WILL BATTERY POWER BE AVAILABLE?
A - BETWEEN 22 AND 30 MINUTES DEPENDING ON EQUIPMENT IN USE
B - UNTIL THE APU IS STARTED.
C - TWO HOURS AND 30 MINUTES DEPENDENT ON EQUIPMENT IN USE.
D - 45 MINUTES DEPENDENT ON EQUIPMENT IN USE.

18.- IF BATTERIES ARE THE ONLY SOURCE OF POWER IN FLIGHT, HOW LONG WILL BATTERY POWER BE AVAILABLE?
A - BETWEEN 22 AND 30 MINUTES DEPENDING ON EQUIPMENT IN USE.
B - UNTIL THE APU IS STARTED.
C - TWO HOURS AND 30 MINUTES DEPENDENT ON EQUIPMENT IN USE.
D - 45 MINUTES DEPENDENT ON EQUIPMENT IN USE.

19.- IF BOTH ENGINE GENERATORS ARE POWERING THE SYSTEM, AND ONE SUBSEQUENTLY FAILS ARE ANY BUSSES UNPOWERED?
A - ONLY THE AC ESS SHED BUS.
B - NO, BUT SOME LOADS ARE SHED IN BOTH MAIN GALLEYS.
C - YES, THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH THE FAILED GENERATOR.

20.- IF BOTH ENGINE GENERATORS ARE POWERING THE SYSTEM, AND ONE SUBSEQUENTLY FAILS. ARE ANY BUSSES UNPOWERED?
A - ONLY THE AC ESS SHED BUS.
B - NO, BUT SOME LOADS ARE SHED IN BOTH MAIN GALLEYS.
C - YES, THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH THE FAILED GENERATOR.
21.- IF DURING A NORMAL FLIGHT THE BUS TIE PUSH BUTTON IS DEPRESSED TO OFF, WHAT EFFECT WOULD THIS HAVE ON POWER TO THE BUSSES?

A - NONE.
B - ALL POWER WOULD BE LOST AND THE AIRCRAFT WOULD BE POWERED BY THE BATTERIES UNTIL THE RAT WAS UP TO SPEED.
C - THE POWER TRANSFER WOULD SWITCH TO THE OPPOSITE BUS.
D - THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE AS THE BUS TIE CONTACTORS ARE LOCKED OUT DURING FLIGHT.

22.- IF EXTERNAL POWER IS AVAILABLE AND WITHIN LIMITS:

A - IT WILL AUTOMATICALLY CLOSE THE BUS TIE CONTACTORS WHEN CONNECTED BY THE GROUND CREW.
B - THE GREEN AVAIL LIGHT WILL ILLUMINATE ON THE EXT PWR PUSH BUTTON.
C - THE BUS TIE PUSH BUTTON ILLUMINATES.
D - NONE OF THE ABOVE.

23.- IF EXTERNAL POWER IS AVAILABLE AND WITHIN LIMITS:

A - IT WILL AUTOMATICALLY CLOSE THE BUS TIE CONTACTORS WHEN CONNECTED BY THE GROUND CREW.
B - THE GREEN AVAIL LIGHT WILL ILLUMINATE ON THE EXT PWR PUSH BUTTON.
C - THE BUS TIE PUSH BUTTON ILLUMINATES.

24.- IF NORMAL ELECTRICAL POWER IS LOST; ESSENTIAL COCKPIT LIGHTING IS MAINTAINED FOR THE:

A - CAPTAIN'S INSTRUMENT PANEL.
B - STANDBY COMPASS.
C - RIGHT DOME LIGHT (PROVIDED THE DOME SELECTOR IS NOT OFF).
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

25.- IF THE BATTERY VOLTAGES ARE BELOW THE MINIMUM, HOW DO YOU CHARGE THEM?

A - YOU HAVE TO CALL A MECHANIC BECAUSE THE BATTERIES CAN ONLY BE CHARGED BY MAINTENANCE.
B - I HAVE TO CHECK THAT THE BAT PUSHBUTTONS ARE ON AND SWITCH THE EXTERNAL POWER ON
26.- IF THE BATTERY VOLTAGES ARE BELOW THE MINIMUM, HOW DO YOU CHARGE THEM?

A - YOU HAVE TO CALL A MECHANIC BECAUSE THE BATTERIES CAN ONLY BE CHARGED BY MAINTENANCE.
B - I HAVE TO CHECK THAT THE BAT PUSHBUTTONS ARE ON AND SWITCH THE EXTERNAL POWER ON.

27.- IF THE SOURCE OF POWER FOR THE ESS AC BUS IS LOST, DOES ANOTHER SOURCE OF POWER AUTOMATICALLY POWER THE BUS?

A - YES, TRANSFER IS AUTOMATIC.
B - YES, ONLY IF AUTO WAS SELECTED ON THE AC ESS FEED PUSH BUTTON.
C - NO, THIS MUST BE DONE BY THE CREW.

28.- IN CRUISE, YOU HAVE SUDDENLY A MASTER WARNING AND CAUTION COMES ON WITH ELEC EMER CONFIG AND APP OFF. YOU NOTICE A RED FAULT LIGHT ON THE RAT & EMER GEN PUSHBUTTON. WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THIS INDICATION?

A - THE EMER GEN IS NOT YET SUPPLYING THE SYSTEM.
B - THE RAT HAS FAILED. YOU WILL HAVE TO TURN THE BATTERIES TO OFF.
C - THE FAULT LIGHT IS ALWAYS ON WHEN ARE IN SLEC EMER CONFIG.
D - THE RAT HAS FAILED. YOU HAVE TO TRY TO RECONNECT BOTH IDC/S.

29.- IS IT POSSIBLE TO DETERMINE THE SOURCE OF POWER FOR AIRCRAFT BUSSES?

A - IT IS INDICATED ON THE ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC OVERHEAD.
B - NO.
C - ONLY WHEN OPERATING IN THE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION.
D - YES, PRESS THE ECAM ELEC PUSH BUTTON AND VIEW THE ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC ON THE ECAM.

30.- IS IT POSSIBLE TO PARALLEL GENERATORS?

A - OF COURSE YES.
B - ONLY WITH THE RAT DEPLOYED.
C - THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM WILL NOT ALLOW "PARALLELING" OF GENERATORS.
D - ONLY ONE ENGINE GENERATOR MAY BE PARALLELED WITH THE APU.
31. ON THE COCKPIT OVERHEAD PANEL, THERE IS A THREE POSITIONS EMERGENCY EXIT LIGHT SWITCH. WHAT LIGHTS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THIS SWITCH.

A - EXIT SIGNS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, AND ESCAPE PATH LIGHTING.
B - EXIT SIGNS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, MAIN PANEL FLOOD LIGHTS, AND ESCAPE PATH LIGHTING.
C - EXIT SIGNS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, DOME LIGHTS, MAIN PANEL FLOOD LIGHTS, AND THE STANDBY COMPASS LIGHTS.

32. THE A-320 HAS _______ BATTERIES IN ITS MAIN ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.

A - 1
B - 2
C - 3

33. THE AC ESSENTIAL BUS IS POWERED BY THE BATTERY AT SPEED ABOVE 50 KT.

A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

34. THE BAT FAULT LIGHT WILL ILLUMINATE WHEN:

A - BATTERY VOLTAGE IS LOW.
B - CHARGING CURRENT INCREASES AT AN ABNORMAL RATE.
C - CHARGING CURRENT DECREASES AT AN ABNORMAL RATE.

35. THE BATTERY BUS IS NORMALLY POWERED BY:

A - DC BUS 2
B - DC BUS 1 AND DC BUS 2
C - DC BUS 1 THROUGH A DC THE CONTROL RELAY.
D - DC BUS 2 THROUGH A DC THE CONTROL RELAY.

36. THE DC BAT BUS IS NORMALLY POWERED BY:

A - THE A-320 HAS _______ BATTERIES IN ITS MAIN ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.
B - DC BUS 2.
C - BATTERIES.
D - DC BUS 1
37.- THE ENGINE GENERATORS AND APU GENERATOR ARE RATED AT _______ KVA.
A - 50
B - 90
C - 45

38.- THE GALLEY FAULT LIGHT ILLUMINATES WHEN ANY GENERATOR IS EXCEEDING 80% OF ITS RATED OUTPUT.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

39.- THE IDG FAULT LIGHT INDICATES:
A - AN IDG OIL OVERHEATS.
B - IDG LOW OIL PRESSURE.
C - IDG HAS BEEN DISCONNECTED.
D - EITHER A OR B.

40.- THE NORMAL PRIORITY FOR SUPPLYING ELECTRICAL POWER TO THE AC BUSSES IS:
A - EXTERNAL POWER, ENGINE GENERATORS, APU.
B - APU, EXTERNAL POWER, ENGINE GENERATORS.
C - ENGINE GENERATORS, EXTERNAL POWER, APU.

41.- THE NUMBER 1 AC BUS CHANNEL NORMALLY SUPPLIES POWER TO ____ AND TO THE _____ BUS
A - TR2/AC ESS SHED/DC ESS SHED.
B - TR1/AC ESS SHED / DC ESS.
C - TR1/AC ESS / AC ESS SHED.
D - TR1 /AC ESS / DC ESS SHED.

42.- THE NUMBER 1 AC BUS CHANNEL NORMALLY SUPPLIES POWER TO __________, AND TO THE __________ BUS.
A - TR1, DC 1
B - TR1, AC ESS.
C - NONE OF ABOVE.
43.- THE PURPOSE OF THE AUTO BUS TIE IS TO ALLOW EITHER ENGINE-DRIVEN IDG TO AUTOMATICALLY POWER BOTH MAIN AC BUSES IN THE EVENT OF A GENERATOR LOSS UNTIL EITHER GROUND POWER OR THE APU GENERATOR IS ACTIVATED.

A - TRUE
B - FALSE

44.- THE RAT IS CONNECTED DIRECTLY (MECHANICALLY) TO THE EMERGENCY GENERATOR.

A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

45.- WHAT COCKPIT LIGHTING IS AVAILABLE DURING AN EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL SITUATION?

A - EMERGENCY PATH LIGHTING ONLY.
B - RIGHT SIDE DOME LIGHT, MAIN PANEL FLOOD LIGHTS (LEFT TWO COLUMNS ONLY), AND THE STANDBY COMPASS LIGHT.
C - LOCATED ON NORMAL CIRCUIT BREAKER PANELS.
D - RIGHT SIDE DOME LIGHT, MAIN PANEL FLOOD LIGHTS, AND THE STANDBY COMPASS LIGHT.

46.- WHAT DOES THE BLUE EXT PWR ON LIGHT MEAN?

A - EXTERNAL POWER IS PLUGGED IN AND PARAMETERS ARE NORMAL.
B - EXTERNAL POWER IS SUPPLYING THE AIRCRAFT'S ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.
C - THERE IS A FAULT WITH THE EXTERNAL POWER.

47.- WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF APU GEN PUSH BUTTON LOCATED ON THE OVERHEAD ELECTRICAL PANEL?

A - PUSH THIS BUTTON TO AUTOMATICALLY START THE APU
B - WHEN SELECTED TO OFF THE APU GENERATOR FIELD IS DE-ENERGIZED.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

48.- WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE GEN 1 LINE PUSH BUTTON?

A - WHEN SELECTED OFF THE AVIONICS COMPARTMENT ISOLATION VALVES CLOSE.
B - WHEN SELECTED OFF THE #1 GENERATOR POWERS ALL AC BUSES.
C - WHEN SELECTED OFF GENERATOR #1 IS REMOVED FROM ALL BUSES BUT CONTINUES TO POWER ONE FUEL PUMP IN EACH WING.
49.- WHAT IS THE MEANING OF THE GREEN AVAIL LIGHT?
A - EXTERNAL POWER IS PLUGGED IN AND PARAMETERS ARE NORMAL. YOU MUST PUSH THE EXTERNAL POWER TO CONNECT IT.
B - EXTERNAL POWER IS AVAILABLE TO THE BATTERIES ONLY.
C - THE EXTERNAL POWER PANEL DOOR HAS BEEN OPENED.
D - EXTERNAL POWER IS SUPPLYING THE AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS.

50.- WHAT IS THE MINIMUM VOLTAGE WHEN CONSULTING A BATTERY CHECK?
A - 28 VOLTS.
B - LESS THAN 60 AMPS IN 10 SECONDS.
C - GREATER THAN 25 VOLTS.

51.- WHAT IS THE PRIORITY OF ELECTRICAL SOURCES?
A - EXTERNAL POWER, GEN #1 AND #2, APU.
B - APU, EXTERNAL POWER (IF SELECTED), GEN #1 AND #2.
C - APU, GEN #2 OR #2 OR #1, EXTERNAL POWER (IF SELECTED).
D - GEN #1 OR #2, EXTERNAL POWER (IF SELECTED), APU.

52.- WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CIRCUIT BREAKERS ON THE OVERHEAD PANEL?
A - THEY ARE NOT MONITORED BY ECAM.
B - CANNOT BE RESET.
C - THEY MAY BE OPERATIONAL IN THE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION.

53.- WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CIRCUIT BREAKERS ON THE OVERHEAD PANEL?
A - THEY ARE NOT MONITORED BY ECAM.
B - CANNOT BE RESET.
C - THEY MAY BE OPERATIONAL IN THE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION.

54.- WHAT WOULD CAUSE THE GALLEY FAULT LIGHT TO ILLUMINATE?
A - THE FLIGHT ATTENDANTS HAVE ALL THE COFFEE MAKERS AND OVENS ON AT ONCE.
B - THE MAIN GALLEY HAS SHED.
C - THE LOAD ON ANY GENERATOR IS ABOVE 100% OF ITS RATED OUTPUT.
D - THE AFT GALLEY HAS SHED.
55.- WHEN ARE THE ESSENTIAL SHEED BUSES POWERED BY HIS BATTERY?
A - NEVER. THE PURPOSE OF THE SHED BUSES IS TO REDUCE THE LOAD ON THE BATTERIES.
B - IN CASE OF DOUBLE GENERATOR FAILURE.
C - AFTER EVERY IDG CONNECTION.

56.- WHEN DOES THE RAT AUTOMATICALLY DEPLOY?
A - WITH THE LOSS OF TWO HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS
B - ELECTRICAL POWER TO BOTH AC BUS #1 & #2 IS LOST AND THE AIRCRAFT SPEED IS ABOVE 100 KNOTS.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

57.- WHEN DOES THE RAT AUTOMATICALLY DEPLOY?
A - WITH THE LOSS OF TWO HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS.
B - ELECTRICAL POWER TO BOTH AC BUS #1 & #2 IS LOST AND THE AIRCRAFT SPEED IS ABOVE 100 KNOTS.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

58.- WHEN NO OTHER POWER IS AVAILABLE IN FLIGHT, THE STATIC INVERTER CONVERTS POWER TO AC POWER FOR THE ___ BUS, AND ____ POWERS THE ____ BUS.
A - BAT1 DC /AC ESS BUS /BAT2 /DC ESS.
B - BAT1 DC / AC ESS SHED /BAT2 /DC ESS SHED.
C - BAT1 DC / AC ESS BUS /BAT2 /DC ESS SHED.

59.- WHEN WILL THE RAT & EMER GEN RED FAULT LIGHT MOMENTARY ILLUMINATES?
A - WHEN THE EMER GEN IS NOT SUPPLYING ELECTRICAL POWER, AC BUSSES #1 & #2 ARE UNPOWERED AND THE NOSE GEAR IS UP.
B - WHEN THE RAT IS DEPLOYED USING HYDRAULIC RAT MAN ON PUSH BUTTON.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

60.- WHICH BUSSES WILL BE POWERED AFTER THE RAT IS EXTENDED AND THE EMER GEN BEGINS PRODUCING POWER?
A - BATT HOT BUSSES, ESS DC, ESS DC SHED, ESS AC AND 3SS AC SHED.
B - THE STATIC INVERTER WOULD POWER BOTH HOT THE STATIC INVERTER WOULD POWER BOTH HOT BATT BUSSES, ESS DC AND ESS AC THROUGH THE ESS AC SHED BUSSES.
C - THE BATTERIES WOULD POWER BOTH HOT BATT BUSSES, ESS DC AND ESS AC THROUGH THE STATIC INVERTER.
D - ESS DC, ESS DC SHED, ESS AC AND ESS AC SXED.
61. WHICH COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION RADIOS ARE OPERATIONAL IN THE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION WITH THE EMER GEN POWERING THE SYSTEM?
A - ACP L AND 2, VHF 1, HF, RMP L, VOR L, AND LLS L.
B - VHF L, RMP L, VOR L.
C - RMP #T & #2, VHF #1, HF (IF EQUIPPED), ACP #1, VOR#1 AND ILS #.
D - ALL RADIOS ARE LOST.

62. WHICH FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTERS ARE OPERATIONAL IN THE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER CONFIGURATION (GEAR DOWN AND BATTERIES POWERING THE SYSTEM)?
A - ALL ARE OPERATIONAL.
B - ELAC 1, SEC 1 AND FAC 1.
C - ELAC 1 AND 2, SEC 1 AND 2 FAC 1.
D - ELAC 1 AND SEC 1.

63. WHICH FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTERS ARE OPERATIONAL IN THE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER CONFIGURATION (GEAR DOWN AND BATTERIES POWERING THE SYSTEM)?
A - ALL ARE OPERATIONAL
B - ELAC 1, SEC 1 AND FAC 1
C - ELAC 1 AND 2, SEC 1 AND 2 FAC 1
D - ELAC 1 AND SEC 1

64. WHICH FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER WILL BE INOPERATIVE WITH GEAR EXTENSION WHILE IN THE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION?
A - FAC 1 AND ELAC 1
B - SEC 1
C - SEC 1 AND ELAC 1
D - FAC 1

65. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING AC BUSSES CAN BE POWERED BY THE EMERGENCY GENERATOR?
A - AC BUS 1.
B - AC BUS 2.
C - AC ESS BUS / AC ESS SHED BUS.
66.- WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING AC BUSSES THE EMERGENCY GENERATOR CAN POWER?
A - AC BUS 1.
B - AC BUS 2.
C - AC ESS BUS.

67.- WHICH RADIOS ARE INOPERATIVE WITH GEAR EXTENSION WHILE IN THE EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION?
A - DME 1 AND TRANSPONDER 1.
B - DME 1, DDRM1, AND TRANSPONDER 1.
C - DME, AND TRANSPONDER.
D - ILS 2 DME, AND ADF.

68.- WHICH VOLTAGE REQUIRES RECHARGING OR REPLACING THE BATTERIES?
A - 20 VOLTS.
B - 24 VOLTS OR LESS.
C - 25 VOLTS OR LESS.
D - 26 VOLTS OR LESS.

69.- WHILE OPERATING ON EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER WITH THE LANDING GEAR LOWERED WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CONTROL LAWS IS IN EFFECT?
A - BACKUP
B - DIRECT
C - ALTERNATE
D - BACKUP OR ALTERNATE

70.- WHILE OPERATING ON EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER (EMERGENCY POWERING THE SYSTEM) WHAT SHOULD THE CREW ACCOMPLISH PRIOR TO LOWERING THE LANDING GEAR?
A - CHECK TO SEE THAT THE FMGC HAS AUTO TUNED THE APPROPRIATE NAV FACILITY FOR THE APPROACH TO BE ACCOMPLISHED.
B - DEPRESS THE GUARDED RMP NAV PUSH BUTTON AND TUNE THE APPROPRIATE NAV FACILITY AND COURSE FOR THE APPROACH TO BE ACCOMPLISHED.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.
71.- WHILE OPERATING ON EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER (EMER GEN POWERING THE SYSTEM, FAC #L RESET) WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CONTROL LAWS ARE IN EFFECT?

A - MANUAL
B - ALTERNATE.
C - BACKUP
D - MANUAL AND BACKUP.

72.- WHILE OPERATING ON EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER (EMIR GEN POWERING THE SYSTEM) HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO PROPERLY COMPLETE THE ECAM CHECKLIST WITH ONLY AN UPPER DISPLAY?

A - DEPRESS AND HOLD THE SPECIFIC ECAM PAGE PUSH BUTTON ON THE ECAM CONTROL PANEL.
B - TRANSFER OCCURS AUTOMATICALLY.
C - THIS IS NOT POSSIBLE. USE THE COCKPIT OPERATING MANUAL

73.- WHILE OPERATING ON EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER WITH THE LANDING GEAR LOWERED WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CONTROL LAWS IS IN EFFECT?

A - BACKUP.
B - DIRECT.
C - ALTERNATE.
D - MANUAL AND BACKUP.

74.- WHILE OPERATING ON EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER WITH THE LANDING GEAR LOWERED WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IS CORRECT?

A - IF THE APU IS NOT OPERATING IT SHOULD BE STARTED AT THIS TIME.
B - THE APU WILL NOT START UNTIL THE AIRCRAFT HAS COME TO A COMPLETE STOP AND ALL POWER HAS BEEN REMOVED FOR 15 SECONDS.
C - ON THE GROUND AT 100 KNOTS, THE DC BATTERY BUS AUTOMATICALLY RECONNECTS TO THE BATTERIES ALLOWING APU START.
D - AT 70 KNOTS ESS AC IS DISCONNECTED FROM THE BATTERIES.

75.- YOU ENTER A DARK COCKPIT, WHAT ACTION IS NECESSARY BEFORE CHECKING THE BATTERY VOLTAGES?

A - YOU HAVE TO CHECK THAT THE EXTERNAL POWER IS ON.
B - YOU HAVE TO ENSURE THAT AT LEAST ONE BATTERY IS ON.
C - YOU HAVE TO ENSURE THAT BOTH BATTERIES ARE ON.
D - YOU HAVE TO VERIFY THAT BOTH BATTERIES ARE OFF.
1. A dish light on either the engine or APU fire agent witches indicates:
   A - The APU or engine fire switch has been pushed.
   B - The extinguisher bottle has been discharged.
   C - A fault has occurred in the respective fire bottle.

2. After an APU fire has been detected how long will the chime continue to sound?
   A - Until the crew pushes the red master warn push button.
   B - Until the crew pushes and releases the guarded red APU fire push button.
   C - Both are correct.

3. APU fire detection is accomplished by:
   A - A two channel SDCU located in the APU compartment.
   B - Two parallel fire detection loops.
   C - One fire detection loop.
   D - A three channel SDCU located in the APU compartment.

4. Are there any warnings to alert ground personnel when there is a fire in the APU compartment?
   A - Yes, but only if previously selected to automatic by the ground personnel.
   B - No, APU fire indications are only present in the cockpit.
   C - Yes, the flames.
   D - Yes, the external fire warning horn will sound and the APU red fire light will illuminate.

5. Can the APU fire test be performed during battery power only?
   A - Yes.
   B - No.
6.- EACH ENGINE NACELLE AND PYLON AREA IS EQUIPPED WITH:

A - TWO FIRE DETECTION LOOPS.
B - A SINGLE FIRE DETECTION LOOP.
C - TWO SMOKE DETECTORS AND TWO FIRE DETECTION LOOPS.
D - A SINGLE FIRE DETECTION LOOP AND A SINGLE SMOKE DETECTOR.

7.- EACH LAVATORY IS EQUIPPED WITH:

A - TWO SMOKE DETECTORS AND ONE SMOKE DETECTION CONTROL UNIT.
B - ONE SMOKE DETECTOR AND ONE SMOKE DETECTION CONTROL UNIT.
C - ONE SMOKE DETECTOR, AND FOR LAVATORY WASTE BINS, AN AUTOMATICALLY DISCHARGING FIRE EXTINGUISHER.
D - TWO SMOKE DETECTORS AND TWO AUTOMATICALLY DISCHARGING FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.

8.- ENGINE FIRE LOOPS ARE INSTALLED IN THE:

A - PYLON NACELLE.
B - CORE.
C - FAN.
D - ALL THE ABOVE.

9.- HOW DOES THE APU FIRE TEST ON BATTERY POWER DIFFER FROM THE APU FIRE TEST WITH ALL BUSSES POWERED?

A - THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE.
B - WHILE ON BATTERY POWER, ONLY THE RED APU FIRE AND AGENT/DISC PUSH BUTTON WILL ILLUMINATE.
C - IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO TEST THE APU FIRE PROTECTION WHILE ON BATTERY POWER.

10.- HOW LONG WILL THE RED APU FIRE PB ON THE OVERHEAD BE ILLUMINATED?

A - UNTIL THE CREW PUSHES AND RELEASES THE GUARDED RED APU FIRE PUSH BUTTON.
B - FOR AS LONG AS THE FIRE WARNING IS PRESENT.
C - UNTIL THE CREW PUSHES THE RED MASTER WARN PUSH BUTTON.
11. - HOW MANY FIRE EXTINGUISHING BOTTLES ARE AVAILABLE FOR FIGHTING AN APU FIRE?
A - ONE.
B - TWO.
C - ONE CYLINDER SHARED WITH THE AFT CARGO COMPARTMENT.
D - TWO CYLINDERS SHARED WITH THE AFT CARGO COMPARTMENT.

12. - HOW MANY HALON FIRE EXTINGUISHING CYLINDERS ARE PER ENGINE?
A - EACH ENGINE HAS TWO FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
B - EACH ENGINE HAS IT\'S OWN DEDICATED FIRE EXTINGUISHER AND HAS THE CAPABILITY TO SHARE THE OTHER ENGINE\'S CYLINDER.
C - EACH ENGINE HAS IT\'S OWN DEDICATED FIRE EXTINGUISHER AND HAS THE CAPABILITY TO SHARE ONE CENTRALLY LOCATED HALON CYLINDER.
D - EACH ENGINE HAS ONE FIRE EXTINGUISHER.

13. - IF A BREAK IN BOTH ENGINE FIRE LOOPS OCCURS WITHIN _______ SECONDS OF EACH OTHER A _________ WILL OCCUR.
A - 10 SEC. A FIRE WARNING.
B - 5 SEC. A FIRE DET FAULT MESSAGE ON ECAM.
C - 5 SEC. A FIRE WARNING.

14. - IF AN APU FIRE IS DETECTED ON THE GROUND, THE APU SHUTS DOWN AUTOMATICALLY AND THE AGENT IS DISCHARGED _____ AFTER THE WARNING IS ACTIVATED.
A - IMMEDIATELY.
B - 1 SECONDS.
C - 3 SECONDS.
D - 6 SECONDS.

15. - IF AN ENGINE FIRE IS DETECTED, WHEN WILL THE GUARDED RED ENG FIRE PUSH BUTTON LIGHT EXTINGUISH?
A - ONLY AFTER THE FIRE WARNING NO LONGER EXISTS.
B - WHEN THE CREW PUSHES AND RELEASES THE GUARDED RED ENGINE FIRE PUSHBUTTON.
C - WHEN THE CREW PUSHES THE RED MASTER WARN PUSHBUTTON.
D - WHEN THE CREW PUSHES THE RED MASTER WARN PUSHBUTTON AND THEN RELEASES THE GUARDED ENGINE FIRE PUSHBUTTON.
16.- IF THERE IS AN APU FIRE IN FLIGHT THE APU:

A - WILL AUTOMATICALLY SHUT DOWN AND THE FIRE BOTTLE WILL DISCHARGE.
B - MUST BE SHUT DOWN MANUALLY AND THE AGENT MANUALLY DESCHARGED.
C - MUST BE SHUT DOWN MANUALLY BUT THE FIRE BOTTLE WILL DISCHARGE AUTOMATICALLY.

17.- IF YOU PERFORM THE APU FIRE TEST WITH ONLY DC POWER AVAILABLE, YOU GET THE MASTER WARN ON THE ECAM.

A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

18.- IN ADDITION TO THE CRC AND RED MASTER WARN LIGHT, A GOOD ENGINE FIRE TEST WILL DISPLAY WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING (AC POWER AVAILABLE)?

A - THE CRC AND RED MASTER WARN LIGHT INDICATE A POSITIVE ENGINE FIRE TEST.
B - LOWER ECAM ENGINE PAGE, PEDESTAL MOUNTED RED FIRE ANNUNCIATOR, RED ENG FIRE PUSH BUTTON AND THE AGENT SWUIB/DISC LIGHTS ILLUMINATE.
C - E/WD RED 1 (2) ENG FIRE WARNING, LOWER ECAM ENGINE PAGE, RED FIRE ANNUNCIATOR, RED ENG FIRE PUSH BUTTON, AND AGENT SQUIB/DISC.

19.- IN THE EVENT A LAVATORY SMOKE DETECTOR DETECTS SMOKE:

A - WARNINGS WILL BE GENERATED ONLY IN THE COCKPIT.
B - WARNINGS WILL BE GENERATED ONLY ON THE FLIGHT DECK.
C - WARNINGS WILL BE GENERATED IN THE COCKPIT AND IN THE CABIN.

20.- IN THE EVENT AND AFT CARGO COMPARTMENT SMOKE DETECTOR DETECTS SMOKE:

A - EXTINGUISHING IS AUTOMATIC.
B - EXTINGUISHING IS AUTOMATIC ONLY WHILE ON THE GROUND.
C - THE CREW MUST DEPRESS THE APPROPRIATE DISCH SWITCH.

21.- IN THE EVENT THAT THE AFT CARGO COMPARTMENT SMOKE DETECTOR, DETECTS SMOKE:

A - ONLY AN ECAM MESSAGE WILL BE GENERATED.
B - ONLY A MASTER WARN AND A CRC WILL BE GENERATED.
C - A MASTER WARN, CRC AND AN ECAM MESSAGE WILL BE GENERATED.
D - A CRC AND AN ECAM MESSAGE WILL BE GENERATED.
22. - STATUS PAGE: INOP SYS INDICATES ENG 1 LOOP B.

A - ONE FIRE DETECTION LOOP HAS FAILED. FIRE DETECTION FOR BOTH ENGINES IS NOT AVAILABLE.
B - ONE DETECTION LOOP FOR ENGINE 1 HAS FAILED. FIRE DETECTION FOR BOTH ENGINES IS STILL AVAILABLE.
C - ONE FIRE DETECTION LOOP OF ENGINE 1 HAS FAILED. FIRE DETECTION FOR ENGINE 1 IS INOPERATIVE.
D - BOTH FIRE DETECTION LOOPS OF ENGINE 1 HAVE FAILED. FIRE DETECTION FOR ENGINE 1 IS INOPERATIVE.

23. - THE A-320 HAS DUAL FIRE DETECTOR LOOPS TO ENSURE THAT A FAULT IN ONE FIRE LOOP WILL NOT AFFECT FIRE DETECTION CAPABILITIES.

A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

24. - THE AFT CARGO COMPARTMENT SMOKE DETECTION SYSTEM CONSISTS OF:

A - A DUAL LOOP SMOKE DETECTOR.
B - FOUR SMOKE DETECTORS AND A TWO CHANNEL SMOKE DETECTION CONTROL UNIT.
C - ONE SMOKE DETECTOR, ONE SMOKE DETECTION CONTROL UNIT AND TWO AUTOMATICALLY DISCHARGING FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
D - THREE SMOKE DETECTORS, ONE SMOKE DETECTION CONTROL UNIT AND TWO AUTOMATICALLY DISCHARGING FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.

25. - THE APU PROVIDES FOR AUTOMATIC FIRE EXTINGUISHING:

A - ON THE GROUND ONLY.
B - ON THE GROUND AND IN FLIGHT.
C - ONLY WHEN SELECTED TO AUTOMATIC BY GROUND PERSONNEL.

26. - THE AVIONICS COMPARTMENT IS THE ONLY AREA WHERE THERE IS NO FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM INSTALLED.

A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

27. - THE ENGINE EXTINGUISHING AGENT SWITCH IS ARMED WHEN:

A - THE DISCH LIGHT IS ON.
B - THE ENGINE FIRE SWITCH ILLUMINATES.
C - THE ENGINE FIRE SWITCH IS RELEASED OUT.
28.- WHAT SYSTEMS ARE AFFECTED WHEN THE GUARDED RED ENGINE FIRE PUSH BUTTON IS PUSHED AND RELEASED?

A - THE MASTER WARNING AND THE CHIME WILL BE CANCELED AND THE AGENT PB'S WILL BE ARMED.

B - ALL FLUIDS, PNEUMATICS AND ELECTRICS RELATING TO THAT ENGINE ARE SHUT OFF.

C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

29.- WHEN THE AIRCRAFT IS ON THE GROUND AND THE APU IS STARTED ON BATTERY POWER ONLY, IS FIRE PROTECTION AVAILABLE?

A - YES, THE APU WILL INITIATE AN AUTO SHUTDOWN AND DISCHARGE THE EXTINGUISHING AGENT.

B - NO, BUT THE APU WILL INITIATE AN AUTO SHUTDOWN.

C - NO, AUTOMATIC FIRE PROTECTION IS ONLY AVAILABLE IF AC POWER IS AVAILABLE.

30.- WHEN THE APU FIRE SWITCH IS RELEASED OUT:

A - SHUTS DOWN THE APU.

B - ARMS THE SQUIB ON THE APU FIRE EXTINGUISHER.

C - THE APU BLEED AND CROSS BLEED VALVES ARE CLOSED.

D - ALL THE ABOVE.

31.- WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING HAVE AUTOMATIC FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS?

A - APU ON GROUND AND LAVATORY WASTE BINS.

B - APU ON GROUND, LAVATORY WASTE BINS AND AVIONICS BAY.

C - APU ON GROUND, AFT CARGO, FORWARD CARGO, LAVATORY WASTE BINS AND AVIONICS BAY.

D - LAVATORY WASTE BINS.

32.- WILL AN APU FIRE TEST SHUT DOWN THE APU?

A - YES.

B - NO.

33.- WITH REFERENCE TO CARGO COMPARTMENT FIRE EXTINGUISHING, WHICH STATEMENT IS TRUE?

A - THERE ARE TWO FIRE BOTTLES, ONE FOR THE FWD COMPARTMENT AND ONE FOR THE AFT.

B - THERE IS ONLY ONE FIRE BOTTLE, PRESSING EITHER DISCH PUSH BUTTON DISCHARGES IT INTO BOTH COMPARTMENTS.

C - THERE IS ONLY ONE FIRE BOTTLE, WHEN IT IS DISCHARGED BOTH AMBER DISCH LIGHTS COME ON.

D - THERE ARE TWO FIRE BOTTLES, WHEN THE DISCH PUSHBUTTON IS Pressed, THEY ARE BOTH DISCHARGED INTO THE APPROPRIATE COMPARTMENT.
1. After engine shutdown, what are your actions to close the fuel transfer valves?
   A - You have to switch the inner tank pumps off.
   B - You have to call maintenance to close the valves.
   C - No action is required. The valves will close automatically during the next refuelling.

2. After engine start, center tank fuel pumps run for _______ minutes regardless of slat position.
   A - 1 minute.
   B - 2 minutes.
   C - 3 minutes.
   D - 5 minutes.

3. After extending the RAT, is it possible to check its position and status?
   A - Check to see if the blue system elec pump fault light is not illuminated.
   B - Yes, select the ECAM ELEC page.
   C - No.
   D - Yes, select the ECAM HYD page.

4. An amber line appears across the last two digits of the ECAM FOB indication when:
   A - Fuel quantity is unreliable.
   B - The center tank pumps are switched off.
   C - The center tank pumps have failed.

5. As long as the landing gear lever is up a hydraulic safety valve closes to cut off the hydraulic supply to the gear when the airspeed is:
   A - Greater than 260 KIAS.
   B - Greater than 230 KIAS.
   C - Less than 260 KIAS.
   D - Less than 230 KIAS.
6.- **AUTO BRAKING IS INITIATED BY:**
A - STRUT COMPRESSION.
B - REVERSER ACTION.
C - GROUND SPOILER EXTENSION COMMAND.

7.- **CAN THE POSITION OF THE WING FUEL TRANSFER VALVES BE CHECKED?**
A - YES, ONLY ON THE REFUELING PANEL.
B - IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO DETERMINE THEIR POSITION.
C - ONLY ON THE ECAM FUEL PAGE.
D - NONE OF THE ABOVE.

8.- **CENTER TANK PUMPS DO NOT STOP 5 MIN AFTER CENTER TANK LOW LEVEL REACHED. WHERE WE CAN SEE THAT.**
A - YES, ONLY ON THE REFUELING PANEL.
B - IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO DETERMINE THEIR POSITION.
C - ONLY ON THE ECAM FUEL PAGE.

9.- **DURING NORMAL OPERATIONS WHEN SHOULD THE FUEL TRANSFER VALVES OPEN?**
A - WHEN A LOW LEVEL IS SENSED IN THE CENTER TANK.
B - WHEN A LOW LEVEL IS SENSED IN EITHER OUTER WING CELL.
C - WHEN LOW LEVEL IS SENSED IN EITHER INNER WING CELL.

10.- **FLUID CAN BE TRANSFERRED BETWEEN HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS.**
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

11.- **FOR HYDRAULIC SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS, WHEN WILL THE RAT DEPLOY?**
A - AUTOMATICALLY WITH THE FAILURE OF BOTH THE GREEN AND BLUE HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS.
B - AUTOMATICALLY WITH THE FAILURE OF BOTH THE GREEN AND YELLOW HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS.
C - ONLY WHEN THE GUARDED RAT MAN ON PUSH BUTTON IS SELECTED BY THE CREW.
D - WHEN AIRSPEED DROPS BELOW 100 KNOTS WITH THE GEAR UP.
12. FROM WHICH TANKS WILL FUEL GRAVITY FEED?
A - OUTER CELL OF THE WING TANKS, INNER CELL OF THE WING TANKS, AND/OR CENTER TANK.
B - INNER CELL OF THE WING TANKS, AND CENTER TANK.
C - OUTER CELL OF THE WING TANKS, AND INNER CELL OF THE WING TANKS.
D - THE CENTER TANK ONLY.

13. FUEL CAN BE TRANSFERRED FROM TANK TO TANK:
A - ONLY ON THE GROUND.
B - IN FLIGHT IF THE FUEL X FEED PUSH BUTTON IS SELECTED OPEN.
C - IN FLIGHT IF THE FUEL X FEED PUSH BUTTON IS SELECTED OPEN AND CENTER TANK MODE SEL PUSH BUTTON IS SELECTED TO MAN.
D - FUEL CAN NEVER BE TRANSFERRED.

14. FUEL TRANSFER FROM THE OUTER COMPARTMENT TO THE INNER COMPARTMENT OF THE WING TANKS OCCURS WHEN THE INNER COMPARTMENT QUANTITY DECREASES TO:
A - 250 KILOGRAMS.
B - 450 KILOGRAMS.
C - 750 KILOGRAMS.
D - 5000 KILOGRAMS.

15. FUEL TRANSFER FROM THE OUTER COMPARTMENT TO THE INNER COMPARTMENT OF THE WING TANKS OCCURS WHEN THE INNER COMPARTMENT QUANTITY DECREASES TO:
A - 250 KILOGRAMS.
B - 450 KILOGRAMS.
C - 750 KILOGRAMS.
D - 5000 KILOGRAMS.

16. GRAVITY FEED TO THE ENGINES IS ENABLED FROM:
A - THE WING AND CENTER TANKS.
B - THE CENTER TANK ONLY.
C - THE WING TANKS ONLY.
17. - HOW HAS THE FUEL BEEN TRANSFERRED FROM THE OUTER TO THE INNER TANKS?
A - BY SETTING THE MODE SEL PUSHBUTTON TO MAN.
B - THE TRANSFER VALVE HAS BEEN OPENED AUTOMATICALLY BY THE LOW LEVER SENSOR IN THE CENTER TANKS.
C - BY SETTING THE MODE SEL PB TO AUTO.
D - THE TRANSFER VALVE HAS BEEN OPENED AUTOMATICALLY BY THE LOW LEVEL SENSOR IN THE INNER TANK.

18. - HOW MANY PUMPS HAVE THE YELLOW SYSTEM TO PROVIDE PRESSURE (NOT COUNTING THE PTU)?
A - 1
B - 2
C - 3
D - 4

19. - IT IS POSSIBLE TO PRESSURIZE THE GREEN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM ON THE GROUND VIA THE PTU WHEN THE PARKING BRAKE IS SET.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

20. - THE A-320'S THREE HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS ARE NORMALLY PRESSURIZED BY:
A - TWO ENGINE DRIVEN PUMPS AND ONE ELECTRIC PUMP.
B - TWO ELECTRIC PUMPS AND ONE PTU.
C - TWO ELECTRIC PUMPS AND ONE ENGINE DRIVEN PUMP.
D - ONE ELECTRIC PUMP AND ONE ENGINE DRIVEN PUMP.

21. - THE APU FUEL SYSTEM:
A - OBTAINS FUEL FROM EITHER CENTER TANK PUMP.
B - USES IT'S OWN DEDICATED DC POWERED FUEL PUMP.
C - OBTAINS FUEL FROM THE LEFT FUEL MANIFOLD VIA THE LEFT SIDE FUEL PUMPS OR IF NEEDED, THE APU FUEL PUMPS.
D - OBTAINS FUEL FROM THE LEFT FUEL MANIFOLD VIA THE RIGHT SIDE FUEL PUMPS.

22. - THE BRAKES PRESSURE INDICATION ON TRIPLE PRESSURE INDICATOR READS WHICH SYSTEM PRESSURE?
A - YELLOW.
B - BLUE.
C - GREEN.
23. THE ENG PUMP FAULT LIGHT EXTINGUISHES WHEN THE ENGINE PUMP SWITCH IS SELECTED TO OFF EXCEPT FOR:

A - RESERVOIR LOW LEVEL.
B - PUMP LOW PRESSURE.
C - AN OVERHEAT.

24. THE FUEL QUANTITY INDICATION ON ECAM FOR THE OUTER CELL IS BOXED AMBER IF:

A - AN OUTER FUEL TANK LOW LEVEL IS DETECTED.
B - OUTER CELL FUEL TEMPERATURE IS HIGH.
C - BOTH TRANSFER VALVES FAIL TO OPEN WHEN INNER FUEL TANK IS AT LOW LEVEL.

25. THE FUEL USED INDICATION ON ECAM IS RESET:

A - MANUALLY BY THE PILOT.
B - AUTOMATICALLY AT ENGINE START ON THE GROUND.
C - AUTOMATICALLY AT ELECTRIC POWER UP OF THE AIRCRAFT.

26. THE FUEL USED INDICATION ON ECAM IS RESET:

A - MANUALLY BY THE PILOT.
B - AUTOMATICALLY AT ENGINE START ON THE GROUND.
C - AUTOMATICALLY AT ELECTRIC POWER UP OF THE AIRCRAFT.

27. THE GREEN DECEL LIGHT ON THE AUTOBRAKE SWITCH ILLUMINATES WHEN THE ACTUAL AIRPLANE DECELERATION CORRESPONDS TO _____ % OF THE SELECTED RATE.

A - 80
B - 95
C - 100
D - 110

28. THE _______ HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PROVIDES POWER FOR GEAR EXTENSION/RETRACTION.

A - YELLOW.
B - BLUE.
C - GREEN.
29.- THE MAXIMUM DEGREES OF NOSEWHEEL STEERING AVAILABLE WHEN USING THE HANDWHEEL IS _____.
A - +/-60.
B - +/-75.
C - +/-95.
D - +/-105.

30.- THE MESSAGE CTR TK FEEDG APPEARS IN THE MEMO. WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
A - THE CENTER TANK FUEL MODE SELECTOR IS OFF.
B - THE CENTER TANK PUMPS ARE OFF.
C - AT LEAST ONE CENTER TANK PUMP IS ENERGIZED.
D - A REMINDER TO SWITCH THE CENTER TANK PUMPS OFF.

31.- THE MESSAGE OUTER TK FUEL XTRD APPEARS IN THE MEMO?
A - IT IS A REMINDER TO SHOW THAT A TRANSFER VALVE IS OPEN.
B - FUEL IS TRANSFERRING FROM THE CENTER TANK TO THE INNER TANK.
C - IT IS A REMINDER TO OPEN THE OUTER TANK TRANSFER VALVE.
D - FUEL IS TRANSFERRING FROM THE INNER TANK TO THE OUTER TANK.

32.- THE PTU FAULT LIGHT ILLUMINATES WHEN THE:
A - PTU IS INOPERATIVE.
B - GREEN OR YELLOW RESERVOIR HAS LOW AIR PRESSURE.
C - PTU PUMP HAS OVERHEATED.

33.- THE PTU IS AUTOMATICALLY ACTIVATED WHEN THE DIFFERENTIAL PUMP PRESSURE OUTPUT BETWEEN THE _______ AND _______ SYSTEMS IS GREATER THAN _________ PSI.
A - BLUE, YELLOW, 1000.
B - GREEN, YELLOW, 500.
C - GREEN, YELLOW, 1000.

34.- THE RAT PRESSURIZES THE BLUE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM TO APPROXIMATELY _____ PSI.
A - 1500
B - 2500
C - 3000
35.- THERE ARE ________ FUEL PUMPS IN EACH A-320 FUEL TANK.
A - 1
B - 2
C - 3

36.- THE WING FUEL TRANSFER VALVES ARE:
A - MANUALLY CONTROLLED AND OPEN WHEN THE MODE SEL PUSH BUTTON IS SELECTED TO MAN.
B - ARE ELECTRICALLY HELD CLOSED.
C - OPEN AUTOMATICALLY AT THE START OF REFUELLING.
D - AUTOMATICALLY CLOSE IF A LOW LEVEL IS SENSED IN EITHER MAIN WING TANK, THEY AUTOMATICALLY CLOSE AT THE NEXT FUELLING.

37.- TO EXTEND THE LANDING GEAR WITH THE GRAVITY EXTENSION HANDCRANK REQUIRES _______ TURNS OF THE HANDLE.
A - 3 COUNTER-CLOCKWISE.
B - 2 COUNTER-CLOCKWISE.
C - 3 CLOCKWISE.

38.- WHAT INDICATION WILL YOU SEE ON THE OVERHEAD FUEL PANEL IF THE CENTER TANK HAS MORE THAN 250 KILOGRAMS OF FUEL AND THE LEFT OR RIGHT WING TANK HAVE LESS THAN 5,000 KILOGRAMS.
A - AUTO FEED FAULT.
B - FUEL IMBALANCE.
C - MODE SELECT FAULT.
D - FUEL AUTO FEED FAULT.

39.- WHAT IS THE MINIMUM FUEL QUANTITY FOR TAKEOFF?
A - 1,000 KG.
B - 1,200 KG.
C - 1,500 KG.
D - 2,000 KG.

40.- WHEN USING THE ALTERNATE BRAKE SYSTEM ON ACCUMULATOR PRESSURE ONLY; THE ACCUMULATOR SUPPLIES:
A - PARTIAL BRAKES.
B - AT LEAST SEVEN FULL BRAKE APPLICATIONS.
C - ALTERNATE BRAKES WITH ANTISKID.
41.- WHEN WILL THE YELLOW SYSTEM ELECTRIC PUMP OPERATE? (AC POWER IS AVAILABLE).
A - DURING THE SECOND ENGINE START.
B - WHEN THE FIRST ENGINE MASTER SWITCH IS MOVED TO THE ON POSITION.
C - IF ANY N2 RPM IS LESS THAN 45%.
D - WHEN THE YELLOW ELECTRIC SYSTEM ELEC PUMP PUSH BUTTON IS SELECTED TO ON OR THE GROUND CREW ACTIVATES A CARGO DOOR SWITCH.

42.- WHICH HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS HAVE ENGINE DRIVEN PUMPS?
A - GREEN AND BLUE.
B - GREEN AND YELLOW.
C - BLUE AND YELLOW.

43.- WHICH HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS HAVE ENGINE DRIVEN PUMPS?
A - GREEN AND BLUE.
B - GREEN AND YELLOW.
C - BLUE AND YELLOW.

44.- WHY DO THE CENTER TANK PUPS STOP AUTOMATICALLY WHEN THEN SLATS ARE EXTENDED FOR TAKEOFF?
A - TO KEEP THE CENTER OF GRAVITY AS LOW AS POSSIBLE.
B - DUMPING TAKEOFF, THE CENTER TANK FUEL IS PUMPED TO THE REAR TO TRIM ARICRAFT.
C - TO ENSURE THAT THE ENGINES ARE FED FROM THE WING TANKS FOR TAKEOFF (FEEDING SEGREGATION).
D - DURING TAKEOFF, THE CENTER TANK FUEL IS GRAVITY FED ONLY.

45.- WITH FUEL IN THE CENTER TANK THE CTR TK MODE SEL PUSH BUTTON SELECTED TO AUTO AND CTR TK PUMP PUSH BUTTONS ON (LIGHTS OUT), WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS CAUSE THE CENTER TANK FUEL PUMPS TO STOP?
B - ANYTIME THE SLATS ARE EXTENDED OR AN OVERFILL CONDITION IS DETECTED IN EITHER WING INNER CELL.
C - FOR A SHORT TEST PERIOD AFTER THE FIRST ENGINE MASTER IS SELECTED “ON” WHEN THE SLATS ARE EXTENDED.
46.- WITH FUEL IN THE CENTER TANK, THE CTR TK MODE SEL PUSH BUTTON SELECTED TO AUTO AND THE CTR TK PUMP PUSH BUTTONS ON (LIGHTS OUT), THE CENTER TANK PUMPS:

A - WILL OPERATE FOR A SHORT PERIOD AFTER THE FIRST ENGINE MASTER SWITCH IS SELECTED ON AND WHILE SLATS ARE RETRACTED.

B - THEY WILL CONTINUE TO RUN UNTIL THE CENTER TANK IS EMPTY OR SLATS ARE EXTENDED.

C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

47.- WITH THE AIRPLANE ON THE GROUND AND THE BLUE ELECTRIC PUMP SWITCH IN AUTO; THE BLUE PUMP WILL BE ENERGIZED WHEN:

A - ONE ENGINE IS RUNNING.

B - THE BLUE PUMP OVRD SWITCH HAS BEEN Pressed.

C - FIRST TWO STATEMENTS ARE CORRECT.

48.- WITH THE CENTER TANK PUMP MODE SEL SWITCH IN AUTO, THE CENTER TANK PUMPS:

A - RUN FOR TWO MINUTES AFTER BOTH ENGINES ARE RUNNING.

B - WILL NOT RESTART UNTIL SLATS ARE RETRACTED IN FLIGHT.

C - CONTINUE TO RUN UNTIL FIVE MINUTES AFTER THE CENTER TANK IS EMPTY.

D - ALL THE ABOVE.

49.- WITH THE CENTER TANK PUMP MODE SEL SWITCH IN AUTO; THE CENTER TANK PUMPS:

A - RUN FOR TWO MINUTES AFTER BOTH ENGINES ARE RUNNING.

B - WILL NOT RESTART UNTIL SLATS ARE RETRACTED IN FLIGHT.

C - THEY STOP AUTOMATICALLY 5 MINUTES AFTER CENTER TANK LOW LEVEL IS REACHED.

D - ALL THE ABOVE.
INDICATING & REC. SYSTEM
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1. ACTIONS TO BE CARRIED OUT ARE SHOWN IN ____ ON THE ECAM E/WD.
   A - BLUE.
   B - AMBER.
   C - RED.

2. AN "STS" MESSAGE WILL FLASH ON THE ENGINE/WARNING DISPLAY AFTER ENGINE SHUTDOWN TO:
   A - ALERT MAINTENANCE.
   B - ALERT THE CREW.
   C - REMIND THE CREW TO TURN OFF THE ECAM.

3. A "TO INHIBIT" OR "LDG INHIBIT" MEMO IS DISPLAYED IN MAGENTA TO REMIND THE CREW:
   A - THE TAKEOFF OR LANDING IS INHIBITED.
   B - MOST OF THE FAILURE TITLES AND ASSOCIATED CHECKLISTS ARE SUPPRESSED.
   C - ALL OF THE FAILURE TITLES AND ASSOCIATED CHECKLISTS ARE SUPPRESSED.

4. FOLLOWING A FAILURE OF THE ECAM CONTROL PANEL:
   A - THE ECAM IS LOST.
   B - SYSTEM PAGES CAN BE DISPLAYED BY PRESSING THE ALL SWITCH.
   C - THE ECAM PAGES AUTOMATICALLY TRANSFER TO THE ND.

5. IF A PFD FAILS, DOES ANYTHING HAPPEN AUTOMATICALLY?
   A - THE ATT HDG SWITCH MUST BE USED ON THE SWITCHING PANEL IN ORDER TO RECOVER PFD INFORMATION.
   B - YES, THE IMAGE AUTOMATICALLY TRANSFERS TO THE DISPLAY FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY THE ND.
   C - YES, THE IMAGE AUTOMATICALLY TRANSFERS TO THE UPPER ECAM.
   D - NO.

6. IF BOTH ECAM SCREENS FAIL OR ARE SWITCHED OFF, THE E/WD INFORMATION IS:
   A - AUTOMATICALLY TRANSFERRED TO THE CAPT.'S PFD.
   B - LOST FOR THE REST OF THE FLIGHT.
   C - DISPLAYED ON AN ND USING THE ECAM/ND XFR SWITCH.
7.- IF THE UPPER ECAM SCREEN FAILS, THE E/WD DATA IS:
A - LOST FOR THE REST OF THE FLIGHT.
B - AUTOMATICALLY TRANSFERRED TO THE LOWER SCREEN.
C - MANUALLY TRANSFERRED TO THE MCDU.

8.- MEMO DISPLAY IS LOCATED ON THE:
A - MCDU.
B - SD MEMO SECTION.
C - E/WD MEMO SECTION.

9.- THE A-320 ELECTRONIC FLIGHT INSTRUMENT SYSTEM (EFIS) CONSISTS OF ________ IDENTICAL DISPLAY UNITS.
A - 4
B - 6
C - 8

10.- THE ELECTRONIC CENTRALIZED AIRPLANE MONITORING (ECAM) SYSTEM PRESENTS DATA ON TWO IDENTICAL CRT DISPLAYS, THEY ARE:
A - THE PFD AND THE ND.
B - THE ND AND THE E/WD.
C - THE E/WD AND THE SD.

11.- THE SPEED TREND ARROW ON THE PFD AIRSPEED SCALE INDICATES THE SPEED VALUE THAT WILL BE ATTAINED IN _____ SECONDS IF THE ACCELERATION REMAINS CONSTANT.
A - 5
B - 10
C - 15

12.- THE SYSTEM DISPLAY (SD) HAS 12 DIFFERENT SYSTEM PAGES THAT CAN BE DISPLAYED:
A - AUTOMATICALLY.
B - ON CREW DEMAND.
C - BOTH A AND B.
13. THE THREE DISPLAY MANAGEMENT COMPUTERS (DMCS) ACQUIRE:

A - A PROCESS ALL INPUT FROM AIRPLANE SENSORS AND COMPUTERS TO GENERATE THE DISPLAY IMAGES.

B - DATA FOR THE DISPLAY OF ALERT MESSAGES, AURAL ALERTS, AND VOICE MESSAGES.

C - DATA FOR ACARS MESSAGES.

14. WEATHER RADAR CAN BE DISPLAYED IN WHAT MODES ON THE ND?

A - ARC AND ROSE NAV MODES ONLY.

B - ALL MODES EXCEPT PLAN.

C - ROSE VOR AND ROSE ILS MODES.

D - ROSE NAV MODE ONLY.

15. WHEN THE TO CONFIG KEY IS PUSHED IT:

A - SIMULATES TAKEOFF POWER APPLICATION.

B - TRIGGERS A WARNING IF THE AIRPLANE IS NOT PROPERLY CONFIGURED.

C - DISPLAYS TO CONFIG NORMAL IF AIRPLANE PROPERLY CONFIGURED.

D - ALL THE ABOVE.
APU AND POWER PLANTS
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1.- A/THR ENGAGEMENT IS CONFIRMED WHEN "A/THR" IS DISPLAYED IN ______ IN THE RIGHT COLUMN OF THE FMA.
   A - GREEN.
   B - BLUE.
   C - WHITE.

2.- BAT 1 AND 2 PUSH BUTTONS DO NOT NEED TO BE SELECTED ON IF EXTERNAL POWER IS AVAILABLE.
   A - IT IS NORMALLY LEFT IN THE LIGHTS OUT POSITION.
   B - WHEN SELECTED OFF, THE APU GENERATOR IS DE-ENERGIZED.
   C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

3.- CAN THE APU BE USED WITH WING ANTI-ICE ON?
   A - NO.
   B - YES, BUT ONLY FOR ELECTRICAL POWER. THE APU BLEED VALVE SHOULD NOT BE OPENED WHILE USING WING ANTI-ICE.
   C - YES, EXCEPT DURING APPROACH AND GO-AROUND.
   D - YES, BUT THE ALTITUDE OF UTILIZATION IS LIMITED TO 15,000 FT.

4.- CONTINUOUS IGNITION IS AUTOMATICALLY PROVIDED DURING THE FOLLOWING:
   A - FLEX OR TO/TA THRUST IS SELECTED ON THE GROUND.
   B - ENG ANTICE SWITCH IS ON.
   C - ENGINE APPROACH IDLE SELECTED.
   D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

5.- DURING AN AUTOMATIC START SEQUENCE, SELECTING THE ENG MASTER SWITCH TO ON:
   A - CLOSES THE PACK VALVES.
   B - INITIATES THE START SEQUENCE.
   C - DISPLAYS THE ECAM ENGINE PAGE.
   D - BOTH A AND B.
6.- FIRE ON GROUND OR IN FLIGHT WILL CAUSE THE APU MASTER SW PUSHBUTTON FAULT LIGHT TOCOME ON.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

7.- FIRE ON GROUND OR IN FLIGHT WILL CAUSE THE APU MASTER SW PUSHBUTTON FAULT LIGHT TO COME ON.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

8.- HOW MANY THRUST LEVER POSITIONS ARE THERE, AND HOW ARE THEY LABELLED?
A - SIX, TO/GA, MCT, FLEX, CL, IDLE AND REV IDLE.
B - SIX, TO/GA, FLX/MCT, CL, IDLE, REV IDLE AND MREV.
C - FOUR, TO/GA, FLX/MCT, CL, IDLE.
D - FIVE, TO/GA, FLX/MCT, CL, IDLE, REV IDLE.

9.- IF AN INSTINCTIVE DISCONNECT PB. IS PUSHED AND HELD FOR MORE THAN _____, THE A/THR SYSTEM IS DISCONNECTED FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE FLIGHT, INCLUDING THE ALPHA FLOOR PROTECTION.
A - 30 SECONDS.
B - 15 SECONDS.
C - 40 SECONDS.

10.- MAXIMUM ALTITUDE FOR APU BLEED OPERATION IS:
A - 15,000 FT.
B - 18,000 FT.
C - 20,000 FT.
D - 22,000 FT.

11.- ON GROUND, THE NO BREAK POWER TRANSFER FUNCTION IS INHIBITED IN CASE OF APU SHUTDOWN GENERATED BY WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS?
A - AUTOMATIC APU SHUT DOWN TRIGGERED BY THE ECB.
B - APU SHUT DOWN FROM THE REFUEL/DEFUEL PANEL OR FROM THE APU FIRE PUSHBUTTON.
C - APU SHUT DOWN FROM EMERGENCY CONTROL PROVIDED ON THE EXTERNAL POWER PANEL.
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.
12.- THE APU BLEED VALVE IS AUTOMATICALLY CLOSED ABOVE ____ FEET DESCENDING BY THE ECB.
A - 23,000 FEET.
B - 26,000 FEET.
C - 28,000 FEET.
D - 29,000 FEET.

13.- THE APU CANNOT BE SHUT DOWN FROM OUTSIDE THE AIRCRAFT.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.
C - APU SHUT OFF PUSHBUTTON ON EXTERNAL POWER PANEL.

14.- THE APU HAS AN INTEGRAL INDEPENDENT LUBRICATION SYSTEM FOR LUBRICATION AND COOLING.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

15.- THE APU IS SUPPLIED FROM THE:
A - LEFT FUEL FEED LINE.
B - RIGHT FUEL FEED LINE.

16.- THE APU MASTER SW FAULT LIGHT WILL ILLUMINATE:
A - WHEN APU LOW OIL PRESSURE IS DETECTED.
B - WHEN AN AUTOMATIC SHUTDOWN OF THE APU OCCURS.
C - FOR AN APU OVERHEAT OR APU FIRE.
D - IF THE BATTERIES ARE SELECTED OFF WHILE THE APU IS OPERATING.

17.- THE APU MAY BE STARTED UP TO WHAT ALTITUDE?
A - THE APU CAN BE STARTED AT ANY ALTITUDE USING NORMAL AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL POWER.
B - THE APU CAN BE STARTED UP TO 35,000 FEET USING ONLY THE AIRCRAFT BATTERIES.
C - THE APU CAN BE STARTED UP TO 30,000 FEET USING ONLY THE AIRCRAFT BATTERIES.
D - THE APU CAN BE STARTED UP TO 25,000 FEET USING ONLY THE AIRCRAFT BATTERIES.
18.- THE APU MAY OBTAIN POWER FOR STARTING FROM:
A - GROUND SERVICES.
B - NORMAL AIRCRAFT SUPPLY.
C - THE AIRCRAFT'S BATTERIES OR IN COMBINATION WITH THE EXTERNAL POWER.
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

19.- THE APU MAY OBTAIN POWER FOR STARTING FROM:
A - GROUND SERVICES.
B - NORMAL AIRCRAFT SUPPLY.
C - THE AIRCRAFT/S BATTERIES OR IN COMBINATION WITH THE EXTERNAL POWER.
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

20.- THE A/THR IS ARMED ON THE GROUND PROVIDED AT LEAST ONE FD IS ON BY:
A - SETTING THE THROTTLES TO TO/GA.
B - AUTOMATICALLY AT ENGINE START.
C - WITH ENGINES RUNNING, PRESSING THE A/THR P/B MANUALLY.

21.- THE BASIC ELEMENT OF THE APU IS A SINGLE SHAFT GAS TURBINE WHICH DELIVERS _______ POWER FOR DRIVING THE ACCESSORY GEARBOX (ELECTRICAL GENERATOR) AND PRODUCES BLEED AIR (ENGINE STARTING AND PNEUMATIC SUPPLY).
A - 2ND STAGE COMPRESSOR
B - 3RD STAGE TURBINE
C - 2ND STAGE TURBINE.
D - MECHANICAL SHAFT

22.- THE BASIC ELEMENT OF THE APU IS A SINGLE SHAFT GAS TURBINE WHICH DELIVERS _______ POWER FOR DRIVING THE ACCESSORY GEARBOX (ELECTRICAL GENERATOR) AND PRODUCES BLEED AIR (ENGINE STARTING AND PNEUMATIC SUPPLY).
A - 2ND. STAGE COMPRESSOR.
B - 3RD. STAGE TURBINE.
C - 2ND. STAGE TURBINE.
D - MECHANICAL SHAFT.

23.- THE ECB (ELECTRONIC CONTROL BOX) CONTROLS THE ELECTRIC STARTER
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE
24. THE ECB (ELECTRONIC CONTROL BOX) CONTROLS THE FUEL FLOW.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

25. THE ELECTRONIC CONTROL BOX (ECB) IS PRIMARILY A FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER THAT PERFORMS THE APU SYSTEM LOGIC FOR ALL MODES OF APU OPERATION SUCH AS:
A - SEQUENCE AND MONITORING OF START.
B - SPEED AND TEMPERATURE MONITORING.
C - MONITORING OF BLEED AIR AND SHUT DOWN.
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

26. THE ELECTRONIC CONTROL BOX (ECB) IS PRIMARILY A FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER THAT PERFORMS THE APU SYSTEM LOGIC FOR ALL MODES OF APU OPERATION SUCH AS:
A - SEQUENCE AND MONITORING OF START.
B - SPEED AND TEMPERATURE MONITORING.
C - MONITORING OF BLEED AIR AND SHUT DOWN.
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

27. THE FADEC HAS CONTROL DURING A MANUAL ENGINE START SEQUENCE EXCEPT FOR:
A - THE HIGH PRESSURE FUEL VALVE.
B - THE START VALVE.
C - AN AUTOMATIC ABORT.

28. THE FADEC IS NORMALLY POWERED BY:
A - THE RAT.
B - IT'S OWN MAGNETIC ALTERNATOR.
C - THE NORMAL AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.

29. THE FADEC WILL AUTOMATICALLY ABORT AN ABNORMAL START THEREBY PROVIDING ENGINE LIMIT PROTECTION, BUT WILL THE FADEC ALSO AUTOMATICALLY DRY CRANK THE ENGINE?
A - NO, THAT IS WHY THERE IS A CRANK SELECTION ON THE ENG MODE SELECTOR.
B - YES, EVEN IF THE CREW INTERRUPTS THE START BY PLACING THE ENG MASTER SWITCH TO OFF.
C - YES, AS LONG AS THE ENG MASTER SWITCH REMAINS IN THE ON POSITION.
D - NONE OF THE ABOVE.
30. THE FULL AUTHORITY DIGITAL ENGINE CONTROL (FADEC) CONTROLS WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS:

A - FUEL METERING
B - ENGINE LIMITS
C - AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL STARTING
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE

31. THE NORMAL MODE TO SET THRUST IS:

A - EPR.
B - N1.
C - N2.

32. THE STARTER ENGAGES IF THE AIR INTAKE IS CLOSED AND THE MASTER SW AND THE START PUSHBUTTONS ARE ON.

A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

33. THE STARTER ENGAGES IF THE AIR INTAKE IS CLOSED AND THE MASTER SW AND THE START PUSHBUTTONS ARE ON.

A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

34. TO START THE APU THE:

A - BAT 1 AND 2 PUSH BUTTONS MUST BE SELECTED TO ON.
B - BAR 1 AND 2 PUSH BUTTONS DO NOT NEED TO BE SELECTED ON IF EXTERNAL POWER IS AVAILABLE.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

35. WHAT ARE SOME OF THE CAUSES FOR AN APU AUTOMATIC SHUTDOWN?

A - FIRE (ON GROUND ONLY), EGT OVERTemperature, NO ACCELERATION, LOW OIL PRESSURE.
B - FIRE (ON GROUND ONLY), EGT OVERTemperature, UNDERSPEED, OVERSPEED, LOW OIL PRESSURE, HIGH OIL PRESSURE.
C - FIRE (ON GROUND ONLY), EGT OVERTemperature, REVERSE FLOW, OVERSPEED, LOW OIL PRESSURE, HIGH OIL PRESSURE.
D - FIRE (ON GROUND ONLY), UNDERSPEED, OVERSPEED, EGT OVERTemperature, REVERSE FLOW, LOW OIL PRESSURE, DC POWER LOSS, I. FIRE (ON GROUND ONLY), UNDERSPEED AND OVERSPEED, EGT OVERTemperature, REVERSE FLOW, LOW OIL PRESSURE, DC POWER LOSS, NO ACCELERATION, HIGH OIL TEMPERATURE, ECB FAILURE, SLOW START, LOSS OF OVERSPEED PROTECTION.
36.- WHAT ARE SOME OF THE CAUSES FOR AN APU AUTOMATIC SHUTDOWN?

A - FIRE (ON GROUND ONLY), EGT OVERTemperature, NO ACCELERATION, LOW OIL PRESSURE.

B - FIRE (ON GROUND ONLY), EGT OVERTemperature, UNDERSPEED, OVERSPEED, LOW OIL PRESSURE, HIGH OIL PRESSURE

C - FIRE (ON GROUND ONLY), EGT OVERTemperature, REVERSE FLOW, OVERSPEED, LOW OIL PRESSURE, HIGH OIL PRESSURE

D - FIRE (ON GROUND ONLY), UNDERSpeed, OVERSPEED, EGT OVERTemperature, REVERSE FLOW, LOW OIL PRESSURE, - DC POWER LOSS, - UNDERSPEED AND OVERSPEED, - EGT OVERTemperature, - REVERSE FLOW, - LOW OIL PRESSURE, - DC POWER LOSS, - NO ACCELERATION, - HIGH OIL TEMPERATURE, - ECB FAILURE, - SLOW START, - LOSS OF OVERSPEED PROTECTION

37.- WHAT DOES THE FLEX REPRESENT IN THE FLX/MCT DETENT?

A - THIS IS A REDUCED THRUST SETTING USED FOR TAKEOFF.

B - THIS IS THE THRUST SETTING THAT SHOULD BE CHOSEN IN THE CASE OF A SINGLE-ENGINE GO-AROUND.

C - NONE OF THE ABOVE.

38.- WHAT IS REQUIRED FOR THE FADEC TO COMPUTE A REDUCED THRUST SETTING?

A - A FLEX TEMPERATURE MUST BE ENTERED ON THE INIT PAGE OF THE MCDU.

B - NOTHING, IT IS AN AUTOMATIC FUNCTION OF THE FADEC.

C - A FLEX TEMPERATURE MUST BE ENTERED ON THE TAKE OFF PERF PAGE OF THE MCDU.

D - A OR C ARE CORRECT.

39.- WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM ALTITUDE AT WHICH THE APU MAY BE STARTED USING THE BATTERIES ONLY?

A - 15,000 FT.

B - 20,000 FT.

C - 25,000 FT.

D - 39,000 FT

40.- WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM ALTITUDE AT WHICH THE APU MAY BE STARTED USING THE BATTERIES ONLY?

A - 15,000 FT.

B - 20,000 FT.

C - 25,000 FT.

D - 39,000 FT.
41.- WHEN SELECTED ON, THE APU START PUSH BUTTON, WILL:
A - CONNECT THE APU GENERATOR TO THE AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.
B - START THE APU IF THE APU MASTER SW WAS PREVIOUSLY SELECTED ON.
C - OPEN THE AIR INTAKE FLAP AND SUPPLY FUEL PRESSURE.

42.- WHEN THE APU IS RUNNING, THE APU FUEL PUMP:
A - RUNS WHEN TANK PUMPS PRESSURE IS NOT SUFFICIENT.
B - RUNS ALL TIME.
C - RUNS ONLY IN FLIGHT.
D - RUNS WHEN THE APU FUEL PUMP IS SELECTED ON.

43.- WHEN THE APU MASTER SW IS SELECTED ON:
A - THE APU COMPUTER AUTOMATICALLY COMPLETES A SELF-TEST, OPENS THE AIR INTAKE FLAP AND SUPPLIES FUEL PRESSURE.
B - THE APU COMPUTER AUTOMATICALLY STARTS THE APU.
C - CONNECTS THE APU GENERATOR TO THE AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL SYSTEM.
D - THE APU DOOR OPENS.

44.- WHEN THE APU MASTER SWITCH IS RELEASED, A NORMAL APU SHUTDOWN OCCURS:
A - WITHOUT DELAY IN ALL CASES.
B - WITHOUT A DELAY, IN ALL CASES.
C - WITH A DELAY IF THE BLEED AIR WAS IN USE.

45.- WHEN THE A/THR SYSTEM IS IN USE:
A - THE THROTTLES MOVE AUTOMATICALLY ACCORDING TO FADEC COMMANDS.
B - THE THROTTLES CAN ONLY BE MOVED MANUALLY.
C - THE THROTTLES WILL MOVE WHEN THE A/THR P/B IS USED.

46.- WHICH IGNITION SYSTEMS ARE USED DURING A MANUAL START?
A - A.
B - B.
C - BOTH A AND B.
47. WITH BATTERY POWER, WHAT WOULD AN APU FIRE TEST LOOK LIKE?
A - APU FIRE PUSHBUTTON ILLUMINATED.
B - SQUIB AND DISCH LIGHTS ILLUMINATED
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

48. WITH BATTERY POWER, WHAT WOULD AN APU FIRE TEST LOOK LIKE?
A - APU FIRE PUSHBUTTON ILLUMINATED.
B - SQUIB AND DISCH LIGHTS ILLUMINATED.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

49. WITH NOBODY IN THE COCKPIT, IF YOU HAVE AN APU FIRE, WHICH STATEMENT IS CORRECT?
A - ON THE GROUND, AN APU EMER SHUT DOWN WILL OCCUR AND THE APU FIRE BOTTLE WILL BE DISCHARGED AUTOMATICALLY.
B - ON THE GROUND, YOU HAVE TO PERFORM THE ECAM ACTIONS TO SHUT DOWN THE APU AND EXTINGUISH THE FIRE FROM THE COCKPIT.
C - ON THE GROUND AN APU AUTO SHUT DOWN WILL OCCUR BUT YOU HAVE TO DISCHARGE THE APU FIRE BOTTLE MANUALLY.
D - IN THE AIR, AN APU EMER SHUT DOWN WILL OCCUR AND THE APU FIRE BOTTLE WILL BE DISCHARGED AUTOMATICALLY.

50. WITH NOBODY IN THE COCKPIT, IF YOU HAVE AN APU FIRE, WHICH STATEMENT IS CORRECT?
A - ON THE GROUND, AN APU EMER SHUT DOWN WILL OCCUR AND THE APU FIRE BOTTLE WILL BE DISCHARGED AUTOMATICALLY.
B - ON THE GROUND, YOU HAVE TO PERFORM THE ECAM ACTIONS TO SHUT DOWN THE APU AND EXTINGUISH THE FIRE FROM THE COCKPIT.
C - ON THE GROUND AN APU AUTO SHUT DOWN WILL OCCUR BUT YOU HAVE TO DISCHARGE THE APU FIRE BOTTLE MANUALLY.
D - IN THE AIR, AN APU EMER SHUT DOWN WILL OCCUR AND THE APU FIRE BOTTLE WILL BE DISCHARGED AUTOMATICALLY.

51. WITH THE ENGINES OFF, IF THE AVAIL LIGHT IS ILLUMINATED ON BOTH THE APU START PUSH BUTTON AND THE EXT PWR PUSH BUTTON, WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF ELECTRICAL POWER FOR THE AIRCRAFT BUSSES?
A - IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO DETERMINE WITHOUT CHECKING THE ECAM.
B - THE AIRCRAFT BATTERIES.
C - THE APU.
D - EXTERNAL POWER.
52. YOU SWITCH OFF THE APU BUT CURIOUSLY YOU STILL HAVE THE APU AVAIL INDICATIONS.

A - THERE IS A FAULT WITH THE APU MASTER SWITCH.

B - THE APU WILL RUN FOR A COOLING PERIOD OF 60 TO 120 SECONDS BECAUSE YOU HAVE BEEN USING THE APU BLEED.

C - YOU HAVE TO PUSH THE START SW TO INITIATE THE SHUT DOWN SEQUENCE.
FLIGHT CONTROL
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1.- AILERON DROOP MAY BEST BE CONFIRMED BY CHECKING WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING?
A - THE POSITION OF THE AILERONS ON THE EXTERIOR PREFLIGHT INSPECTION.
B - THE LOWER ECAM FLT/CTL PAGE.
C - THE POSITION OF THE FLAP HANDLE.

2.- ARE THERE ANY CONTROL SURFACES WITH A MECHANICAL BACKUP?
A - YES, THE AILERONS.
B - YES, THE SPOILERS.
C - YES, THE THS AND THE RUDDER.
D - NO, THERE ARE NO CONTROL SURFACES WITH MECHANICAL BACKUP.

3.- AUTOMATIC PITCH TRIM IS INHIBITED WHEN:
A - RADIO ALTITUDE IS BELOW 50 FEET (100 FEET WITH AUTOPILOT COUPLED).
B - BANK ANGLE IS GREATER THAN 33 DEGREES.
C - LOAD FACTOR IS LESS THAN 1G.
D - BOTH A AND B.

4.- CAN THE CREW MAKES A FLIGHT CONTROL INPUT THAT WILL OVER-STRESS THE AIRPLANE IN DIRECT LAW?
A - NO. THE SYSTEM IS DESIGNED TO AVOID SUCH AN ATTEMPT.
B - YES, THERE ARE NO PROTECTIONS PROVIDED IN DIRECT LAW.

5.- CAN THE RUDDERS BE MOVED WITH BOTH FAC’S INOPERATIVE?
A - YES, IF BOTH FACS FAIL, MAXIMUM RUDDER DEFLECTION CAN BE OBTAINED WHEN THE SLATS ARE EXTENDED.
B - YES, IF BOTH FACS FAIL, MAXIMUM RUDDER DEFLECTION CAN BE OBTAINED.
C - YES, IF BOTH FACS FAIL, MAXIMUM RUDDER DEFLECTION CAN BE OBTAINED WHEN THE GEAR IS EXTENDED OR FLAPS EXTENDED AT 1 MINIMUM.
D - NO.

6.- CAN YOU MANUALLY TRIM THE RUDDER WITH THE AUTOPILOT ENGAGED?
A - YES.
B - NO.
7. FAC GENERATED SLAT AND FLAP EXTENSION, RETRACTION, AND LIMITING SPEEDS ARE VISUALLY DISPLAYED ON WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING?
A - THE MCDU PERF PAGE.
B - THE LOWER ECAM F/CTL PAGE.
C - BOTH PILOT'S PFD AIRSPEED DISPLAYS.
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

8. FAILURE TO RETRACT THE FLAPS AFTER TAKEOFF WILL:
A - ACTIVATE THE WING TIP BRAKES.
B - RESULT IN AUTOMATIC FLAP AND SLAT RETRACTION AT 210 KTS.
C - RESULT IN AUTOMATIC FLAP AND SLAT RETRACTION AT 220 KTS.
D - RESULT IN AUTOMATIC FLAP RETRACTION AT 210 KTS.

9. FOUR HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED WING TIP BRAKES ARE INSTALLED TO LOCK THE FLAPS OR SLATS IN CASE OF:
A - ASYMMETRY AND OVERSPEED.
B - SYMMETRICAL RUNAWAY.
C - UNCOMMANDED MOVEMENT OF THE SURFACES.
D - ALL THE ABOVE.

10. HORIZONTAL STABILIZER TRIM AUTOMATICALLY RESETS TO ZERO DEGREES AFTER LANDING.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

11. HOW MANY ACTUATORS ARE PROVIDED TO CONTROL THE AILERONS AND HOW MANY HYDRAULIC SOURCES SUPPLY THESE ACTUATORS?
A - 2 HYDRAULIC SOURCES WITH 4 ACTUATORS.
B - 1 HYDRAULIC SOURCE WITH 2 ACTUATORS.
C - 4 HYDRAULIC SOURCES WITH 4 ACTUATORS.
D - 3 HYDRAULIC SOURCES WITH 4 ACTUATORS.

12. IF ANGLE OF ATTACK PROTECTION IS ACTIVE OR FLAPS ARE IN THE CONFIGURATION FULL:
A - SPEED BRAKE EXTENSION IS INHIBITED.
B - AILERON TRAVEL IS REDUCED.
C - SPEED BRAKE EXTENSION TRAVEL IS REDUCED.
13. - IF BOTH FAC’S FAIL, WHAT HAPPENS TO THE RUDDER LIMITER?
A - IT IMMEDIATELY ASSUMES THE LOW SPEED POSITION.
B - IT FREEZES AT ITS PRESENT POSITION AND ASSUMES THE LOW SPEED POSITION
WHEN FLAPS 1 ARE SELECTED.
C - maximum rudder deflection can be obtained after slats extended.
D - maximum rudder deflection can be obtained after flaps extended.

14. - IF ELECTRICAL POWER TO A SEC FAILS:
A - THE AFFECTED SPOILERS AUTOMATICALLY RETRACTS.
B - ALL SPOILERS AUTOMATICALLY RETRACT.
C - THE AFFECTED SPOILERS REMAINS IN THE LAST COMMANDED POSITION.

15. - IN NORMAL LAW, IF ONE STICK IS RAPIDLY PULLED FULL BACK, CAN THE
AIRCRAFT’S MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE G LOAD BE EXCEEDED?
A - YES. RAPID SIDE STICK DEFLECTION MUST NEVER BE MADE.
B - YES, UNTIL MAXIMUM PITCH ATTITUDE IS REACHED.
C - NO. AT MAXIMUM G LOAD, THE SIDE STICKS ARE DE-ACTIVATED FOR 5 SECONDS.
D - NO. THE LOAD FACTOR LIMITATION OVERRIDES SIDE STICK COMMANDS TO AVOID
EXCESSIVE G LOADS.

16. - IN NORMAL LAW, WHAT ARE THE LIMITS OF PITCH ATTITUDE PROTECTIONS WITH
FLAPS FULL
A - 30° NOSE UP.
B - 35° NOSE UP PROGRESSIVELY REDUCED TO 20°.
C - 25° NOSE UP, PROGRESSIVELY REDUCED TO 20° AT LOW SPEED.
D - THERE IS NO LIMIT.

17. - IN NORMAL LAW, WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM BANK ANGLE YOU CAN REACH WITH THE
SIDE STICK FULLY DEFLECTED?
A - 33°.
B - 49°.
C - 67°.
D - 70°.

18. - IN PITCH NORMAL LAW FLIGHT MODE, PITCH TRIM IS:
A - MANUAL WITHOUT THE AUTOPILOT ENGAGED.
B - AUTOMATIC AS LONG AS THE AUTOPILOT IS ENGAGED.
C - AUTOMATIC WITH OR WITHOUT THE AUTOPILOT ENGAGED.
19. IN PITCH NORMAL LAW, THE ELEVATOR CONTROL CHANGES FROM THE NORMAL MODE TO A PROTECTION MODE WHEN THE ANGLE OF ATTACK IS GREATER THAN:

A - ALPHA MAX.
B - ALPHA PROT.
C - ALPHA FLOOR.

20. IN THE EVENT OF A COMPLETE LOSS OF ELECTRICAL FLIGHT CONTROL SIGNALS, THE AIRPLANE REVERTS TO A _________ MODE.

A - MECHANICAL.
B - ALTERNATE LAW.
C - ABNORMAL ATTITUDE LAW.

21. IS THERE ANY RUDDER PEDAL FEEDBACK FOR THE YAW DAMPING AND TURN COORDINATION FUNCTIONS?

A - YES.
B - NO.

22. LET'S ASSUME THE F/O PRESSES HIS TAKEOVER PUSHBUTTON AND RELEASES IT AFTER MORE THAN 40 SECONDS.

A - THE CAPTAIN'S SIDE STICK IS DE-ACTIVATED UNLESS HE PRESSES HIS TAKEOVER PUSHBUTTON.
B - THE CAPTAIN IS UNABLE TO RE-ACTIVATED HIS SIDE-STICK FOR THE REST OF THE FLIGHT.
C - BOTH STICKS ARE ACTIVE.
D - THE CAPTAIN'S SIDE STICK IS ACTIVE AS LONG AS THE F/O' SIDE STICK IS IN NEUTRAL POSITION.

23. MECHANICALLY BACKUP CONTROL SURFACES:

A - ARE MECHANICALLY CONNECTED TO THE COCKPIT CONTROLS AND DO NOT REQUIRE HYDRAULIC POWER.
B - REQUIRE HYDRAULIC POWER FOR ACTUATION.
C - NONE OF THE ABOVE.

24. ROLL CONTROL IN NORMAL LAW IS ACHIEVED WITH:

A - AILERONS AND SPOILERS.
B - AILERONS, SPOILERS, AND RUDDER.
C - AILERONS, SPOILERS 2-5, AND RUDDER.
25. ROLL CONTROL IS ACHIEVED BY:
A - AILERONS.
B - AILERONS AND RUDDER.
C - ONE AILERON AND FOUR SPOILERS ON EACH WING.

26. SELECTION OF FLAPS 1 IN FLIGHT WILL SELECT WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CONFIGURATIONS?
A - SLATS 1 AND FLAPS 1 (1+F).
B - SLATS 0 AND FLAPS 1 (0+F).
C - SLATS 1 AND FLAPS 0 (1).
D - SLATS 1 AND FLAPS 5 (1+F).

27. SELECTION OF FLAPS 1 IN FLIGHT WILL SELECT WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CONFIGURATIONS?
A - SLATS 1 AND FLAPS 1 (1+F).
B - SLATS 0 AND FLAPS 1 (0+F).
C - SLATS 1 AND FLAPS 0 (1).
D - SLATS 1 AND FLAPS 5 (1+F).

28. SELECTION OF FLAPS ONE PRIOR TO TAKEOFF WILL SELECT WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING?
A - SLATS 1 AND FLAPS 1 (1+F).
B - SLATS 0 AND FLAPS 1 (0+F).
C - SLATS 1 AND FLAPS 0 (1).
D - SLATS 1 AND FLAPS 5 (1).

29. SHOULD THE ACTIVE ELEVATOR ACTUATOR FAIL, ELEVATOR CONTROL IS:
A - LOST.
B - MAINTAINED BY THE OTHER ACTUATOR.
C - REDUCED.

30. SIDESTICKS PROVIDE ELECTRICAL SIGNALS TO THE FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTERS, IF BOTH SIDESTICKS ARE OPERATED:
A - THE INPUTS CANCEL EACH OTHER.
B - BOTH INPUTS ARE ALGEBRAICALLY ADDED.
C - THE F/O INPUT IS OVERRIDDEN BY THE CAP INPUT.
31.- THE A-320 FLIGHT CONTROL SURFACES ARE _______ CONTROLLED AND _______ ACTUATED.
A - ELECTRICALLY, HYDRAULICALLY.
B - MECHANICALLY, HYDRAULICALLY.
C - ELECTRICALLY, ELECTRICALLY.

32.- THE FAC'S PRIMARILY CONTROL WHICH CONTROL SURFACE?
A - ELEVATOR.
B - RUDDER.
C - AILERON.
D - ELEVATOR AND AILERON.

33.- THE FLAP LEVER SENDS SIGNAL TO SLAT FLAP CONTROL COMPUTER (SFCC) TO COMMAND MOVEMENT.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

34.- THE GROUND MODE IS DIFFERENT IN ALTERNATIVE LAW.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

35.- THE MESSAGE WING TIP BRK ON APPEARS ON THE E/WD. WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
A - A HYDRAULIC DEVICE LOCKS THE FLAPS IN THEIR PRESENT POSITION.
B - TO REDUCE STRUCTURAL STRESS, THE SLATS MOVEMENT IS BEING SLOWED DOWN THROUGH THE WING TIP BRAKES.
C - TO AVOID ASYMMETRY, THE OUTER STLATS ARE LOCKED IN THEIR PRESENT POSITION.
D - BECAUSE OF THE LOCKED FLAPS, THE WING TIP BRAKES ALSO LOCK THE SLATS.

36.- THE SPOILER PANELS ARE THE ONLY FLIGHT CONTROL SURFACES WITH NO REDUNDANT CONTROL.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.
37.- **THE WING TIP BRAKES ARE:**
A - PNEUMATICALLY ACTUATED.
B - ELECTRIC BRAKES.
C - HYDRAULICALLY ACTUATED.
D - MECHANICALLY CONTROLLED, HYDRAULICALLY ACTUATED.

38.- **THE WING TIP BRAKES, ONCE ACTIVATED:**
A - LOCK BOTH THE SLATS AND FLAPS IN THEIR CURRENT POSITION.
B - LOCK ONLY THE FLAPS IN THEIR CURRENT POSITION.
C - LOCK ONLY THE SLATS IN THEIR CURRENT POSITION.
D - LOCK ONLY THE AFFECTED HIGH LIFT SYSTEM SURFACES WITH IN THEIR CURRENT POSITION.

39.- **TOGA THRUST IS PROVIDED REGARDLESS OF THROTTLE POSITION WHEN ________ ENGAGES THE A/THR SYSTEM.**
A - ALPHA MAX.
B - ALPHA PROT.
C - ALPHA FLOOR.

40.- **TO SELECT SPEED BRAKES INFLIGHT:**
A - PUSH DOWN ON THE SPEED BRAKE HANDLE AND MOVE IT FORWARD.
B - PUSH DOWN ON THE SPEED BRAKE HANDLE AND MOVE IT AFT.
C - PULL UP ON THE SPEED BRAKE HANDLE AND MOVE IT AFT.

41.- **TURN COORDINATION IS AVAILABLE IN ALTERNATE LAW.**
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

42.- **TWO CONTROL SURFACES THAT HAVE MECHANICAL BACKUP ARE:**
A - ELEVATOR AND RUDDER.
B - HORIZONTAL STABILIZER AND RUDDER.
C - SPEED BRAKES AND RUDDER.
43. WHAT ARE THE RUDDER TRIM RATES?
A - A/P ON - 5 DEG/SEC, A/P OFF - 1 DEG/SEC.
B - A/P ON - 2 1/5 DEG/SEC, A/P OFF - 5 DEG/SEC.
C - A/P ON - 3 DEG/SEC, A/P OFF - 6 DEG/SEC.
D - A/P ON - 5 DEG/SEC, A/P OFF - 6 DEG/SEC.

44. WHAT COMPUTER NORMALLY COMMANDS THE OPERATION OF THE ELEVATORS AND HORIZONTAL STABILIZER?
A - SEC 1.
B - FAC 1.
C - ELAC 2.

45. WHAT CONDITION WILL CAUSE AUTO FLAP RETRACTION?
A - EXCEED 210 KTS AT FLAPS 1.
B - EXCEED 190 KT AT FLAPS 1.
C - EXCEED 195 KT AT FLAPS 1.
D - EXCEED 190 KT WITH FLAPS 1 WHITE EXTENDING THE SPEEDBRAKE LEVER.

46. WHAT CONTROL SURFACES DO THE FACS CONTROL?
A - THE ELEVATORS.
B - THE SPOILERS.
C - THE RUDDER.
D - ALL THE ABOVE.

47. WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU RELEASE THE STICK AT 40 DEGREES OF BANK?
A - THE BANK STAYS AT 40°.
B - THE AIRCRAFT ROLLS BACK TO 25°.
C - THE AIRCRAFT ROLLS BACK TO 33° AND RESUMES FLIGHT PATH STABILITY.
D - THE AIRCRAFT ROLLS BACK TO A BANK ANGLE LESS THAN 29°.

48. WHAT HAPPENS IN THE EVENT OF AN SINGLE ELAC FAILURE?
A - ELAC FUNCTIONS ARE TRANSFERRED THE SEC'S.
B - ELAC FUNCTIONS ARE TRANSFERRED THE FAC'S.
C - SEC FUNCTIONS ARE TRANSFERRED THE ELAC'S.
D - THE FUNCTIONS OF THE FAILED ELAC WILL BE ASSUMED BY THE REMAINING ELAC.
49. WHAT HAPPENS TO HIGH SPEED (VMO/MMO) WHEN YOU ARE IN ALTERNATE LAW?
A - VMO IS REDUCED TO 320 KT AND MMO MINUS 10 KT.
B - VMO IS REDUCED TO 330 KT AND MMO MINUS 10 KT.
C - VMO IS REDUCED TO 320 KT AND MMO DOES NOT CHANGE.
D - THERE IS NO CHANGE.

50. WHAT HAPPENS TO THE RUDDER LIMITS IF BOTH FAC’S FAULT?
A - THE LIMIT FREEZES AT THE FAULT CONDITION UNTIL FLAPS 1 IS SELECTED.
B - THE LIMIT FREEZES AT THE FAULT CONDITION UNTIL FLAPS 5 IS SELECTED.
C - THE LIMIT FREEZES AT THE FAULT CONDITION UNTIL FLAPS 1 IS SELECTED. THEN
RESETS TO THE LOW SPEED LIMITS FOR INCREASED CONTROL.

51. WHEN DO YOU GET FLARE MODE IN ALTERNATE LAW?
A - NEVER. IT GOES DIRECTLY FROM ALTERNATE LAW TO DIRECT LAW WHEN THE GEAR IS
SELECTED DOWN.
B - WHEN SELECTING FLAPS 1.
C - AT GLIDE SLOPE INTERCEPTION.

52. WHEN GROUND SPOILERS DEPLOY AUTOMATICALLY:
A - ALL TEN SPOILER PANELS FULLY DEPLOY.
B - FOUR SPOILER PANELS ON EACH WING DEPLOY.
C - ALL TEN SPOILER PANELS DEPLOY HALF WAY.
D - SIX SPOILER PANELS ON EACH WING DEPLOY.

53. WHEN IS ALPHA FLOOR NOT AVAILABLE?
A - OUT OF NORMAL LAW.
B - BELOW 100 FEET RA IN LANDING CONFIGURATION.
C - IF THE A/THR IS DEACTIVATED OR UNAVAILABLE.
D - ALL THE ABOVE.

54. WHEN IS THE FLIGHT MODE ACTIVE?
A - FROM TAKEOFF UNTIL LANDING.
B - FROM LITOFF UNTIL LANDING.
C - FROM LITOFF UNTIL FLARE MODE ENGAGES AT 50 FT RA.
D - FROM TAKEOFF UNTIL PASSING 50 KTS ON LANDING (MAIN SHOCK ABSORBERS
DEPRESSED).
55.- WHEN THE FLAPS ARE EXTENDED, THE AILERONS:
A - GO TO THE CENTERING MODE.
B - PICH UP 5 DEGREES.
C - DROOP 5 DEGREES.

56.- WHEN THE LANDING GEAR IS EXTENDED, PITCH ALTERNATE LAW:
A - REMAINS THE SAME.
B - DEGRADATES TO PITCH DIRECT LAW.
C - DEGRADATES TO PITCH BACKUP LAW.

57.- WHEN THE LANDING GEAR IS EXTENDED, PITCH ALTERNATE LAW:
A - REMAINS THE SAME.
B - DEGRADATES TO PITCH DIRECT LAW.
C - DEGRADATES TO PITCH BACKUP LAW.

58.- WHERE DO THE SFCCS OBTAIN AOA AND AIR DATA INFORMATION FROM?
A - SEC.
B - ELAC.
C - ADIRU.
D - ADC.

59.- WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING CONTROLS AND MONITORS FLAPS AND SLATS?
A - TWO ELAC’S.
B - WING TIP BRAKES.
C - ONE SLAT FLAP CONTROL COMPUTER (SFCC).
D - TWO SLAT FLAP CONTROL COMPUTER (SFCC’S).

60.- WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE CORRECT CONCERNING THE SIDE STICK TAKEOVER PUSH BUTTON?
A - THE LAST PILOT TO DEPRESS THE PUSH BUTTON HAS PRIORITY.
B - IF THE TAKEOVER PUSH BUTTON IS DEPRESSED FOR MORE THAN 40 SECONDS, THE ONSIDE SYSTEM WILL RETAIN PRIORITY AFTER THE PUSH BUTTON IS RELEASED.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.
61. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE CORRECT CONCERNING THE SIDE STICK TAKEOVER PUSH BUTTON?
A - IF THE TAKEOVER PUSH BUTTON IS DEPRESSED FOR MORE THAN 40 SECONDS, THE ONSIDE SYSTEM WILL RETAIN PRIORITY AFTER THE PUSH BUTTON IS RELEASED.
B - THE LAST PILOT TO DEPRESS THE PUSH BUTTON HAS PRIORITY.
C - BOTH A AND B.
D - NONE OF THE ABOVE.

62. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IS CORRECT CONCERNING THE ELEVATOR AILERON COMPUTERS (ELAC’S)?
A - THREE COMPUTERS WHICH ACHIEVE NORMAL ELEVATOR, STABILIZER, AND AILERON CONTROL.
B - TWO COMPUTERS WHICH ACHIEVE NORMAL ELEVATOR AND AILERON CONTROL.
C - TWO COMPUTERS WHICH ACHIEVE NORMAL AND STANDBY CONTROL OF THE ELEVATORS, AILERONS, ANDS THS.

63. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IS CORRECT CONCERNING THE SPOILER ELEVATOR COMPUTERS (SEC’S)?
A - TWO COMPUTERS WHICH ACHIEVE SPOILER CONTROL AND STANDBY ELEVATOR AND THS CONTROL.
B - THREE COMPUTERS WHICH ACHIEVE SPOILER CONTROL AND NORMAL ELEVATOR AND THS CONTROL.
C - THREE COMPUTERS WHICH ACHIEVE SPOILER CONTROL AND STANDBY ELEVATOR AND THS CONTROL.

64. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WILL AUTOMATICALLY RESET AFTER LANDING?
A - THS.
B - RUDDER TRIM.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

65. WHILE ON THE GROUND IN ROLL NORMAL LAW THERE IS A DIRECT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SIDESTICK DEFLECTION AND THE CORRESPONDING AILERON AND SPOILER DEFLECTION.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.
66.- WHICH CONTROLS ARE USED FOR THE MECHANICAL BACKUP?
A - AILERONS AND RUDDER.
B - THS AND RUDDER.
C - ELEVATORS AND AILERONS.
D - THS AND ELEVATOR.

67.- WITH THE AIRCRAFT IN PITCH ALTERNATE LAW, ROLL IS IN _______ LAW.
A - DIRECT.
B - NORMAL.
C - ALTERNATE.
ICE & RAIN PROTECTION
Cantidad de Preguntas 30

1. - ANTI-ICE AND THE ICING PROTECTION IS PROVIDED FOR:
   A - THE ENGINE NACELLE's AND THREE OUTBOARD WING SLATS.
   B - THE ENGINE NACELLE's THE HORIZONTAL STABILIZER, AND THREE OUTBOARD WING SLATS.
   C - THE ENGINE NACELLE's THE HORIZONTAL STABILIZER, THE VERTICAL STABILIZER AND THREE OUTBOARD WING SLATS.

2. - AT WHAT POWER LEVEL DOES WINDOW HEAT OPERATE WHILE AIRBORNE?
   A - HIGH POWER WHILE AIRBORNE.
   B - SHIFTS FROM LOW TO HIGH AS WINDOW TEMPERATURE REQUIRES.
   C - LOW POWER ABOVE 18,000 FT.
   D - LOW POWER ABOVE 25,000 FT.

3. - CAN THE WING ANTI-ICE BE TESTED ON THE GROUND?
   A - YES, WITH VALVES ONLY OPEN FOR 30 SECONDS.
   B - YES, VALVES STAY OPEN TILL SELECTED OFF.
   C - NO.

4. - CAN THE WING ANTI-ICE IS TESTED ON THE GROUND?
   A - NO.
   B - YES, VALVES ONLY OPEN FOR 30 SECONDS.
   C - YES, VALVES STAY OPEN TILL SELECTED OFF.

5. - IF ONE ENGINE ANTI-ICE SYSTEM FAILS, THE SECOND ONE TAKES OVER AND PROVIDES ANTI-ICING FOR BOTH ENGINES.
   A - TRUE.
   B - FALSE.

6. - INFLIGHT THE _____ ON EACH WING ARE ANTI-ICED WITH PNEUMATIC BLEED AIR.
   A - SLATS.
   B - FLAPS.
   C - THREE OUTBOARD SLATS.
7.- IN THE EVENT OF AN ELECTRICAL POWER LOSS:
A - THE ENGINE ANTI-ICE VALVES WILL OPEN AUTOMATICALLY, ANTI-ICING IS ENSURED.
B - THE ENGINE ANTI-ICE VALVES WILL CLOSE AUTOMATICALLY, ANTI-ICING IS LOST.
C - THE ENGINE ANTI-ICE VALVES WILL BE CONTROLLED BY THE WING ANTI-ICE CONTROLS.
D - THE ENGINE ANTI-ICE VALVES REMAIN IN THE POSITION THEY WERE BEFORE.

8.- ON THE GROUND THE WING ANTI-ICE VALVES WILL:
A - OPEN DURING A TEST SEQUENCE (30 SECONDS); PROVIDED PNEUMATIC SUPPLY IS AVAILABLE.
B - NOT OPEN AT ANYTIME.
C - OPEN ANY TIME THE SWITCH IS PUSHED ON.

9.- ON THE GROUND THE WING ANTI-ICE VALVES WILL:
A - OPEN DURING A TEST SEQUENCE (30 SECONDS), PROVIDED PNEUMATIC SUPPLY IS AVAILABLE.
B - NOT OPEN AT ANYTIME.
C - OPEN ANY TIME THE SWITCH IS PUSHED "ON".

10.- PROBE HEAT COMES ON AUTOMATICALLY WHEN:
A - THE AC ESS BUS IS POWERED.
B - ELECTRICAL POWER IS APPLIED TO THE AIRCRAFT.
C - WHEN AT LEAST ONE ENGINE IS RUNNING.

11.- PROBE HEAT COMES ON AUTOMATICALLY WHEN:
A - THE AC ESS BUS IS POWERED.
B - ELECTRICAL POWER IS APPLIED TO THE AIRCRAFT.
C - WHEN AT LEAST ONE ENGINE IS RUNNING.

12.- RAIN PROTECTION IS PROVIDED BY:
A - WARM BLEED AIR BLOWING ACROSS THE WINDSHIELD.
B - RAIN REPELLENT AND WINDSHIELD WIPERS.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

13.- TAT PROBES ARE HEATED ON THE GROUND.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.
14.- THE ECAM WILL DISPLAY WING A. ICE WHEN THE WING ANTI-ICE SWITCH IS ON.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

15.- THE FAULT LIGHT ON THE ENGINE ANTI-ICE SWITCHES INDICATES THE VALVE:
A - IS CLOSED.
B - POSITION DISAGREES WITH POSITION.
C - IS OPEN.

16.- THE FAULT LIGHT ON THE WING ANTI-ICE SWITCH INDICATES:
A - ANTI-ICE VALVE POSITION DISAGREES WITH SELECTED POSITION.
B - LOW PRESSURE IS DETECTED.
C - EITHER A OR B.

17.- THE PROBE HEATERS CAN BE ACTIVATED MANUALLY PRIOR TO ENGINE START BY PLACING THE PROBE/WINDOW HEAT PUSHBUTTON.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

18.- THE RAIN RPLNT (RAIN REPELLENT) PUSHBUTTON IS INHIBITED ON THE GROUND WHEN THE ENGINES STOPPED.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

19.- WHAT HAPPENS TO ENGINE RPM WHEN EITHER ENGINE ANTI-ICE VALVE IS OPEN?
A - THERE IS A FIXED RPM INCREASE.
B - THE N 1 LIMIT FOR THAT ENGINE IS AUTOMATICALLY INCREASED.
C - THE N 1 LIMIT FOR THAT ENGINE IS AUTOMATICALLY REDUCED.
D - THERE IS A FIXED RPM INCREASE (3% OF NOMINAL N 1).

20.- WHAT HAPPENS WHEN EITHER ENGINE ANTI-ICE IS OPEN?
A - MAXIMUM N 1 IS LIMITED, CONTINUOUS IGNITION IS PROVIDED, MAXIMUM IDLE RPM IS INCREASED.
B - MAXIMUM N 1 IS LIMITED, CONTINUOUS IGNITION IS PROVIDED, MINIMUM RPM IS INCREASED.
C - MINIMUM N 1 IS LIMITED, CONTINUOUS IGNITION IS PROVIDED, MINIMUM IDLE RPM IS INCREASED.
21.- WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ENGINE AND WING ANTI-ICE FAULT LIGHTS?

A - BOTH INDICATE VALVE IN TRANSIT, OR VALVE POSITION DISAGREES WITH SELECTED POSITION. WING LIGHT ALSO COULD INDICATE LOW PRESSURE.

B - BOTH INDICATE LOW PRESSURE, OR VALVE POSITION DISAGREES WITH SELECTED POSITION. WING LIGHT MIGHT INDICATE VALVE IN TRANSIT.

C - BOTH INDICATE VALVE IN TRANSIT, OR LOW PRESSURE, WING LIGHT ALSO COULD INDICATE VALVE POSITION DISAGREES WITH SELECTED POSITION.

D - BOTH INDICATE VALVE IN TRANSIT, OR OVERHEAT.

22.- WHAT IS THE SPEED LIMIT TO OPERATE THE WINDSCREEN WIPERS?

A - 185 KTS.

B - 200 KTS.

C - 230 KTS.

D - 250 KTS.

23.- WHEN A PNEUMATIC LEAK IS DETECTED, THE WING ANTI-ICE VALVES:

A - CLOSE AUTOMATICALLY.

B - OPEN AUTOMATICALLY.

C - REMAIN IN POSITION.

24.- WHEN EITHER ENGINE ANTI-ICE VALVE IS OPEN:

A - MAXIMUM EPR IS INCREASED.

B - MINIMUM IDLE RPM IS INCREASED.

C - MINIMUM IDLE RPM IS REDUCED.

25.- WINDOW HEAT OPERATES AT WHAT POWER LEVEL IN FLIGHT?

A - LOW.

B - HIGH.

26.- WINDOW HEAT OPERATION BEGINS:

A - AUTOMATICALLY AFTER THE FIRST ENGINE START.

B - IF THE PROBE/WINDOW HEAT PUSH BUTTON IS SELECTED ON BY THE CREW PRIOR TO ENGINE START.

C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.
27. WITH REFERENCE TO THE PROBE/WINDOW HEAT PUSHBUTTON, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING IS TRUE?
A - THE SYSTEM SHOULD ONLY BE SELECTED ON IN ICING CONDITIONS.
B - WHEN IN AUTO MODE, THE WINDOWS ARE HEATED ONLY WHEN NECESSARY.
C - THE SYSTEM SHOULD ONLY BE SELECTED ON AFTER FIRST ENGINE START.
D - WINDOW HEATING COMES ON AUTOMATICALLY AFTER FIRST ENGINE START.

28. WITH THE LOSS OF ELECTRICAL POWER THE ENGINE ANTI-ICE VALVES:
A - FAIL IN THEIR CURRENT POSITION.
B - FAIL TO THE OPEN POSITION.
C - FAIL TO THE CLOSED POSITION.
D - FAIL TO THE MID POSITION.

29. WITH THE LOSS OF ELECTRICAL POWER THE ENGINE ANTI-ICE VALVES.
A - FAIL IN THEIR CURRENT POSITION.
B - FAIL TO THE OPEN POSITION.
C - FAIL TO THE CLOSED POSITION.
D - FAIL TO THE MID POSITION.

30. WITH THE LOSS OF ELECTRICAL POWER THE WING ANTI-ICE VALVES.
A - FAIL IN THEIR CURRENT POSITION.
B - FAIL TO THE OPEN POSITION.
C - FAIL TO THE CLOSED POSITION.
LANDING GEAR-LIGHT-DOORS
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1.- ALL CABIN SIGNS COME ON AUTOMATICALLY WHEN THE CABIN ALTITUDE EXCEEDS_________ FEET, REGARDLESS OF THE RESPECTIVE SWITCH POSITION.
   A - 9.550
   B - 10.000
   C - 11.300

2.- AS LONG AS THE LANDING GEAR LEVER IS UP A HYDRAULIC SAFETY VALVE CLOSES TO CUT OFF THE HYDRAULIC SUPPLY TO THE GEAR WHEN THE AIRSPEED IS:
   A - GREATER THAN 260 KIAS.
   B - GREATER THAN 230 KIAS.
   C - LESS THAN 260 KIAS.

3.- AUTO BRAKE MAY BE ARMED WITH THE PARKING BRAKE ON.
   A - TRUE.
   B - FALSE.

4.- AUTO BRAKES, IF SELECTED, WILL ONLY BE ACTIVATED BY:
   A - THE WHEELS SPINNING UP.
   B - THE STRUTS BEING COMPRESSED.
   C - THE BRAKE PEDALS BEING DEPRESSED.
   D - THE GROUND SPOILER EXTENSION COMMAND.

5.- AUTOBRAKING IS INITIATED BY.
   A - STRUT COMPRESSION.
   B - REVERSER ACTION.
   C - GROUND SPOILER EXTENSION COMMAND.

6.- CAN NORMAL LANDING GEAR OPERATION BE RESTORED AFTER A GRAVITY EXTENSION IF GREEN HYDRAULIC PRESSURE IS AVAILABLE?
   A - RESTORATION IS ALWAYS POSSIBLE.
   B - IT MAY BE POSSIBLE IF THE GRAVITY EXTENSION WAS NOT CAUSED BY A FAILURE OF THE LANDING GEAR MECHANISM.
   C - NO, ONLY MAINTENANCE CAN RESTORE NORMAL OPERATION.
7. CAN THE FLIGHT COMPARTMENT SLIDING WINDOWS BE USED AS EMERGENCY EXITS?
A - YES, IN THE COCKPIT COAT CLOSET IS A ROPE LADDER THAT CAN BE USED IN SUCH AN EVENT.
B - YES, THERE ARE ESCAPE ROPES MOUNTED ABOVE EACH WINDOW BEHIND AN ACCESS PANEL.
C - NO. THEY ARE NOT APPROVED EMERGENCY EXITS.
D - NO, THEY ARE TOO SMALL.

8. CAN THE GEAR BE EXTENDED ABOVE 260 KTS IF NECESSARY?
A - NEVER.
B - YES, BUT MANUALLY ONLY.
C - YES, BUT THE ULTIMATE LIMIT IS 285 KT CAS.

9. DURING PUSHBACK, YOU START ENGINE #2. YOU OBSERVE THE NW STRG DISC MEMO HAS CHANGED TO AMBER. WHY?
A - THE NW STRG DISCONNECT MECHANISM HAS FAILED.
B - THE YELLOW HYDRAULIC SYSTEM IS NOW PRESSURIZED AND THE AMBER CAPTION IS A WARNING NOT TO MOVE THE HANDWHEEL.
C - THE NOSE WHEEL STEERING IS BEING RECONNECTED BY GROUND PERSONNEL. IT IS AMBER BECAUSE THE PIN IS REMOVED.
D - THE MEMO HAS BECOME AMBER BECAUSE ONE ENGINE IS RUNNING.

10. EACH MAIN WHEEL HAS AN ANTISKID BRAKE.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

11. EACH PASSENGER DOOR HAS ONE CABIN PRESSURE WARNING LIGHT THAT:
A - WARNS OF RESIDUAL PRESSURE IN THE CABIN.
B - SHOWS A POSSIBLE UNLOCKED DOOR.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

12. ECAM: IF YOU SEE A GREEN ARC SHOWN OVER A WHEEL INDICATION.
A - IT MARKS THE HOTTEST BRAKE WITH A TEMPERATURE OF MORE THAN 100ºC.
B - IT INDICATES AN ABNORMAL HIGH TEMPERATURE.
C - THE A/SKID SYSTEM IS AUTOMATICALLY RELEASING THE PRESSURE OF THAT BRAKE.
D - THE L/G CONTROL SYSTEM HAS DETECTED A LOW TIRE PROFILE.
13. HOW CAN THE BRAKE ACCUMULATOR BE RE-PRESSURIZED?
A - WITH THE YELLOW ELECTRIC HYDRAULIC PUMP.
B - WITH THE BLUE ELECTRIC HYDRAULIC PUMP.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

14. HOW DO YOU MANUALLY EXTEND THE LANDING GEAR?
A - LIFT THE RED HANDLE AND TURN ANTICLOCKWISE 4 TURNS.
B - LIFT THE RED HANDLE AND TURN ANTICLOCKWISE A MINIMUM OF 2 TURNS.
C - LIFT THE RED HANDLE AND TURN CLOCKWISE A MINIMUM OF 4 TURNS.
D - LIFT THE RED HANDLE AND TURN CLOCKWISE A 3 TUNS.

15. HOW IS CREW OXYGEN PROVIDED?
A - FROM A SINGLE BOTTLE.
B - THERE IS ONE BOTTLE PER CREW MEMBER EXCEPT FOR JUMP SEATS.
C - OXYGEN GENERATOR.
D - ONE OXYGEN BOTTLE WITH AN OXYGEN GENERATOR.

16. HOW IS IT DETERMINED THAT THE COCKPIT SLIDING WINDOW IS CLOSED AND LOCKED?
A - THE RED RING BELOW THE RELEASE BUTTON SHOULD NOT BE IN VIEW.
B - THE RED RING BELOW THE RELEASE BUTTON SHOULD BE IN VIEW.
C - THE LOCKING PIN WAS PLACED IN THE FORWARD POSITION WHEN THE WINDOW WAS CLOSED.
D - THE PIN IS ENGAGED.

17. HOW MANY CABIN ENTRANCE, OVERWING EMERGENCY EXITS AND CARGO DOORS ARE ON THE A-320?
A - FOUR CABIN, TWO OVERWINGS, AND TWO CARGO, PLUS THE BULK CARGO.
B - FOUR CABIN, FOUR OVERWINGS, AN TWO CARGO, PLUS THE BULK CARGO.
C - TWO CABIN, FOUR OVERWINGS, AND THREE CARGO, PLUS THE BULK CARGO.

18. HOW MANY TURNS ARE REQUIRED ON THE GRAVITY EXTENSION HAND CRANK TO EXTEND THE LANDING GEAR?
A - 2
B - 3
C - 5
D - 6
19. - IF DOOR HANDLE IS LIFTED AND THE WHITE INDICATOR ILLUMINATES, WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

A - THE ESCAPE SLIDE IS ARMED AND IF YOU GO ON LIFTING THE HANDLE, DOOR OPENS AND SLIDE WILL DEPLOY.

B - PNEUMATIC ASSISTANCE OF THE DOOR HAS FAILED.

C - THE ESCAPE SLIDE IS IN DISARMED CONFIGURATION.

D - THE CABIN IS STILL PRESSURIZED.

20. - IF NORMAL ELECTRICAL POWER IS LOST, ESSENTIAL COCKPIT LIGHTING IS MAINTAINED FOR THE:

A - CAPTAIN'S INSTRUMENT PANEL.

B - STANDBY COMPASS.

C - RIGHT DOME LIGHT (PROVIDED THE DOME SELECTOR IS NOT OFF).

D - ALL OFF THE ABOVE.

21. - IF THE ACCUMULATOR ON THE ALTERNATE BRAKE SYSTEM IS YOUR ONLY SOURCE PRESSURE, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WILL BE AVAILABLE?

A - AUTO BRAKES AND ANTISKID.

B - ANTISKID.

C - SEVEN APPLICATIONS OF THE BRAKE PEDALS.

D - THREE APPLICATIONS OF THE BRAKE PEDALS.

22. - IF THE BRAKE SYSTEM AUTOMATICALLY TRANSITIONS TO ALTERNATE BRAKES WITH THE A/SKID & N/W STRG SWITCH IN THE ON POSITION, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING WILL BE AVAILABLE?

A - AUTO BRAKES AND ANTI-SKID.

B - ONLY AUTO BRAKES.

C - BRAKES, AUTO BRAKES, ANTI-SKID.

D - ANTI-SKID.

23. - IF THE BSCU DETECTS A BRAKE SYSTEM MALFUNCTION IN FLIGHT WITH THE A/SKID & N/W STRG SWITCH IN THE ON POSITION.

A - THE CREW WILL BE NOTIFIED WITH AN ECAM MESSAGE AFTER TOUCHDOWN IF THE BRAKE SYSTEM DOES MALFUNCTION.

B - THE CREW WILL BE NOTIFIED WITH AN ECAM MESSAGE.

C - THE CREW MUST MANUALLY SELECT ALTERNATE BRAKES.

D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.
24. IF THE LANDING GEAR WAS GRAVITY EXTENDED USING THE HAND CRANK ON THE CENTER PEDESTAL, LANDING GEAR POSITION MUST BE VERIFIED THROUGH.

A - THE LANDING GEAR VIEWERS.
B - THE LANDING GEAR INDICATIONS DEPICTED ON THE ECAM AND, IF AVAILABLE, THE CENTER PANEL LDG GEAR INDICATOR PANEL LIGHTS.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

25. IF THE LANDING GEAR WAS GRAVITY EXTENDED USING THE HAND CRANK ON THE CENTER PEDESTAL, WHAT OTHER SYSTEMS WILL BE INOPERATIVE?

A - NOSE WHEEL STEERING AND AUTO BRAKING.
B - NOSE WHEEL STEERING ONLY.
C - ANTI-SKID AND AUTO BRAKING.
D - NOSE WHEEL STEERING AND ANTI-SKID.

26. LANDING GEAR OPERATION IS INHIBITED AT SPEEDS:

A - BELOW 100 KNOTS.
B - ABOVE 260 +/- 5 KNOTS.
C - BELOW 100 KNOTS AND ABOVE 260 KNOTS.
D - ABOVE 250 KNOTS.

27. NOSE WHEELS AND MAIN WHEELS HAVE FUSIBLE PLUGS THAT PREVENT THE TIRES FROM BUSTING IF THEY OVERHEAT.

A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

28. ON THE COCKPIT OVERHEAD PANEL THERE IS A THREE POSITION EMERGENCY EXIT LT SWITCH. WHAT LIGHTS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THIS SWITCH?

A - EXIT SIGNS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, AND FLOOR PATH LIGHTS.
B - EXIT SIGNS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, MAIN PANEL FLOOD LIGHTS, AND FLOOR PATH LIGHTS.
C - EXIT SIGNS, EMERGENCY LIGHTS, DOME LIGHTS, MAIN PANEL FLOOD LIGHTS, AND THE STANDBY COMPASS LIGHT.
D - EXIT SIGNS, AND THE STANDBY COMPASS LIGHT.
29.- ON THE ECAM DOOR/OXY PAGE, THE SLIDE INDICATION APPEARS ____ WHEN THE SLIDE IS NOT DISARMED.

A - WHITE.
B - AMBER.
C - GREEN.
D - RED.

30.- ON THE E/WD, YOU NOTICE THE NW STRG DISC MEMO. WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

A - THE NOSE WHEEL STEERING HAS BEEN DISCONNECTED BY GROUND PERSONNEL.
B - A FAILURE IN THE NOSE WHEEL STEERING SYSTEM HAS BEEN DETECTED.
C - THERE IS A DISCREPANCY BETWEEN THE TWO NOSE WHEEL STEERING HANDWHEEL POSITIONS.
D - THE NOSE WHEEL STEERING COMPUTER HAS FINISHED ITS SELF TEST.

31.- OPENING AN EMERGENCY OVERWING EXIT WILL:

A - INFLATE THE SLIDE AT THE LEADING EDGE OF THE WING.
B - AUTOMATICALLY INFLATE THE DOUBLE LANE SLIDE OFF THE TRAILING EDGE OF THE WING.
C - ONLY ARM THE OVERWING SLIDE.

32.- THE A-320 CARGO DOORS CAN BE OPERATED BY EITHER AN ___ OR A ____ TO PRESSURIZE THE ____ HYDRAULIC SYSTEM.

A - ELECTRIC PUMP, HAND PUMP, GREEN.
B - MECHANICAL PUMP, HAND PUMP, YELLOW.
C - ELECTRIC PUMP, HAND PUMP, YELLOW.

33.- THE ALTERNATE BRAKE SYSTEM HAS THE SAME CAPABILITIES AS NORMAL BRAKES EXCEPT:

A - ANTI-SKID IS INOPERATIVE.
B - AUTOBRAKES ARE INOPERATIVE.
C - BOTH A AND B.

34.- THE ANTISKID DEACTIVATES WHEN GROUND SPEED IS LESS THAN ____.

A - 10 KTS.
B - 20 KTS.
C - 25 KTS.
D - 30 KTS.
35.- THE AUTOBRAKE WILL ARM IF AT LEAST ONE ADIRS IS FUNCTIONNING.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

36.- THE BRAKES PRESSURE INDICATION ON TRIPLE PRESSURE INDICATOR READS WHICH SYSTEM PRESSURE?
A - YELLOW.
B - BLUE.
C - GREEN.

37.- THE CARGO DOORS ARE POWERED BY:
A - THE BLUE ELECTRIC PUMP.
B - THE YELLOW HYDRAULIC SYSTEM BEFORE ENGINE START AND THE GREEN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM AFTER ENGINE START.
C - THE YELLOW HYDRAULIC SYSTEM.
D - THE BLUE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM BEFORE ENGINE START AND THE GREEN HYDRAULIC SYSTEM AFTER ENGINE START.

38.- THE COCKPIT DOOR:
A - CAN ONLY BE OPEN INTO THE COCKPIT.
B - CAN ONLY OPEN INTO THE CABIN.
C - NORMALLY OPENS INTO THE COCKPIT BUT CAN BE FORCED IN EITHER DIRECTION.
D - SLIDES IN EITHER DIRECTION.

39.- THE COCKPIT WINDOWS CAN BE OPENED BOTH FROM INSIDE AND OUTSIDE.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.
C - FROM INSIDE ONLY.

40.- THE ECAM WILL DISPLAY A DOOR NOT LOCKED IN:
A - AMBER.
B - RED.
C - GREEN.

41.- THE FORWARD AND AFT CARGO DOORS CAN BE OPENED FROM:
A - THE INSIDE AND THE OUTSIDE.
B - THE OUTSIDE ONLY.
42.- THE GEAR DOORS REMAIN OPEN AFTER A MANUAL EXTENSION.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

43.- THE GREEN DECEL LIGHT ON THE AUTOBRAKE SWITCH ILLUMINATES WHEN THE ACTUAL AIRPLANE DECELERATION CORRESPONDS TO ________% OF THE SELECTED RATE.
A - 80
B - 95
C - 100

44.- THE HALON FIRE EXTINGUISHER SHOULD BE USED ON WHAT TYPE FIRES?
A - ELECTRICAL FIRES ONLY.
B - ELECTRICAL AND BURNING METALS.
C - ELECTRICAL AND FLAMMABLE LIQUID FIRES.
D - ELECTRICAL AND ORDINARY COMBUSTIBLES.

45.- THE .............. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PROVIDES POWER FOR GEAR EXTENSION/RETRACTION.
A - YELLOW.
B - BLUE.
C - GREEN.

46.- THE MAXIMUM DEGREE OF NOSE WHEEL STEERING AVAILABLE WHEN USING THE STEERING HANDWHEEL IS ________.
A - +/- 60
B - +/- 75
C - +/- 95

47.- THE NORMAL BRAKE SYSTEM USES ________ HYDRAULIC PRESSURE AND THE ALTERNATE BRAKES USE_______ SYSTEM PRESSURE, WITH_____ BACKUP.
A - GREEN, BLUE, AN ELECTRICAL.
B - GREEN, YELLOW, AN ACCUMULATOR.
C - GREEN, YELLOW, AN ELECTRICAL.
48.- THE PARKING BRAKE ACCUMULATOR IS DESIGNED TO MAINTAIN THE PARKING PRESSURE FOR AT LEAST _____.
A - 6 HOURS.
B - 12 HOURS.
C - 18 HOURS.
D - 24 HOURS.

49.- THE PBE PROVIDES A BREATHABLE ATMOSPHERE FOR APPROXIMATELY ____ MINUTES.
A - 10
B - 15
C - 16
D - 18

50.- THERE ARE TWO TRIANGLES FOR EACH GEAR ON THE ECAM WHEEL PAGE. WHAT DO THEY REPRESENT?
A - EACH TRIANGLE REPRESENTS ONE WHEEL ON THE GEAR.
B - EACH TRIANGLE REPRESENTS THE POSITION DETECTED BY ONE OF THE TWO COMPUTERS SYSTEMS.
C - EACH TRIANGLE REPRESENTS ONE OF THE BRAKING SYSTEMS AVAILABLE FOR THAT GEAR.
D - THE FRONT TRIANGLE INDICATES THE POSITION OF THAT GEAR AND THE BACK TRIANGLE INDICATES THE STATUS OF THE BRAKES FOR THAT GEAR.

51.- THERE IS NO OTHER WAY OF DEPLOYING THE OVERWING ESCAPE SLIDE IF IT FAILS TO DEPLOY AUTOMATICALLY ON OPENING THE EMERGENCY EXIT.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

52.- THE SLIDE ARMED LIGHT ILLUMINATES WHITE ON THE PASSENGER CABIN ENTRY DOORS WHEN:
A - THE DOOR IS NOT ARMED.
B - THE DOOR IS ARMED.
C - THE CONTROL HANDLE IS OPERATED WITH THE SLIDE ARMED.
53. THE STEERING HANDWHEELS, WHICH ARE INTERCONNECTED, CAN STEER THE NOSE WHEEL UP TO: _____ IN EITHER DIRECTION.

A - 55º
B - 65º
C - 75º
D - 90º

54. THE STROBE LIGHT SELECTOR IS SET TO AUTO. IN THIS POSITION, WHEN DO THE STROBE LIGHTS STOP FLASHING?

A - WHEN THE AIRCRAFT TOUCHES DOWN.
B - WHEN THE FIRST REVERSER IS DEPLOYED.
C - WHEN THE LANDING LIGHTS ARE SWITCHED OFF.
D - WHEN THE LAST ENGINE HAS BEEN SHUT DOWN.

55. WHAT ARE THE INDICATIONS THAT THE PBE OXYGEN SUPPLY HAS DEPLETED?

A - THE HOOD COLLAPSES TO THE POINT THAT IT TOUCHES YOUR FACE OR BY A FLASHING RED LIGHT IN ADDITION TO THE FLASHING GREEN LIGHT.
B - THE SOUND OF THE OXYGEN FLOW STOPS AND FLASHING RED AND GREEN LIGHTS APPEAR.
C - NO 02 SUPPLY INDICATIONS & LIGHTS ONLY INDICATE TIME.
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

56. WHAT COCKPIT LIGHTING IS AVAILABLE DURING AN EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION (EEC)?

A - ALL LIGHTS ARE FULLY FUNCTIONAL.
B - DOME LIGHTS, MAIN PANEL FLOOD LIGHTS, AND THE STANDBY COMPASS LIGHT.
C - DOME LIGHT (RIGHT SIDE ONLY), MAIN PANEL FLOOD LIGHTS, AND THE STANDBY COMPASS LIGHT.
D - DOME LIGHT (RIGHT SIDE ONLY), MAIN PANEL FLOOD LIGHTS (LEFT TWO COLUMNS ONLY), AND THE STANDBY COMPASS LIGHT.

57. WHAT DOES EACH TURN OF THE GRAVITY GEAR EXTENSION HANDLE DO?

A - OPEN GEAR DOOR, UNLOCK GEAR, DROP GEAR.
B - OPEN GEAR DOORS, DROP GEAR, SHUT DOORS.
C - SHUTOFF HYDRAULIC PRESSURE, OPEN DOORS, UNLOCKS GEAR.
D - OPEN GEAR DOORS, SHUTOFFS HYDRAULICS, UNLOCK GEAR, DROP GEAR.
58.- WHAT DOES HORN SHUTOFF ON THE EVAC PANEL DO?
A - CANCELS THE EVAC ALERT.
B - SILENCES EVAC SIGNALS THROUGHOUT THE CABIN AND COCKPIT.
C - SILENCES HORN IN COCKPIT.
D - NONE OF THE ABOVE.

59.- WHAT DOES ILLUMINATION OF THE RED CABIN PRESSURE LIGHT REPRESENT ON THE MAIN CABIN DOOR?
A - THIS INDICATES THAT THE EVACUATION SLIDE IS ARMED.
B - THIS INDICATES THAT THE AIRCRAFT CABIN IS STILL PRESSURIZED AND THE CABIN DOOR SHOULD NOT BE OPENED.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

60.- WHAT DOES ILLUMINATION OF THE WHITE SLIDE ARMED LIGHT REPRESENT ON THE MAIN CABIN DOOR?
A - THIS INDICATES THAT THE SLIDE HAS PROPERLY INFLATED AND IS SAFE FOR USE.
B - THIS INDICATES THAT THE SLIDE IS ARMED AND THE SLIDE WILL INFLATE IF THE DOOR IS OPENED FROM INSIDE THE AIRCRAFT.
C - THIS INDICATES THAT THE MAIN CABIN DOOR HAS NOT BEEN PROPERLY CLOSED.
D - THIS INDICATES THAT THE MAIN CABIN DOOR HAS NOT BEEN PROPERLY CLOSED BUT THE SLIDE IS PROPERLY ARMED.

61.- WHAT HAPPENS TO THE COCKPIT DOOR WITH ELECTRICAL POWER FAILURE?
A - IT OPERATES NORMALLY ON HOT BAT BUS.
B - IT AUTOMATICALLY UNLOCKS.
C - IT AUTOMATICALLY LOCKS FROM OUTSIDE BUT STAYS UNLOCK FROM INSIDE.

62.- WHAT HAPPENS TO THE OTHER BRAKE MODES WHEN PARKING BRAKES ARE APPLIED?
A - THERE IS NO CHANGE.
B - ALL OTHER BRAKING MODES AND ANTISKID ARE DEACTIVATED.
C - ANTISKID MODE ONLY IS DEACTIVATED.

63.- WHAT IS CREW OXYGEN MINIMUM PRESSURE, WHERE CAN IT BE READ?
A - 850 PSI, ECAM DOOR/OXY PAGE.
B - 950 PSI, GAUGE ON THE BOTTLE.
C - 1000 PSI, GAUGE ON THE BOTTLE.
D - 1500 PSI, ECAM DOOR/OXY PAGE.
64.- WHAT IS INDICATED BY THE AUTOBRAKE DECEL LIGHTS?
A - AIRPLANE DECELERATION IS 25% OF SELECTED RATE.
B - AIRPLANE DECELERATION IS 50% OF SELECTED RATE.
C - AIRPLANE DECELERATION IS 100% OF SELECTED RATE.
D - AIRPLANE DECELERATION IS 80% OF SELECTED RATE.

65.- WHAT IS REQUIRED TO ARM THE AUTO BRAKES?
A - GREEN HYDRAULIC PRESSURE AVAILABLE, ANTI-SKID, NO FAILURES IN THE BRAKING SYSTEM.
B - LANDING GEAR LEVER SELECTED DOWN AND SELECTION OF AN AUTOBRAKING RATE.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

66.- WHAT SYSTEM PRESSURE DOES THE ACCU PRESS AND BRAKES PRESSURE INDICATOR INDICATE?
A - YELLOW BRAKE ACCUMULATOR AND YELLOW BRAKE SYSTEM PRESSURE TO THE LEFT AND RIGHT BRAKES.
B - YELLOW BRAKE ACCUMULATOR AND GREEN BRAKE SYSTEM PRESSURE TO THE LEFT AND RIGHT BRAKES.
C - YELLOW BRAKE ACCUMULATOR AND GREEN OR YELLOW BRAKE SYSTEM PRESSURE TO THE LEFT AND RIGHT BRAKES.
D - BLUE BRAKE ACCUMULATOR AND GREEN BRAKE SYSTEM PRESSURE TO THE LEFT AND RIGHT BRAKES.

67.- WHEN OPENED IN AN EMERGENCY, THE PASSENGER ENTRY DOORS:
A - THEY ARE PNEUMATICALLY ASSISTED INTO THE OPEN POSITION.
B - WILL NEED TWO CABIN CREW TO PUSH THEM OPEN.
C - ARE ASSISTED TO THE OPEN POSITION BY SLIDE INFLATION.
D - ARE ELECTRICALLY ASSISTED INTO THE OPEN POSITION.

68.- WHEN THE CARGO DOOR SWITCH FOR THE YELLOW HYDRAULIC PUMP IS IN USE, THE FLIGHT CONTROLS ARE:
A - FULLY OPERATIONAL.
B - INHIBITED.
C - HYDRAULICALLY LOCKED BY PRESSURE FROM THE ELECTRIC PUMP.
D - ONLY OPERATED BY THE GREEN SYSTEM.
69.- WHEN THE DOOR ARMING LEVER IS IN THE ARMED POSITION, OPENING THE DOOR FROM THE OUTSIDE WILL:
A - AUTOMATICALLY DEPLOY AND INFLATE THE EVACUATION SLIDE.
B - DISARM THE DOOR.
C - THE POWER ASSIST WILL RAPIDLY OPEN THE DOOR.

70.- WHEN THE ELECTRIC PUMP IS OPERATING THE FWD OR AFT CARGO DOORS, THE ONLY OTHER YELLOW SYSTEM DEVICES THAT CAN OPERATE ARE BRAKING AND ENGINE 2 REVERSE.
A - TRUE.
B - FALSE.

71.- WHEN THE LANDING GEAR IS GRAVITY EXTENDED, WILL NOSE WHEEL STEERING BE AVAILABLE?
A - ONLY IF THE A/SKID & N/W STRG SWITCH IS SELECTED ON.
B - NO.
C - LIMITED NOSE WHEEL STEERING IS AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH THE CAPTAIN'S RUDDER PEDALS.

72.- WHEN THE SLIDE ARMING LEVER, ON THE EMERGENCY OPENING SYSTEM, IS IN THE ARMED POSITION, WHERE IS THE SLIDE CONNECTED?
A - TO THE BRACKETS ON THE UNDERSIDE OF THE FUSELAGE.
B - TO THE BAKETS ON THE ABOVE THE DOOR.
C - TO THE FLOOR BRACKETS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE DOOR.
D - ALL OF THE ABOVE.

73.- WHEN USING THE ALTERNATE BRAKE SYSTEM ON ACCUMULATOR PRESSURE ONLY, THE ACCUMULATOR SUPPLIES:
A - PARTIAL BRAKES.
B - AT LEAST SEVEN FULL BRAKE APPLICATIONS.
C - ALTERNATE BRAKES WITH ANTISKID.

74.- WHERE DOES THE DOOR AND SLIDE CONTROL SYSTEM (DSCS) GENERATE WARNINGS?
A - ON ECAM.
B - ON THE DOORS.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.
75.- WHICH HYDRAULIC SYSTEM(S) SUPPLY PRESSURE TO THE LANDING GEAR SYSTEM?
A - GREEN.
B - BLUE.
C - YELLOW AND BLUE.
D - GREEN AND BLUE.

76.- WHICH HYDRAULIC SYSTEM SUPPLIES PRESSURE TO THE NOSE WHEEL STEERING?
A - GREEN.
B - BLUE.
C - YELLOW AND BLUE.
D - GREEN AND BLUE.

77.- WHICH SITUATION WILL AUTOMATICALLY ILLUMINATE THE ESCAPE PATH LIGHTING?
C - THE LOSS OF POWER TO THE AC ESS SHED AND THE LOSS OF POWER TO THE DC ESS SHED.
D - THE LOSS OF POWER TO THE AC ESS SHED.

78.- WITH THE A/SKID & N/W STRG SWITCH IN THE ON POSITION, IF THE BSCU DETECTS A BRAKE SYSTEM MALFUNCTION AND/OR NORMAL BRAKING IS NOT AVAILABLE:
A - THE CREW WILL BE NOTIFIED WITH AN ECAM MESSAGE ONLY IF AFTER TOUCHDOWN THE BRAKE SYSTEM DOES ACTUALLY MALFUNCTION.
B - TRANSITION TO THE ALTERNATE BRAKE SYSTEM IS AUTOMATIC.

79.- WITH THE EMER EXIT LT SELECTOR IN THE ARM POSITION, IF AC BUS #1 IS UNPOWERED:
A - THE ESCAPE PATH MARKINGS WILL AUTOMATICALLY ILLUMINATE.
B - THE EMERGENCY LIGHTS AND EXIT SIGNS WILL ILLUMINATE AUTOMATICALLY.
C - BOTH ARE CORRECT.

80.- YOU HAVE JUST SET THE PARKING BRAKE HANDLE TO ON. IS IT STILL POSSIBLE TO CHECK THE MAIN BRAKE SYSTEM USING THE TOE BRAKES?
A - YES. AS SOON AS YOU PRESS THE BRAKE PEDALS THE BRAKES INDICATOR WILL READ MAIN SYSTEM PRESSURE.
B - NO. IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO PRESS HARD ENOUGH TO OBTAIN AN ACCURATE READING.
C - NO. WHEN THE PARK BRK IS SET, THE OTHER BRAKING MODES ARE DEACTIVATED.
81.- YOU WANT TO OPEN THE CABIN DOOR, WHILE LIFTING THE CONTROL HANDLE THE WHITE LIGHT ILLUMINATES. WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

A - THERE IS RESIDUAL PRESSURE IN THE CABIN.
B - THE RAMP IS NOT CORRECTLY POSITIONED.
C - THE SLIDE IS STILL ARMED.
D - SOMEBODY IS TRYING TO OPEN THE DOOR FROM OUTSIDE.